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II' ClaVfon Walnum

Every day, more and more 8-bit computer
owners are trading up to STs. Needless to say,
this has had many effects on the Atari 8-bit
computer market. For one thing, with less
users to support them, software publishers
have not been willing to risk their develop
ment dollars on programs for the 8-bit line
of computers. They are afraid that they won't
be able to sell enough copies of their pro
grams to make the effort profitable.

But there's one software publisher that is
still putting out software regularly-in fact,
one that publishes many programs a month.
These programs include utilities, games and
applications, just to mention a few types. That
publisher is, of course, ANALOG Comput
ing, whose commitment to the 8-bit Atari
market is evidenced by the magazine you're
APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

now holding in your hands.
But we'd be lying if we told you that things

hadn't changed at ANALOG, as well. Just
like everyone else, we've seen interest in the
Atari 8-bit line of computers drop over the
last few years. One of the ways that declin
ing interest affects magazines like ANALOG
is in the number of program submissions we
receive. Today we receive far fewer submis
sions than was ordinary as little as a year ago.
It seems that, just as users are moving on to
the STs, so are the programmers.

What does this mean to you? It means that
if you've been thinking about submitting an
article but have been putting it off because
you were afraid of the competition, this might
be the best time. I'm not saying that there is
no competition. But programmers have a far
better chance of seeing their work in print
now, than they have for many years.

So if you've been thinking about submit
ting something, please do. It's easy. Print out

a copy of your program, then write up an ar
ticle explaining it and print it out in double
spaced manuscript form; then place a copy
of the article (ass.uming you've used a word
processor) and your program on a disk con
taining DOS (only Atari DOS, please) and
mail it to ANALOG Computing, p.o. Box
1413-M.0., Manchester, CT 06040-141l
That's all there is to it.

Usually, you will be notified of our deci
sion within two weeks. And we pay well for
articles that are accepted, with a check be
ing mailed to you within 30 days of your
returning the contract. What a great way to
use your Atari!

In any case, ANALOG Computing plans to
be around for a long time, and even though
it's gotten a little tougher to come up with the
quality programs you're used to seeing in these
pages, it certainly hasn't become impossi
ble. In the months to come, we've got some
great things lined up. You just wait and see.~
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While I was going through the August is
sue, checking up on another outstanding BBK
production, B-C4LC, my eyes wandered over
to the Steve Panak article and the words "Buy
Atari ..." jumped off the page at me. What
Steve and Atari seem to forget is that there
is a very larg~ portion of this country that
can't just wander down to a local Atari store
and see what is available. We poor folks are
totally limited to either driving long distances
(in my case, in excess of 200 miles) to the
nearest Atari dealer, or to mail-order. And
now Atari is cutting out the lTIail-order
houses. While we would be more than hap
py to support Atari, we first have to have the
support from Atari. When that happens, Atari
sales and software support will improve.

And, yes, I have expressed these same feel
ings to Atari.

-Frank Merson
San Angelo, TX

~'re glad to hear that you've taken the
time to contact Atari. That's the best way
Atari users can tell the company what they
like and don't like. Customer feedback is im
portant to any company, and Atari is no ex
ception. Anyone else who's interested in
contacting Atari may write to them at Atari
Corp., 1196 Borregas Avenue, Sunnyvale, C4
94086.
6

Please stop taLking about favorite old
games. I already heard Steve Panak talk about
his favorites, so let's not do it again. Don't
get me wrong, I always enjoy Arthur Leyen
berger's The End User, but the subject of
favorite oldies has been beaten to death.

Let's see some new stuff out there. You
could review new hardware like Easy Scan.
You could, for example, have some interviews
with users' groups. There are also some de
cent programs out there like AlfCrunch, Su
perArc, Billboard and many more. There's so
much to talk about, so don't waste it on yet
another look at the good old days.

After reading your CES Video Game
Report, I have come to the conclusion that
Sega, not Atari, will be tne company to make
headway into Nintendo territory. The reason:
Atari titles lack any sort of creativity. They
are nothing more than repackaged old games.
I am sure that people will be less than thrilled
to hear that they can play Asteroids and One
on-One yet again. Atari had better start
releasing some new and creative titles, in
stead of trying to port all of their old titles
to three different machines.

-Paul Siu
Darby, PA

Latest reports show that Nintendo has cap
tured a phenomenal 80 %of the video-game
market, with Sega and Atari sharing the re
maining portion. Sadly, you're absolutely
correct in your conclusion that Sega has the
greater chance ofgiving Nintendo a run for
their money. Not only are the Sega games
newer and more original, but the Sega
machines have higher-quality graphics. It
saddens us greatly to see the once video-game
king now taking up a weak third-place posi
tion, but there is still hope for the future.
Rumors abound that Atari is preparing a
68000-based game machine. The 68000
processor is the heart ofthe Sf computer, and
if Atari does it right, a 68000-based game
machine could be the new state-of-the-art in
video games. Ofcourse, the other video game
companies have new machines in the works,
as well. It may be a tough battle for Atari.

My Printscreen Utility was published in the
August 1988 issue of ANALOG Computing.
I have a correction that should be made to
this program.

Printscreen was designed to work with
most programs, whether in BASIC or
machine language. However, it doesn't work
with some machine-language programs
which access screen memory directly and do
not use the CIO system. This is due to the
way it is protected from dumping the screen
when the printer is already in use. To make
it work on these programs, the last two num
bers in the DATA statement of Line 140 (15
and 144) must be changed to 6 and 176.

Thanks to Terry Johnson for bringing this
problem to my attention. I hope this correc
tion will help those who have had trouble us
ing this utility.

-Justin E. Wilder
Goshen, IN

I received the September issue disk. I want
ed to play Snowplow, but the information says
to move Snowplow to another disk and re
name it AUlDRUN.SYS. However, no direc
tions are given as to how to do this. Please
advise.

-Robert Gunsberg
Medford, NY

First take a blank disk and format it using
Option I of the DOS menu (type "DOS" to
get to this menu), then write new DOS files
to the disk by selecting Option H. Now in
sert your ANALOG disk into the drive and
choose Option 0, Duplicate File. Follow the
on-screen prompts, switching the ANALOG
disk (the source disk) and your newly fomwt
ted disk (the destination disk) as directed.
When this process is completed, a new copy
of Snowplow will have been placed on your
disk. To rename the file, simply choose Op
tion E of the DOS menu and type SNOW
PLOWOBJ,AUWRUN.SYS. The file will be
renamed, and from that point on, to load
Snowplow, just boot your computer with the
new disk while holding down the Option key.

APRIL A.N.A.L.C.G. Computing
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of joysticks, paddles and light pens. They can
handle simultaneous input and output, which
makes them perfect for use as an alternative
to the 850 expansion interface. Some com
panies, in fact, already manufacture a cable
that lets you run a printer from these ports
instead of the 850.

PORTA actually has two functions, de
pending on whether Bit 2 of PACTL (follow
ing) is set. If it is set, then PORTA writes
to or reads from the first two controller jacks.
Depending on whether you're using joysticks
or paddles, PORTA's bits will have the fol
lowing meanings in Figure 1.

continued on page 32
APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing8

VCOUNT keeps
track of what scan

line is currently
being drawn.

Actually, it
increases by 1

every two scan
lines, so multiply
the value by 2 to

get the true
number.

How to Read the Memory Map
Beginning users: Read the text that is print

ed in bold type only. These memory locations
will be the easiest for you to use and usually
don't involve assembly language.

Advanced users: Read everything! Many
areas of memory are not of any practical use,
but you can learn a lot about how a computer
works by reading the boring parts.

PIA (6520)
PIA stands for Peripheral Interface Adapt

er and is also known as the 6520 chip. It takes
care of the" four controller jacks (two on some
Atari models), which are the places that you
plug your joysticks into. These controller
jacks, or Atari ports as we will call them,
have capabilities far greater than the reading

PORTA
54016 moo





by Steve Panak

There exists in this country a disease. A
contagious disease. A form of madness which
renders its victims helpless, transforming
them into crazed sociopaths, destined to live
their remaining days chained to a keyboard,
or a joystick, staring into a flickering phos
phor screen, struggling to survive. This is the
legacy of the gaming bug.
10

Fortunately, most of the populace has had
the time to build up immunity. Pac-Man
caught a nation weakened by Space Invaders
off-guard, and millions fell. With all the
defenses down, hundreds of games flooded
the system, preying on those too weak to
muscle their way to their favorite machine.
However, in time, people became stronger

and discovered that there was more to life
than chasing flashing blobs around on a phos
phor screen. Just as suddenly as it started,
it stopped.

But not for everyone. Because, although the
epidemic has passed, there are still pockets
of the disease remaining. Cursed clusters of
barely-human beings locked in a desperate
search for a never-ending and unattainable ul
timate video fix. And the disease itself has
mutated. No longer simply a mindless virus,
it often transforms into mutations that appear
to think, that offer deeper and more complex
challenges, that infect many who escaped the
first horrific onslaught.

For one to be cured, like the recovering al
coholic, it is first necessary to recognize that
there is a problem. To help those of my read

APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing
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ers who may fear themselves infected (as well
as those who deny their own susceptibility
by allowing themselves to think "it can't hap
pen to me"), I offer the following multiple
choice quiz. Honestly answer the questions;
the person you save may be yourself. And no
cribbing the answers from the end of the
column.

1. What is your favorite, totally futile
activity?
a) Searching for an honest politician.
b) Trying to copy a game diskette using
Atari DOS.
c) Placing a Babel Fish in your ear.

2. When you pass an arcade game cabinet
APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

in your local supermarket (or airport,
shopping mall, etc.) do you:
a) Unconsciously feel your pockets for
change.
b) Nervously look over your shoulder to
see if anyone is watching as you probe
the coin return for a forgotten token.
c) Violently rattle the joystick when neither
a) nor b) result in activating the game.

3. Do the palms of your hands:
a) Sweat at the sight of a disk drive's busy
light?
b) Contain callouses at the base of your
thumbs?
c) Have hair growing in them? (the second
sign of impending insanity, the first being
searching for the aforementioned hair).

4. In Boulder Dash, the main character is:
a) A lump of coal named Chunky.
b) A soiled miner named Rockford.
c) The poor soul holding the joystick,
unable to eat, sleep, or excrete until he
completes the current level.

5. What is your favorite diversion during
your free time?
a) Watching NBC's Saturday evening
lineup.
b) Reading about computer games.
c) Playing computer games.
Of course, there are hundreds of other

signs, some of them obvious, others barely
discernible. But rather than go into those, let's
take a little recess and pop into these two new
games.

11



GAUNTLET

Gauntlet
by Atari

Mindscape
3444 Dundee Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 480-7667
$34.95

Although I haven't been in the arcades for

a number of months, after the first boot it's
easy to see how Gauntlet could easily be a
hit. This is because the game adheres close
ly to the time-proven and weather-worn ele
ments which can make an arcade action game
so addictive.

One or two players may compete or
cooperate. And, in a first, the program al
lows the second player to start at any time,
simply by pressing the joystick button. Be
fore starting the game, each player chooses
a character through whom they will vicari-

ously run the Gauntlet. Go with Merlin the
Wizard for strong magic powers or Thor the
Warrior for physical strength. As is the case
with all arcade hits, your goals are simple.
Collect valuables. Destroy monsters. And, of
course, survive.

Monsters are produced by monster gener
ators located throughout the mazes. These
heinous devices will continue to belch out
dangerous creatures until they are destroyed.
A number of species of vile beasts keep the
action lively and fresh, as each has its own

RICHARD
PETTY'S
TALLADEGA
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attack mode and vulnerability. Demons shoot
fireballs while Lobbers toss stones, and each
species comes in three levels of strength,
which determine how many hits are neces
sary to kill it.

And to keep it interesting, various special
objects are scattered throughout the dun
geons. Potions to increase your hero's
strength, food to increase his lifeline, armor
to increase his protection; all of these pro
vide you with a slight edge against seeming
ly incredible odds.

Although the graphics are not the best I've
ever seen on an 8-bit machine, the action is
nonetheless captivating. You always know the
game is good when you find that suddenly
an hour, then two, then three have passed you
by. Probably the aspect of this game that is
most addictive is the sheer number of adver
saries you are required to wipe out. No mat
ter what you do, they just keep on coming.
And you keep on killing. What could be more
relaxing?

Rounding out the package is a decent
manual, written concisely and sporting
numerous illustrations. Overall, Gauntlet is
recommended for anyone looking for some
thing new in arcade challenges.

Richard Petty's Talladega
by Robert T. Bonifacio

Cosmi
415 North Figueroa
Wilmington, CA 90744
(213) 835-9687
$12.95

It's been a while since I've played a race
game on the 8-bit, and unfortunately no one
seems to have taken this time-interim to cre
ate a really good game. Still, Richard Pet
ty's Talladega manages. to provide a couple
of surprises for would-be stock car drivers.

This game is more like a simulation, in that
it puts you through many of the things that
a real driver would experience, rather than
being content with merely letting you speed
around an oval track. For example, when you
first start the game, you have to qualify for
APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

This game is more
like a simulation,
in that it puts you
through many of
the things that a

real driver would
experience, rather
than being content
with merely letting
you speed around

an oval track.

starting position in a field of twenty oppo
nents. Only then, and after choosing one of
the three tracks, are you ready to start toward
the checkered flag.

Just a perusal through the lengthy manual
hints at the complexity of the simulation.
Stops will be necessary in the pit stop for
more fuel and new tires. A turbo boost, while
eating up a lot of valuable fuel, may be just
what the doctor ordered to get past the la&t
couple of cars between you and the finish
line. Wrecks will cause the action to slow
while the yellow flag is out. Unfortunately,
this complexity is not continued throughout
every aspect of the game.

In particular I found the graphics to be slir
prisingly disappointing. For example, when
you wreck your car, the monitor fills with a
smoke screen of special characters, rather
than the colorful conflagnition one expects
from the explosion of a race car full of alco
hol. The display is reminiscent of that of the
2600. I know better is possible on this
machine-I've seen it done. But while the
graphics are a disappointment, the control of
your vehicle is equally surprising, but this
time the surprise is pleasant. For some rea
son, programmers in the past have had a lot
of trouble translating the steering wheel's ro
tation to the joystick's lateral movements.
This difficulty is not apparent here, as your
car is very responsive to your every whim.

Overall, Talladega gives an uneven perfor
mance. It i& too flawed to get an unqualified
recommendation, but offers too much to be
completely dismissed (especjally considering
its low price). Your best bet is to check it out
at your local dealer. You might end up driv
ing it home.

Getting back to the quiz, there really ate
no answers-it was all in fun. Probably the
only ones surprised by this revelation are
those of you who jumped back here looking
for the answers. In the final analysis, no quiz
or other diagnosis is necessary, as those af
flicted (as I am) know who they are. And liv
ing with this disease is not all that bad, es
pecially given all the great programs out
there. So until next we meet, curl up with
your favorite game and suffer. .r:J
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Certron Corporation
1651 S. State College Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 634-4280

CIRCLE #156 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Certron Takes a Stand
$27.95.

If you want to make sure that you have a
printer stand that'll fit whatever printer comes
your way, you might want to consider Cer
tron's new UPS-I Universal Printer Stand.
Although it doesn't supply the input and out
put trays, it will accommodate any size
printer. The UPS-I can be purchased for
$12.95.

Finally, Certron has available locking dis
kette storage boxes. The 5.25-inch model will
hold 50 disks and is made of sturdy plastic
with smoke-tinted lids.

Certron, a well-known computer supplies
company, has recently made available a new
series of universal computer - equipment
stands.

The UTS-I TIlt 'N Swivel monitor stand al
lows the computer owner to set ills monitor
at whatever angle is most convenient and
comfortable. The stand is designed in such
a way that the monitor can remain on the
stand when angle adjustments need to be
made. The unit is constructed of high-impact,
non-magnetic plastic and retails for $34.95.

Also available from Certron are the PS-80
and PS-132 double-tray printer stands, the
former for 80-column printers and the latter
for i32-column printers. Both stands contain
input and output trays, and the vinyl-coated
steel construction minimizes printer noise.
The PS-80 is $24.95, while the PS-132 is

14 APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing



SYSOPs Take Note!
Carina Software Systems has released Ca

rina II, a new version of their popular BBS
system for the 8-bit Atari computers. The Ca
rina BBS system is set up using SIGs (spe
cial interest groups), and divides the bulletin
board up into many smaller systems, each fo
cused on a particular topic of interest. This
makes it easier for users to locate items that
are of interest to them, and at the same time,
bypass those topics they don't care about. Ca
rina II supports up to 26 of these areas.

Carina II also provides other BBS features
such as download databases, electronic mail,
online games, as well as some special fea
tures like the ability to create polls that al-

low users to vote on various questions.
Carina II requires lCD's SpartaDOS, and

it is suggested that SYSOPs run the BBS with
a RAMdisk of at least 192K and an rCD R
Time 8 cartridge. The compiete system is
available now anp is priced at $65. Owners
of the original Carina BBS may be eligible
for an upgrade discount.

Carina Software Systems
P.O. Box 6072
Rockford, IL 61125
(815) 87H836

CIRCLE #155 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

A 16-bit Atari 8-bit

DataQue Software
Dept. T-800
P.O. Box 134
Ontario, OH 44862

New product announcements to be consid
ered for use in 8-bit News should be sent to:
8-bit News, ANALOG Computing, P.O. Box
1413-M.o., Manchester, CT 06040-1413.
Please include photos, screen shots and
product samples whenever possible.

CIRCLE #158 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

ible with most of the existing software.
New products planned for the Turbo-816

system include a real-time multi-tasking oper
ating system kernel, a assembler-editor
debugger, a new BASIC, a C development
package, a Turbo-GOS operating system
(graphics-based), and a developer's kit.

German Club Offers Disk Magazine
ABBUC
c/o Wolfgang Burger
Wieschenbeck 45
D-4352 Herten
West Germany
J# are looking forward to corresponding

with our fellow Atarians throughout the
world. Through the exchange ofinformation
between users' groups, the 8-bit Ataris will
continue to grow and will one day be finally
recognized as a machine that was truly ahead
of its time.

So if your users' group would be interest
ed in receiving ABBUC's disk-based maga
zine, drop them a line. I'm sure they'll be
thrilled to hear from you.

CIRCLE #157 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

DataQue Software has annouriced
Turbo-8I6, a hardware upgrade for the Atari
8-bit computers that will both increase the
speed of the computer and allow direct ac
cess to memory beyond 64K. The extra
memory is not accessed using the awkward
bank-select methods; it is a linear memory
bank of up to 16 megabytes. Special ihternally
mounted memory boards that, in most cases,
require no hardware modifications, will be
available to take advantage of the new extend
ed addressing range.

The Turbo-816 upgrade will be available in
two forms: a replacement CPU board for the
original 400/800 Computer system and a
plug-in module for the XL/XE series. There
are no hardware modifications required, ex
cept in the case of XL/XE systems which will
require the removal of the existing CPU. Da
taQue claims that Turbo-816 will be compat-

The following is an excerpt from a letter
recently received at ANALOG's offices:

Two years ago, the Atari Bit Byter User
Club (ABBUC) was in contact with over 25
users' groups in the Us. Today we hear from
less than ten. Have the others died out or
switched over to the STs? The remaining 8-bit
users must work together to keep their
machines from going the way of the VIC or
the TI. To work together, first the users must
communicate with each other. ABBUC, a
group ofover 500 users, would like to com
municate with users' groups from the Us.
and the rest of the world as well. J# are pre
pared to trade our tri-monthly disk magazine
to all the clubs who send us their newsletter.
We can be contacted at the following address:

UTS·1 TILT 'N SWIVEL MONITOR
STAND

UPS·' UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND

aO·COLUMN DOUBLE-TRAY PRINTER
STAND

LOCKING DESKTOP STORAGE FILES
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You and another adventurer are searching
for the lost gold mines of Mazeaton. The
mines are located in the midst of a large
maze, well-protected by ghostly guardians.
To reach the cache of gold, both of you must
race through identical mazes while being
hunted down by the guardians of the trea
sure. If you should happen to touch one of
the guardians, you will be zapped back to the
begiiming of the maze. Whoever arrives at
the end of the maze first receives 100 gold
coins. This achievement also allows both of
you to enter the middle maze where 277 gold
pieces are kept-collect as much as you can.
After this you must leave the maze city by
racing through another maze like the first
one. The victor (or Victoria) again receives
100 gold coins.

After the third maze your accumulated
wealth is displayed and immediately phoned
into the IRS. Pressing start permits you to
play again and add to your riches. Option
resets your bank to zero. Unfortunately, this
will not deceive the IRS in the least. While
you are mazing, press Select to abort the
game and return to this screen.

1Yping It In
Krazy Mazes is an all-machine-Ianguage

game and must be typed in using the MIL
Editor found elsewhere in this issue. Load

and run the game by using the Binary Load
option for your DOS.

Author's Notes
I have always been intrigue~ With mazes.

I think it started with the Atari 2600 game
called Maze Craze where two players raced
through the same maze. The maze was small
because of. th~ large images on the screen
(like GRAPHICS 2). Krazy Mazes is done
in GRAPHICS 5 and ANTIC Mode 5. These
were chosen for their colors, size and visi
bility. The randomly generated maze is
formed in memory and then copied to either
the GRAPHICS 5 or ANTIC 5 screen.

Most people who make maze games use
one of two possible maze generators. They
often start the maze generation in the upper
left-hand corner and these mazes tend to be
quite simple as there is usually only one path
from beginning to end. I suggest starting the
generation from the center as it makes for
more interesting mazes.

Anyway, don't get lost in the mazes!

Barry Kolbe and his wife, Linda, live in the
country with their children, Philip andAudra.
The household uses time-sharing because the
Atari 800 and the Nintendo Entertainment
System are hooked up to the same Tv.
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LlSlING 1: MIL EDlmR DATA
1088 DATA 255,255,8,48,51,68,32,85,5',
,16',8,133,17',16',16,162,4818
1019 DATA 2,157,222,58,157,242,58,282,
,16,247,16',88,141,244,2,32,7787
1028 DATA 174,53,16',7,162,55,168,27,3
32,'2,228,16',8,133,188,32,512'
1838 DATA 288,54,32,51,54,16',8,133,15
56,16',128,133,157,16',2,133,664'
1848 DATA 181,16',1,133,17',32,3',5',3
32,'2,48,32,88,58,16',8,537
1858 DATA 141,47,2,32,188,55,32,88,58,
,32,'2,48,32,88,58,76,'381
1868 DATA 3,48,16',8,141,47,2,32,143,5
58,32,132,52,32,168,58,18'8
1078 DATA 32,16,51,32,41,52,16',48,141
1,1'6,2,16',282,141,1'7,2,6381
1888 DATA 16',148,141,1'8,2,32,56,50,3
32,200,54,32,51,54,16',2,1006
10'8 DATA 133,181,16',1,133,17',133,18
88,16',6',141,48,2,16',58,141,5'42
1189 DATA 4',2,16',62,141,47,2,165,152
2,133,168,165,154,133,16',16','858
1119 DATA 1,133,176,16',8,133,177,16',
,152,133,178,32,1",51,16',3,68'4
1128 DATA 133,176,165,153,133,168,165,
,155,133,16',16',8,133,177,16',155,748
8
1138 DATA 133,178,32,1",51,16',8,133,
,156,16,,128,133,157,173,128,~,7237

1149 DATA 291,15,208,3,76,11',4',281,7
7,288,25,165,152,281,7',248,'265
1158 DATA 183,32,16',52,176,'8,32,85,4
4',230,152,32,112,4',32,132,3'35
1168 DATA 58,76,82,4',281,11,288,25,16
65,152,201,1,248,74,32,178,7243
1178 DATA 52,176,6',32,85,4',1'8,152,3
32,112,4',32,132,50,76,82,242'

1188 DATA (',281,1(,288,25,165,15(,281
1,1,2(8,(5,32,186,52,176,(8,6828
11'8 DATA 32,85,(',1'8,15(,32,112,(',3
32,132,59,76,82,(',291,13,251(
1289 DATA 288,22,165,15(,281,21,2(8,16
6,32,1'5,52,176,11,32,85,(',387(
1219 DATA 238,15(,32,112,(',32,132,58,
,76,11',(',16',9,133,176,165,5636
1229 DATA 152,133,168,165,15(,133,16',
,16',9,133,177,16',152,133,178,1(1,'7(
(

1238 DATA 38,288,32,1",51,'6,16',1,13
33,176,76,8',(',173,121,2,(357
12(8 DATA 281,15,2(8,'8,281,7,288,25,1
165,153,281,7',2(8,88,32,32,688(
1259 DATA 53,176,83,32,13,59,238,153,3
32,37,58,32,132,58,76,22(,3'63
1268 DATA (',291,11,288,1',165,153,281
1,1,2(9,5',32,(1,53,176,5(,(561
1279 DATA 32,13,58,1'8,153,76,1(6,(',2
281,1(,288,1',165,155,281,1,6716
1288 DATA 2(8,36,32,58,53,176,31,32,13
3,58,1'8,155,76,1(6,(',281,5328
12'9 DATA 13,298,1',165,155,281,21,2(8
9,13,32,68,53,176,8,32,13,1385
1389 DATA 58,238,155,76,1(6,(',32,183,
,53,176,3',1(1,38,288,32,21',62'5
1319 DATA 5(,165,156,291,218,1((,3,32,
,51,5(,165,157,291,218,1((,3,7768
1328 DATA 32,238,53,173,31,288,281,5,2
288,5,18(,18(,76,3,(8,76,288'
1338 DATA 215,(8,'6,165,153,133,168,16
65,155,133,16',16',8,133,177,16',(81
1348 DATA 155,133,178,16',8,133,176,32
2,1",51,'6,165,153,133,168,165,'685
1359 DATA 155,133,16',16',3,133,176,14
41,38,288,32,1",51,'6,16',1,5775
1368 DATA 133,152,133,153,16',11,133,1
154,133,155,'6,112,112,112,74,8,5163
1370 DATA 152,18,18,18,18,18,18,18,18,
,10,18,10,18,18,18,18,2872
1388 DATA 10,19,18,18,18,19,18,78,168,
,58,74,8,155,18,19,18,75'1
13'8 DATA 18,18,18,18,18,18,18,18,18,1
18,18,18,19,18,18,18,2758
1488 DATA 18,18,18,65,6',58,16',254,28
88,2,16',255,133,28,165,28,71'5
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1418 DATA 288,252,133,77,'6,16',8,133,
,144,16',144,133,145,162,7,168,8371
1428 DATA 8,16',8,145,144,136,288,251,
,238,145,282,16,242,'6,16',8,2'7
1438 DATA 133,144,16',144,133,145,162,
,22,168,12,16',128,145,144,288,1'2,787
7
1448 DATA 65,288,24',165,144,24,185,88
8,133,144,165,145,185,8,133,145,743'
1458 DATA 282,16,22',16',8,24,185,32,1
133,144,16',144,185,3,133,145,6128
1468 DATA 162,2,168,8,16',128,145,144,
,288,1'2,7',288,24',165,144,24,1862
1478 DATA 185,88,133,144,165,145,185,8
8.133,145,282,16,22','6,16',125,'857
1488 DATA 133,144,16',145,133,145,162,
,15,18',183,51,14'.186,282,16,248,1111
1
14'8 DATA 16',6,133,175,288,22,16',133
3,133,144,16',147,133,145,162,15,8878
1588 DATA 18',167,51,14',186,282,16,24
48,16',128,133,175,16',5,168,8,8841
1518 DATA 145,144,173,18,218,41,3,133,
,178,133,171,165,178,18,178,165,'144
1528 DATA 144,24,117,186,133,148,165,1
145,117,187,133,14',177,148,1'7,175,2'
'77
1538 DATA 288,38,165,178,18,178,165,14
44,24,117,1'4,133,146,165,145,117,'737
7
1548 DATA 1'5,133,147,16',8,145,146,23
38,178,165,178,145,148,165,148,133,222
22
1558 DATA 144,165,14',133,145,76,44,51
1,238,178,165,178,41,3,133,178,7815
1568 DATA 1'7,171,288,183,168,8,177,14
44,133,178,16',8,145,144,165,178,4'8
1578 DATA 281,5,288,1,'6,238,178,165,1
178,41,3,18,178,24,165,144,61'7
1588 DATA 117,186,133,144,165,145,117,
,187,133,145,76,44,51,2,8,'6,32'2
15'8 DATA 255,254,255,168,8,1,8,176,25
55,255,255,88,8,2,8,176,6626
1688 DATA 255,254,255,~8,8,1,8,216,255

5,255,255,48,8,165,16',18,8317
1618 DATA 133,158,16',8,42,133,151,6,1
158,38,151,165,158,133,165,165,8'61
1628 DATA 151,133,166,6,158,38,151,6,1
158,38,151,165,158,24,181,165,6454
1638 DATA 133,158,165,151,181,166,133,
,151,165,177,24,181,158,133,158,165,23
35
1648 DATA 178,181,151,133,151,165,168,
,41,3,178,165,168,74,74,24,181,5786
1658 DATA 158,133,144,165,151,185,8,13
33,145,164,176,18',165,52,57,157,8"6
1668 DATA 52,133,165,18',161,52,168,8,
,4',144,5,165,145,144,'6,16',7427
1678 DATA 8,133,174,133,168,16',2,133,
,176,16',8,133,177,16',152,133,'867
1688 DATA 178,16',8,133,148,16',144,13
33,14',168,8,177,148,248,',132,'158
16'8 DATA 168,165,174,133,16',32,1",5
51,238,168,164,168,1'2,88,288,235,4146
6
1788 DATA 238,174,165,174,281,23,248,1
16,165,148,24,185,88,133,148,165,8671
1718 DATA 14',185,8,133,14',76,67,52,1
168,8,185,8,152,153,8,155,4768
1728 DATA 185,8,153,153,8,156,288,288,
,241,'6,16',152,133,145,16',8,82
1738 DATA 133,144,162,2,168,8,16',8,14
45,144,288,288,251,238,145,282,3'5'
1748 DATA 16,242,'6,8,85,178,255,63,28
87,243,252,1'2,48,12,3,165,'188
1758 DATA 154,166,152,232,32,284,52,'6
6,165,154,166,152,282,76,174,52,"43
1768 DATA 166,154,282,138,166,152,76,1
174,52,166,154,232,138,166,152,76,1278
8
1778 DATA 174,52,18,133,165,16',8,42,1
133,166,168,2,6,165,38,166,5848
1788 DATA 136,16,24',165,165,133,158,1
165,166,133,151,168,1,6,165,38,6'33
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17'8 DATA 166,136,16,24',165,165,24,18
81,158,133,158,165,166,181,151,133,338
8
1888 DATA 151,16',8,24,181,158,133,146
6,16',144,181,151,133,147,138,24,8814
1818 DATA 181,146,133,146,165,147,185,
,8,133,147,168,8,177,146,281,128,'463
1828 DATA 288,2,56,'6,24,'6,165,155,16
66,153,232,32,284,52,'6,165,'8'5
1838 DATA 155,166,153,282,32,284,52,'6
6,166,155,282,138,166,153,32,284,1866
1848 DATA 52,'6,166,155,232,138,166,15
53,32,284,52,'6,112,112,112,68,7428
1858 DATA 8,144,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,
,4,4,4,2678
1868 DATA 4,4,4,4,4,4,4,78,18',58,65,7
78,53,165,152,281,4863
1878 DATA 77,248,8,165,153,281,77,248,
,18,24,'6,238,222,58,32,21,62'7
1888 DATA 68,56,'6,238,242,58,32,26,68
8,56,'6,32,143,58,16',8,2'16
18'8 DATA 133,144,16',144,133,145,162,
,28,168,8,16',6,145,144,288,1'2,'567
1'88 DATA 3',288,24',165,144,24,185,48
8,133,144,165,145,185,8,133,145,7553
1'18 DATA 282,16,22','6,16',62,141,47,
,2,16',1,141,111,2,16',182,4844
1'28 DATA 141,1'2,2,16',38,141,1'3,2,1
16',14,141,1'4,2,141,1'5,2,6827
1'38 DATA 16,,8,141,8,288,141,1,288,14
41,2,288,16',1,141,8,288,711'
1'48 DATA 141,',288,141,18,288,141,11,
,288,16',3,141,2',288,16',136,8'47
1'58 DATA 141,7,212,'6,32,144,54,173,1
18,218,41,31,24,185,71,133,38"
1'68 DATA 164,162,8,168,18',167,54,153
3,8,141,153,188,141,288,153,8,78'8
1'78 DATA 141,153,188,141,288,232,224,
,12,288,234,164,164,16',28,153,4,157
1'88 DATA 143,153,5,143,153,184,143,15
53,185,143,16',28,153,18,143,153,7'22
1"8 DATA 11,143,153,118,143,153,111,1
143,'6,32,121,54,173,18,218,41,68'8
2888 DATA 31,24,185,32,133,163,162,8,1
164,163,18',167,54,153,8,148,7572
2818 DATA 153,188,148,288,153,8,148,15
53,188,148,288,232,224,12,288,234,3788
8
2828 DATA 16',28,164,163,153,4,142,153
3,5,142,153,184,142,153,185,142,8611
2838 DATA 16',28,153,18,142,153,11,142
2,153,118,142,153,111,142,'6,162,8'33
2848 DATA 23,16',8,164,163,153,8,148,1
153,8,142,153,188,148,153,188,7848
2858 DATA 142,288,282,16,248,'6,162,23
3,16',8,164,164,153,8,141,153,8281
2868 DATA 188,141,153,8,143,153,188,14
43,288,282,16,248,'6,28,62,187,7536
2878 DATA 127,127,",127,127,127,127,2
218,8,238,156,238,157,165,156,141,388',
2888 DATA 8,288,141,2,288,165,157,141,
,1,288,141,3,288,'6,162,8,7338
28'8 DATA 138,157,8,148,157,8,141,157,
,8,142,157,8,143,232,288,241,1368
2188 DATA '6,173,4,288,133,158,41,1,24
48,15,32,85,4',16',1,133,4122
2118 DATA 152,16',11,133,154,32,112,4'
','6,165,158,41,4,248,15,32,41'6
2128 DATA 13,58,16',1,133,153,16',11,1
133,155,32,37,58,'6,173,5,3818
2138 DATA 288,133,158,41,1,248,3,76,22
28,54,165,158,41,4,288,223,88'6
2148 DATA '6,165,17',288,18,16',8,141,
,8,218,141,1,218,248,64,32,7352
2158 DATA 17',54,238,167,165,167,41,3,
,178,134,167,18',168,58,141,1'2,'87
2168 DATA 2,18',164,58,141,1'3,2,165,1
188,248,3,32,21',54,1'8,181,367
2178 DATA 165,181,298,27,238,34,5',173
3,34,5',41,3,141,34,5',179,3'17
2188 DATA 16',2,133,181,18',35,5',141,
,9,218,16',166,141,1,219,76,8336
21'9 DATA '8,228,16',79,141,48,2,16',5
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53,141,4',2,32,123,58,16',4952
2299 DATA 148,141,1'6,2,16',246,141,1'
'7,2,16',68,141,1'8,2,32,133,7468
2219 DATA 53,32,248,59,32,154,55,16',6
62,141,47,2,32,223,55,'6,4598
2228 DATA 16',8,133,144,16',144,133,14
45,16',8,133,15',133,168,162,18,8743
2238 DATA 165,144,24,195,48,133,144,16
65,145,185,8,133,145,168,1,177,7424
2248 DATA 144,288,12,16',7,145,144,238
8,15',165,15',288,2,238,168,288,3437
2258 DATA 1'2,38,288,235,282,16,217,16
65,15',56,233,2,133,15',165,168,15'5
2268 DATA 233,8,133,168,'6,16',1,133,1
152,16',18,133,154,32,'3,57,5618
2278 DATA 16',37,133,153,16,,~8,133,15

55,32,187,57,16',8,162,3,14',5318
2288 DATA 182,282,16,251,162,2,16',16,
,157,1",58,157,285,58,282,16,873'
22'8 DATA 247,32,'3,57,173,128,2,281,1
15,248,86,281,7,288,22,32,6853
2388 DATA 242,56,176,77,32,1'2,57,32,6
66,57,238,152,32,'3,57,32,4868
2318 DATA 128,58,76,187,56,281,11,288,
,16,32,6,57,176,51,32,1'2,418'
2328 DATA 57,32,66,57,1'8,152,76,38,56
6,281,14,288,16,32,14,57,2547
2338 DATA 176,31,32,1'2,57,32,66,57,1'
'8,154,76,38,56,281,13,288,6586
2349 DATA 16,32,23,57,176,11,32,1'2,57
7,32,66,57,238,154,76,38,4568
2358 DATA 56,32,187,57,173,121,2,281,1
15,248,86,281,7,288,22,32,5'78
2368 DATA 32,57,176,77,32,12,58,32,88,
,57,238,153,32,187,57,32,3173
2378 DATA 128,58,76,283,56,281,11,288,
,16,32,48,57,176,51,32,12,2127
2388 DATA 58,32,88,57,1'8,153,76,134,5
56,281,14,288,16,32,48,57,3'34
23'8 DATA 176,31,32,12,58,32,88,57,1'8
8,155,76,134,56,281,13,288,7111
2488 DATA 16,32,57,57,176,11,32,12,58,
,32,88,57,238,155,76,134,4"5
2418 DATA 56,165,182,24,181,184,133,16
61,165,183,181,185,133,162,1'7,168,342
24
2428 DATA 288,7,165,161,1'7,15',288,1,
,'6,173,31,288,281,5,288,5,84'8
2438 DATA 184,184,76,3,48,76,11,56,165
5,154,166,152,232,32,121,57,786'
2448 DATA 168,8,177,146,281,6,248,2,24
4,'6,56,'6,165,154,166,152,861'
2458 DATA 282,76,247,56,164,154,136,15
52,166,152,76,247,56,164,154,288,382'
2468 DATA 152,166,152,76,247,56,165,15
55,166,153,232,76,247,56,165,155,3188
2478 DATA 166,153,282,76,247,56,164,15
55,136,152,166,153,76,247,56,164,2127
2488 DATA 155,288,152,166,153,76,247,5
56,165,154,166,152,32,121,57,168,'753
24'8 DATA 8,16',8,145,146,'6,165,155,1
166,153,32,121,57,168,8,152,7358
2588 DATA 145,146,'6,165,154,166,152,3
32,121,57,168,8,1'6',8,145,146,7218
2518 DATA '6,165,155,166,153,32,121,57
7,168,8,16',',145,146,'6,18,5261
2528 DATA 133,165,16',8,42,133,166,6,1
165,38,166,6,165,38,166,165,7278
2538 DATA 165,133,158,165,166,133,151,
,6,165,38,166,6,165,38,166,165,8374
2548 DATA 165,24,181,158,133,158,165,1
166,181,151,133,151,16',8,24,181,7571
2558 DATA 158,133,146,16',144,181,151,
,133,147,138,24,181,146,133,146,165,2'
'6
2568 DATA 147,185,8,133,147,'6,281,7,2
248,1,'6,32,15,5',238,182,7216
2578 DATA 288,2,238,183,162,2,254,1",
,58,18',1",58,281,26,144,17,'182
2589 DATA 16',16,157,1",58,282,48,',2
254,1",58,18',1",58,76,214,1183
25'8 DATA 57,32,253,5',162,2,254,222,5
58,18',222,58,281,26,144,17,'841
2688 DATA 16',16,157,222,58,282,48,',2

254,222,58,18',222,58,76,246,2256
2618 DATA 57,'6,281,7,248,1,'6,32,15,5
5',238,184,288,2,238,185,22'
2628 DATA 162,2,254,285,58,18',285,58,
,281,26,144,17,16',16,157,285,'684
2638 DATA 58,282,48,',254,285,58,18',2
285,58,76,34,58,32,31,68,3'86
2648 DATA 162,2,254,242,58,16',242,58,
,281,26,144,17,16',16,157,242,623
2658 DATA 58,282,48,',254,242,58,18',2
242,58,76,66,58,'6,16',136,'127
2668 DATA 141,48,2,16',58,141,4',2,32,
,123,58,173,132,2,288,6,4266
2678 DATA 173,132,2,248,251,'6,173,133
3,2,288,248,173,133,2,248,251,4366
2688 DATA '6,16',8,133,17',162,3,157,8
8,288,282,16,258,'6,112,112,'358
26'8 DATA 112,112,112,112,71,218,58,11
12,112,112,71,238,58,112,112,112,81'8
2788 DATA 71,258,58,65,136,58,68,68,74
4,74,36,36,42,42,8,8,'121
2718 DATA 8,8,235,114,33,258,121,128,1
173,161,186,165,17',8,8,8,6'27
2728 DATA 8,8,8,8,115,",111,114,181,1
115,8,17,26,16,16,16,88"
2738 DATA 8,18,26,16,16,16,8,8,8,8,8,5
51,35,47,58,37,6151
2748 DATA 8,17,26,8,16,16,16,8,8,8,8,8
8,8,8,8,51,3'56
2758 DATA 35,47,58,37,8,18,26,8,16,16,
,16,8,8,8,8,8,3'47
2768 DATA 8,8,8,8,248,242,22',243,243,
,128,238,233,242,22',8,8,4184
2778 DATA 8,8,8,8,8,16',23,141,8,218,1
162,178,142,1,218,32,6517
2788 DATA 132,58,16',8,141,1,218,'6,8,
,132,8,143,8,16',",141,5611
27'8 DATA 48,2,16',5',141,4',2,165,156
6,281,218,144,3,32,51,54,5574
2888 DATA 165,157,281,218,144,3,32,238
8,53,173,31,288,281,6,288,1,84'7
2818 DATA '6,281,3,288,226,32,85,5',76
6,4',5',16',16,162,4,157,5437
2828 DATA 237,5',157,247,5',282,16,247
7,'6,112,112,112,112,71,133,5',8178
2838 DATA 7,112,112,78,173,5',112,112,
,112,112,78,1'3,5',112,78,213,8583
2848 DATA 5',112,112,112,112,78,233,5'
',65,",5',8,8,8,8,114,1838
2858 DATA 8,8,8,186,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,
,8,8,8,35'4
2868 ~TA 8,43,8,8,8,225,8,8,8,121,8,8
8,237,225,258,22','151
2878 DATA 243,8,8,8,8,8,162,i85,128,16
62,161,178,178,185,128,171,1'66
2888 DATA 175,172,162,165,8,8,8,8,8,8,
,115,116,'7,114,116,8,17"
28'8 DATA 8,8,8,112,188,'7,121,8,8,8,8
8,8,8,8,111,112,8764
2'88 DATA 116,185,111,118,8,8,8,115,"
',111,114,181,115,8,8,8,881
2'18 DATA 17,26,8,16,16,16,16,16,8,8,1
18,26,8,16,16,16,468'
2'28 DATA 16,16,8,162,4,254,237,5',18'
',237,5',281,26,144,11,16','646
2'38 DATA 16,157,237,5',282,16,238,18'
',237,5','6,162,2,76,255,5',73
2'48 DATA 162,2,76,33,68,162,4,254,247
7,5',18',247,5',281,26,144,'2'
2'58 DATA 8,16',16,157,247,5',282,16,2
238,'6,8,88,255,81,8,8,5614
2'68 DATA 8,8,8,8,8,8,56,56,56,56,56,8
8,56,8,182,182,'378
2'78 DATA 182,8,8,8,8,8,8,182,255,182,
,182,255,182,8,24,62,4863
2'88 DATA '6,68,6,124,24,8,8,182,188,2
24,48,182,78,8,223,253,5'13
2"8 DATA 223,253,223,253,223,253,8,48
8,178,1'8,1'8,178,48,8,8,48,7873
3888 DATA 8,185,48,48,65,65,8,28,8,158
8,28,28,138,138,8,182,1467
3818 DATA 68,255,68,182,8,8,8,24,24,12
26,24,24,8,8,8,8,6388
3828 DATA 8,8,8,24,24,48,8,8,8,126,8,8
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;5AUEUD:RACE.M65
;5-28-88 ':00 P.M.

LISTING 2: ASSEMBLY

0,0,0,0,0,4784
3030 DATA O,O,O,24,24,O,O,6,~2,24,48"

'6,64,O,~24,206,~3~0

3040 DATA ~'8,~'8,~'8,238,~24,0,56,56,

,24,24,24,24,24,0,~24,230,3468

3050 DATA ~2,24,48,'6,254,0,~26,~2,24,

,~2,6,~02,60,0,~2,28,8'20

3060 DATA 60,~08,204,254,~2,0,~26,'6,~

124,6,6,~92,60,9,~24,~'8,4'48
3870 DATA ~'2,252,296,230,~24,0,~26,6,

,~2,24,48,48,48,0,~24,296,4886

3980 DATA 239,~24,296,230,124,9,~24,20

96,~'8,230,~26,~2,24,48,0,56,5724

39'8 DATA 56,0,0,56,56,0,0,0,24,24,8,2
24,24,48,6,~2,5668

3~99 DATA 24,48,24,~2,6,8,8,8,~26,8,8,

,~26,8,9,'6,48,8224

3~~9 DATA 24,~2,24,48,'6,8,68,~82,~92,

,~2,24,8,24,8,9,68,77~2

3~20 DATA ~82,~~8,~~8,'6,62,8,~28,~56,

,69,54,62,~82,~82,~'5,238,~~5,'006

3~30 DATA """~~8"",,,222,68,~02,2
294,1'2,~'2,~'2,238,~24,238,~~5,5524

3~4a DATA """"""",222,254,~82"
'6,~29,'6",,~92,~24,254,~02,~363

3~50 DATA '6,~20,'6,'6,'6,'6,60,~82,~,

'8,~'2,222,1'8,~92,69,~'8,~'8,3274
3~60 DATA ~'8,206,254,230,~'8,~'8,48,2

24,24,24,24,24,24,~2,30,~2,288

3170 DATA ~2,~2,~2,28,56,'6,~'8,~98,~0

08,~20,~29,~98,~98,~'8,224,'6,320

3~80 DATA '6,'6,'6,~82,~26,~20,~'8,238

8,254,2~4,~'8,~'8,~'8,~'8,~'8,~'8,'268

8
3~'0 DATA 238,246,222,286,~'8,~'8,~24,

,286,~'8,~'8,~'8,~'8,239,~24,~24,~82,6

6630
3280 DATA ~02,~82,~88,'6,'6,~'2,~24,23
30,~'8,~'8,1'8,~'8,206,~27,238,~~5,673

n
32~0 DATA ~02,~88,~02,~82",,~'5,58,~0

02,'6,60,6,6,~82,'2,254,48,5'23

3220 DATA '6,~'2,~'2,~'4,~'8,~24,230,~
l82,~02,~02,~82,~02,~~8,63,~'5,~02,365

5
3230 DATA ~02,~02,~82,~82,60,24,~'5,~,

'5,~'5,2~~,283,223,~~,,'8,~'5,~'5,5357

7
3240 DATA ~02,68,60,~82,~'5,~'5,~'5,~0

02,~82,60,24,24,24,24,~26,~'8,6~52

3250 DATA ~2,24,254,'6,~'5,254,8,30,24

4,24,24,24,30,8,0,64,'6~7
3260 DATA '6,48,24,~2,6,O,O,~28,24,24,

,24,24,~20,O,8,8,7258

3270 DATA 28,54,",0,0,8,0,0,0,8,0,0,2
255,8,226,2,440
3280 DATA 227,2,0,48,0,8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8
0,8,0,0,3703

.,
D~X .D5 ~

D2X .D5 ~

D~Y .D5 ~

;~st again

;screen off
; Middle gaMe

; ubi flag

;turn on ubi
;what it sa!lls
;pla!ll ~st gaMe
;interMission

;tiMer

;set ghost
;positions

; ti tie flag
;clear pl!llrs
;define pO

$8800
$8COO
$8D08
$8EOO
$8FOO
$'000
$'800
$'BOO

.,
RANDOM =$D20A
HPOSPO =$D880
HPOSP~ = $DOO~

HITCLR = $DO~E

MYSET = $5000

*= $3000
BEGIN JSR ZHSC ;0 scores
START LDA UO

STA UFLG
LDA U$~8

LDX U2 ;set final
FSLP STA FSC~,X ;scores

STA FSC2,X
DEX
BPL FSLP
LDA U )MYSET ;chr set
STA 756
JSR SETPMG ;PMG setup
LDA U7 ;install ubi
LOX U )UBI
LOY U (UBI
JSR $E45C
LDA UO
STA TFLG
JSR CLPLRS
JSR DEFPO
LDA UO
STA GX
LDA U$80
STA GX~

LDA U2
STA TIM
LOA U~

STA UFLG
JSR INTRO
JSR GAME~

JSR NTRMSS
LOA UO
STA $022F
JSR GAME2
JSR NTRMSS
JSR GAME~

JSR NTRMSS

.,
PMB =
PLRO =
PLR~ =
PLR2 =
PLR3 =
MAZEO =
GR5A =
GR5B =

D2Y .D5 ~

GX .D5 ~

GX~ .DS ~

COLS .DS ~

GOLD .DS 2
TOTL .DS 2
POYP .DS ~

PUP .DS ~

LHD .DS ~

HHD .DS ~

GCNT .DS ~

PX .DS ~

PY .DS ~

XHD .DS ~

JHD .DS ~

HS~ .DS ~

HS2 .DS ~

LINES .DS ~

MZNUM .DS ~

COLOR .DS ~

WSCN .DS 2 ;gr5 a or b
UFLG .DS ~

TFLG .DS ~

TIM .DS ~

SCR~ .DS 2
SCR2 .DS 2
TB~ .DS 8
TB2 .DS 8

.OPT LIST

.OPT NO LIST

8258
0260
0278
8280
02'0
0388
9319
0328
8330
9349
9350
8n8
0370
0380
03'0
8400
8419
8420
0430
0440
8458
8468
8470
8480
OUO
0500
05~0

8528
8530
0540
0550
0560
0570
0580
05'0
0600
06~8

0628
0638
0640
0650
0660
9670
0680
96'0
0790
07~0

0720
0730
0740
0750
0760
0770
0780
ono
0800
0819
0820
0830
0840
0850
8860
0870
0880
08'0
noo
OUO
n20
0'30
0'40
0'58
n60
0'70
0'80
0"0
1900
~UO

1928
~930

~848

1950
~060

~070

1980

LIST.OPT NO
*= $'0
.D5 ~

.D5 ~

.D5 2

.D5 2

.D5 ~

.D5 ~

9190
8110
0~20

U30
0140
U50 LO
U60 HI
0~70 I
0~80 J
8~'0 ML
0200 MH
0210
0220
8238
8240
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i
iMove 1st dot, then 2nd

22

18,.,
1188
1118
1128
1138
1148
1158
1168
1178
1188
lU8
1288
1218
1228
1238
1248
1258
1268
1278
1288
12'8
1388
1318
1328
1338
1348
1358
1368
1378
1388
lU8
1488
1418
1428
1438
1448
1458
1468
1478
1488
14'8
1588
1518
1528
1538
1548
1558
1568
1578
1588
15'8
1688
1618
1628
1638
1648
1658
1668
1678
1688
16'8
1788
1718
1728
1738
1748
1758
1768
1778
1788
17'8
1888
1818
1828
1838
1848
1858
1868
1878
1888
18'8
U88
U18

JHP START
i
GAHEI LDA 118

STA $822F
JSR CLR8
JSR CLRGR5
JSR PRPHZE
JSR GENHZ5
JSR COPYT05
LDA 11$28
STA $82C4
LDA II$CA
STA $82C5
LDA 11$'4
STA $82C6
JSR SETUP
JSR CLPLRS
JSR DEFP8
LDA 112
STA TIH
LDA III
STA UFLG
STA TFLG
LDA II <DL5
STA $8238
LDA II )DL5
STA $8231
LDA 1162
STA $822F
LDA Due
STA PM
LDA DIY
STA PY
LDA III
STA COLOR
LDA II <GR5A
STA WSCN
LDA II )GR5A
STA WSCN+l
JSR PLOT5
LDA 113
STA COLOR
LDA D2M
STA PM
LDA D2Y
STA PY
LDA II <GR5B
STA WSCN
LDA II )GR5B
STA WSCN+l
JSR PLOT5
LDA 118
STA GM
LDA 11$88
STA GMI

.,
STCI LDA 63,2

CHP 1I$8F
BNE ST1
JHP STC2

STl CHP 117
BNE TRL
LDA DIM
CHP 117'
BEQ PJl
JSR LOKR
BCS PJl
JSR ERSDl
INC DIM
JSR SHWDl
JSR WAIT
JHP PJl

TRL CHP 1111
BNE TRU
LDA DIM
CHP III
BEQ PJl
JSR LOKL
BCS PJl
JSR ERSDI
DEC DIM

idO again

iclear Maze
iclear gr5
iprepare Maze
igenerate it
ito gr 5
icolors

iset up screen
i c I ear & de fi ne

i9host tiMer

i vbi flags

;gr5 dlist

iscreen on

idot POSitions

iPlot cOlor

itoP half

;plot color

idot pos

ibottOM half

i9hosties again

istiCk 8

iright?

;Iook right

;erase dot

iPlot it in
inew position

ileft?

U28
U38
U48
U58
U68
U78
U88
1"8
2888
2818
2828
2838
2848
2858
2868
2878
2888
28'8
2188
2118
2128
2138
2148
2158
2168
2178
2188
2U8
2288
2218
2228
2238
2248
2258
2268
2278
2288
22'8
2388
2318
2328
2338
2348
2358
2368
2378
2388
23'8
2488
2418
2428
2438
24018
2458
2468
2478
2488
24'8
2588
2518
2528
2538
2548
2558
2568
2578
2588
25'8
2688
2618
2628
2638
2648
2658
2668
2678
2688
25'8
2788
2718
2728
2738
2748

JSR SHWDl
JSR WAIT
JHP PJl

TRU CHP 1114
BNE TRD
LDA DIY
CHP III
BEQ PJl
JSR LOKU
BCS PJl
JSR 'ERSDl
DEC DIY
JSR SHWDl
JSR WAIT
JHP PJl

TRD CHP 1113
BNE PJl
LDA DIY
CHP 1121
BEQ PJl
JSR LOKD
BCS PJl
JSR ERSDl
INC DIY
JSR SHWDl
JSR WAIT

PJl JHP STC2·,ierase top dot·,ERSDl LDA 118
STA COLOR

SEDl LDA D1H
STA PM
LDA DIY
STA PY
LDA II <GR5A
STA WSCN
LDA II )GR5A
STA WSCN+l
STA HITCLR
JSR PLOT5
RTS

i
iPlot top dot
i
SHWDl LDA III

STA COLOR
JHP SEDI

·,iMove the 2nd dot
i
STC2 LDA $827' istick 1

CHP 1I$8F
BEQ PS,'
CHP 117 ;Ieft
BNE TZL
LDA D2M
CHP 117'
BEQ PSJ
JSR L2R ilook right
BCS PSJ
JSR ERSD2 ierase dot
INC D2M

L2L JSR SHWD2 iPlot dot
JSR WAIT
JHP PSJ

T2L CHP 1111
BNE TZU
LDA D2H
CHP III
BEQ PSJ
JSR L2F
BCS PSJ
JSR ERSD2
DEC D2M
JHP L2L

T2U CHP 1114
BNE TZD
LDA D2Y
CHP III
BEQ PSJ
JSR L2U
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;
ierase bOttOM dot

,
;is there a winner

;
;displa~ list for gr 5

,
isetup dots

;
WAXTL LDA USFE

BNE WTl
WAXT LDA USFF
WTl STA S14
WLP LDA S14

BNE WLP
5TA 77
RT5

,BYTE SOA,SOA,SOA,SOA,SOA
,BYTE S8A,SOA,SOA,SOA,SOA
,BYTE S8A,S8A,S46
,WORD TXTLE
,BYTE $4A
,WORD GR5B
.BYTE SOA,SOA,SOA,SOA,SOA
.BYTE SOA,SOA,S8A,SOA,SOA
.BYTE SOA,SOA,SOA,SOA,SOA
.BYTE SOA,SOA,S8A,SOA,SOA
.BYTE SOA,SOA,S41
.WORD DL5

i
iclear Maze
;
CLR8 LOA U (HAZE8

5TA LO
LOA U )HAZE8
5TA HI

C03 LDH U7 ;7,5 pages
C02 LDY U8

LOA U8
CO! 5TA (LOl, Y

DEY
BNE COl
INC HI
DEH
BPL C82
RT5

;
;prepare Maze for generation

PRPHZE LDA U (HAZE8
5TA LO
LDA U }HAZE8
5TA HI
LOH U22 ;23 lines

PR2 LDY U12
LDA US88

PRl 5TA (LOl,Y
INY
CPY U65
BNE PRl
LOA LO
CLC
ADC U80
5TA LO
LOA HI
ADC U8
5TA HX
DEH
BPL PR2
LDA U (HAZE8
CLC
ADC U (808
5TA LO
LOA U }HAZEO
AOC U }808
5TA HX
LDH U2 ;3 lines

TUN LDY UO
LDA US88

TUP 5TA (LOl,Y
INY
CPY U7'
BNE TUP
LOA LO
CLC
ADC U80
5TA LO
LOA HI
AOC UO
STA HX
DEH

3580
35'0
3600
3618
3620
3630
3648
3658
3660
3670
3688
36'8
3700
3710
3728
3730
3748
3750
3768
3778
3788
37'8
3808
3818
3828
3838
3848
3850
3860
3870
3880
38'0
noo
3UO
n20
n38
3'48
3'58
n60
3'78
n88
3"8
4000
4010
4820
4830
4840
4050
4068
4078
4080
48'8
4180
4110
4128
4130
4148
4150
4160
4170
4180
4UO
4208
4218
4220
4230
4248
4250
4268
4270
4288
42'8
4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
4358
4368
4378
4388
43'8
UOO

isoMeone won

;reset ghosts

;Chk for
;select

,
P5J J5R WINER?

BC5 NHGHE
5TA HITCLR
J5R CHKCOL

,
OL5 .BYTE S70,S78,S70,S4A

.WORD GR5A

.BYTE SOA,SOA,SOA,SOA,S8A

.BYTE SOA,S8A,SOA,SOA,SOA

i
SETUP LOA Ul

5TA DU
5TA D2H
LDA Ull
STA D1Y
5TA D2Y
RT5

,,
ERSi>2 LOA D2H

5TA PH
LDA D2Y
5TA PY
LOA U (GR5B
5TA W5CN
LOA U }GR5B
5TA WSCN+l
LOA UO
5.TA COLOR
J5R PLOT5
RT5

,,
NHGHE RT5

BCS P5J
J5R ER5D2
DEC D2Y
JHP L2L

T2D CHP U13
BNE P5J
LDA D2Y
CHP U21
BEQ P5J
J5R L2D
BCS P5J
J5R ER5D2
INC D2Y
JHP L2L

;
iPlot bottOM dot
i
5HW02 LOA D2H

5TA PH
LOA 02Y
5TA PY
LDA U3
5TA COLOR
5TA HITCLR
J5R PLOT5
RT5

LDA GH
CHP USDA
BCC FOK
J5R DEFP8

FOK LDA GHl
CHP USDA
BCe 50K
J5R DEFPl

50K LDA 5327'
CHP U5
BNE 55K
PLA
PLA
JHP START

55K JHP 5TCl

2758
2768
2778
2788
27'8
2888
2818
2828
2838
2848
2858
2868
2878
2888
28'8
2'88
2U8
2'28
2'38
2'48
2'58
2'68
2'78
2'88
2"8
3888
3818
3828
3838
3848
3858
3868
3078
3888
38'8
3188
3118
3128
3138
3148
3158
3168
3178
3188
3U8
3288
3218
3228
3238
3248
3258
3268
3278
3288
32'8
3388
3318
3328
3338
3348
3358
3368
3378
3388
33'8
3408
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3478
3480
3,.,0
3500
3518
3528
3538
3540
3550
3560
3570
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OPL TUN
RTS

i
lthe Maze gene..ation is
lis done he..e

i
igene..ate a Maze fo .. g... 5
i
GENHZ5 LDA U ([HAZE8+'81J

STA LO
LDA U ) [HAZE8+'81J
STA H:I
LDIC U15

HUT LDA T051,IC
STA T01,IC
DEIC
OPL HUT
LDA U$88
STA HZNUH

i
igene..ate the Middle Maze
iin Antic Mode 4
i
GENHZ4 LDA U ([HAZE8+381J

STA LO
LDA U ) [HAZE8+381J
STA H:I
LDIC U15

HUU LDA T041,IC
STA T01,IC
DEIC
OPL HUU
LDA U6
STA HZNUH
BNE SHZ

ihave we COMe
lback to begin?
ino
i",eS-dOne!
it ..", next di ..ect
i and see if it
i wi II wo..k

,,
T051 ,BYTE 2,8,'6,255

,BYTE 254,255,168,8
T052 .OYTE 1,8,176,255

.OYTE 255,255,88,8
T041 ,BYTE 2,8,176,255

,BYTE 254,255,88,8
T842 .BYTE 1,8,216,255

.OYTE 255,255,48,8
i
lPlot ..outine fo .. g... 5.,
PLOT5 LOA PY

ASL A
STA HL
LDA U8
ROL A
STA HH
ASL HL
ROL HH i 1C4
LDA HL
STA LHD
LDA HH
STA HHD
ASL HL
ROL HH lIC8
ASL HL
ROL HH i 1C16
LDA HL
CLC
ADC LHD
STA HL
LDA HH
ADC HHD
STA HH
LDA WSCN
CLC
ADC HL
STA HL
LDA WSCN+l
ADC HH
STA HH
LDA PH
AND U3
TAlC
LDA PH
LSR A
LSR A
CLC
ADC HL
STA LO
LDA HH
ADC U8
STA HI
LDY COLOR
LDA OHASK2,IC
AND COLORS,"
STA LHD
LDA OHASK1,H

.,
ltables to got .. t,lf,up,dn
ifo.. g..5 and antic 5

LDA (LO),Y
STA ICHD
LDA U8
STA (LO),Y
LDA ICHD
CHP U5
ONE GM4
RTS

GN4 INC ICHD
LDA ICHD
AND U3
ASL A
TAlC
CLC
LDA LO
ADC TB1,IC
STA LO
LDA HI
ADC T01+l,1C
STA HI
JHP GNl

5248
5258
5268
5278
5288
52'8
5388
5318
5328
5338
5348
5358
5368
5378
5388
5U8
5488
5418
5428
5438
5448
5458
5468
5478
5488
5U8
5588
5518
5528
5538
5548
5558
5568
5578
5588
55'8
5688
5618
5628
5638
5648
5658
5668
5678
5688
56'1
5788
5718
5728
5738
5748
5758
5768
5778
5788
5n8
5888
5818
5828
5838
5848
5858
5868
5878
5888
5U8
5'88
5U8
5'28
5'38
5'48
5'58
5'68
5'78
5'88
5"8
6888
6818
6828
6838
6848
6858
6868

sto..e next
di ..ection
in new spot
..eset cu....ent
location to
new pos

again
t ..", next
di ..ection

if saMe as
old-go back
t ..", this di ..ect
gOing back

ista.. t of Maze
iget ..and di ..ect
i8-3
isave it
i twice
iget di ..ect
iX 2
i8= ..t, 1= up
i2=lft, 3=dn
i find new pos
i2 awa", f ..OM
iWhe..e we a..e

iWhat's the..e
ia wall?
ino
i",es so e..ase
iit

iget inbetween
ilocation

ize..o it

,
SHZ LDA U5

LDY U8
STA (LO),Y

GNl LDA RANDOH
AND U3
STA ICHD
STA JHD

GN3 LDA ICHD
ASL A
TAlC
LDA LO
CLC
ADC T01,IC
STA J
LDA H:I
ADC TB1+1,1C
STA J+l
LDA (J), Y
CHP HZNUH
ONE GN2
LDA ICHD
ASL A
TAlC
LOA LO
CLC
ADC T02,IC
STA I
LDA HI
ADC T02+1,1C
STA :I+l
LDA U8
STA (I),Y
:INC ICHD
LOA ICHD
STA (J),Y
LDA J
STA LO
LDA J+l
STA HI
JHP GNl

GN2 INC ICHD
LDA ICHD
AND U3
STA ICHD
CHP JHD
ONE GN3
LDY U8

4418
4428
4438
4448
4458
4468
4478
4488
44'8
4588
4518
4528
4538
4548
4558
4568
4578
4588
45'8
4688
4618
4628
4638
4648
4658
4668
4678
4688
46'8
4788
4718
4728
4738
4748
4758
4768
4778
4788
47'8
4888
4818
4828
4838
4848
4858
4868
4878
4888
48'8
U88
4'18
U28
U38
4'48
4'58
4'68
4'78
U88
4"8
5888
5818
5828
5838
5848
5858
5868
5878
5888
58'8
5188
5118
5128
5138
5148
5158
5168
5178
5188
51'1
5288
5218
5228
5238
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6979 LDV 119 6'99 ;
6989 AND (LO) , V 6'19 LOKL LDA DIV
69'9 ORA LHD 6'29 LDIC DIIC
6199 STA (LO) , V 6n9 DEIC
6119 RTS 6'49 JHP LLL
6129 ; 6'59 LOKU LDIC DIY
6139 ;cop~ Maze to gr5 screen 6'69 DEIC
6U9 ; 6'79 TICA
6159 COPVT05 LDA 118 ;24 lines 6'88 LDIC DIIC
6169 STA LINES 6"9 JHP LLL
6178 STA PIC ;reset px 7889 ;
6188 LDA 112 7919 LOKD LDIC DIY
6H8 STA COLOR 7929 INIC
6298 LDA II (liR5A 7938 TICA
6218 STA WSCN 7848 LDIC DIIC
6228 LDA II >liR5A 7858 JHP LLL
6239 STA WSCN+l 7869 ;
6248 LDA II (HAZE8 7878 ;Multipl~ b~ 88 for gr5 screen
6258 STA J 7888 ;
6269 LDA II >HAZE8 78'8 HUL88 ASL A
6278 STA J+l 7188 STA LHD ix2
6288 NLN LDV 118 7118 LDA 118
62'8 NICV LDA (J) , Y 7128 ROL A
6398 BEQ NEICB 7138 STA HHD
6318 STY PIC 7148 LDY 112
6328 LDA LINES 7158 H8A ASL LHD
6338 STA PY 7168 ROL HHD iX16
6348 JSR PLOT5 7178 DEY
6358 NEICB INC PIC 7188 BPL H8A
6368 LDV PIC 7H8 LDA LHD
6378 CPV 1188 7288 STA HL
6388 BNE NICY 7218 LDA HHD
63'8 INC LINES 7229 STA HH
6488 LDA LINES 7239 LDV 111
6418 CHP 1123 7249 H8B ASL LHD
6428 BEQ CDON 7258 ROL HHD ;X64
6438 LDA J 7269 DEY
6448 CLC 7278 BPL H8B
6458 ADC 1188 7288 LDA LHD ;16+64=IC88
6468 STA J 72'8 CLC
6478 LDA J+1 7388 ADC HL
6488 ADC 118, 7318 STA HL
64'8 STA J+1 7328 LDA HHD
6588 JHP NLN 7338 ADC HH
6519 CDON LDY 118 7348 STA HH
6528 HAB LDA GR5A,Y 7358 LDA II (HAZE8
6539 STA liR5B,Y 7368 CLC
6548 LDA GR5A+S8188,Y 7378 ADC HL
6558 STA liR5B+S8188,Y 1388 STA I
6568 INY 13'8 LDA II >HAZE8
6578 BNE HAB 7488 ADC HH
6588 RT5 7418 STA 1+1
65'8 ; 7428 TICA
6688 ;clear out gr5 screen MeMr~ 7438 CLC
6618 ; 7448 ADC I
6628 CLRliR5 LDA II >liR5A 7458 5TA I
6638 5TA HI 7468 LDA 1+1
6648 LDA II <GR5A 7478 ADC 118
6658 5TA LO 7488 STA 1+1
6668 LDIC 112 74'8 LDY 118
6678 L5A LDY 118 7598 LDA (I) ,V
6689 LDA 119 7518 CHP IIS88
66'8 L5 5TA (LO) , Y 7528 BNE LOK
6798 INV 7538 SEC
6719 BNE L5 7548 RT5
6728 INC HI 7558 LOK CLC
6138 DEIC 7568 RTS
6749 BPL L5A 7578 ;
6759 RTS 7588 ;IOOk routines for 2nd pla~er

6768 ; 75'8 ;
6778 COLORS .BYTE S89,S55,SAA,Sff 7698 L2R LDA D2Y
6788 BHA5Kl .BYTE S3f,SCf,Sf3,SfC 7619 LDIC D2IC
61'8 BHA5K2 .BYTE SC8,S39,S8C,S93 7629 INIC
6899 ; 7638 J5R HUL88
6818 ; look for walls 7649 RTS
6828 ;to see if MoveMent 7658 .,
6838 ;is ok 7668 L2f LDA D2Y
6848 ; 7678 LDIC D2IC
6858 LOKR LDA D1Y 7688 DEIC
6868 LDIC DIIC 76'8 J5R HUL88
6878 INIC 7788 RT5
6888 LLL J5R HUL88 7718 ;
68'8 RT5 7728 L2U LDIC D2Y
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icolors

26

nn
1748
1758
7768
1778
1788
17~8

7888
7818
7828
7838
7U8
7858
7868
7878
7888
78~8

7~88

7U8
7~28

7'38
7~48

7~58

7~68

7~78

7~88

7"8
8888
8818
8828
8838
8848
8858
8868
8878
8888
88~8

8188
81.1.8
8128
8138
81.48
8158
8168
8J.78
8J.88
8J.~8

8288
8U8
8228
8238
82.48
8258
8268
8278
8288
82~8

8388
8318
8328
8338
8348
8358
8368
8378
8388
83'8
8488
8418
U28
U38
8U8
U58
8468
8478
8488
84'8
8588
8518
8528
8538
8548
8558

OEK
TKA
LDK D2K
JSR HUL88
RTS

i
L20 LDK D2Y

INK
TKA
LDK D2K
JSR HUL88
RTS

i
idispla~ lis~ fo~ an~ic 4 scrn
,
DL4 ,BYTE $79,$79,$79,$44

,WORD HAZE9
.BYTE $94,$94,$84,$94,$94
,BYTE $94,$94,$84,$84,$94
,BYTE $84,$94,$84,$94,$84
,BYTE $94,$94,$94,$94,$94
,BYTE $84,$46
,WORD SCRTKT
,BYTE $41
,WORD OU

i
isee if there's a winner
iadd 1C8 ~o winner'S score,,
WINER? LDA D1K

CHP U17
BEQ HZl
LDA D2K
CHP U17
BEQ HZ2
CLC
RTS

HZl INC FSC1
JSR AHUN1
SEC
RTS

HZ2 INC FSC2
JSR AHUN2
SEC
RTS.,

ise~ up for Middle Maze
i
PRPHID JSR CLR9

LOA .. (HAZEO
STA LO
LDA U )HAZE8
STA HI
LDK ..29

PMI' LDY ..9
LOA ..6

PMC STA (LOl,Y
INY
CPY U3~

BNE PMC
LDA LO
CLC
AOC ..48
STA LO
LDA HI
AOC U9
STA HI
DEK
BPL PMA
RTS

,
ise~up pla~er graphics
i
SETPMG LDA ..62 iSingle line res

STA $822F
LDA ..1
STA $926F
LOA ..$66
STA $92C9
LOA U$26
STA $92C1
LOA ..$9E
STA $92C2

8568
8578
8588
85~8

8688
8618
8628
8638
8648
8658
8668
8678
8688
86~8

8788
8n8
8728
8738
8748
8758
8768
8178
8788
8n8
8888
8818
8828
8838
8848
8858
8868
8878
8888
88~8

8~99

8U9
8~29

8~38

8~48

8'59
8'69
8~79

8~89

8"9
'898
~8J.9

'928
~938

~948

~858

~869

~878

~888

~8n

U88
U18
U28
U38
U48
U58
U69
U78
U89
~U9

~299

~219

~229

~238

~248

~258

~269

~278

'288
'2~8
~388

~319

~329

~338

'348
~359

~369

~379

~389

STA $92C3
LDA U8
STA HPOSP8
STA HPOSP1
STA HPOSP8+2
LOA U1 iwid1h
STA $0888
STA $D8n
STA $D88A
STA $088B
LDA ..3
STA $D8J.D
LDA U )PHB
STA $0487
RTS.,

iPU~ pla~er a~ randOM Yer~ical

iPosi~ion on screen wi~hin

ia cer~ain range
,
DEFP1 JSR CLRP1 idoes bO~~OM

LOA RANDOM i9hos~

AND ,,$H
CLC
AOC U$47
STA PUP
LOK U8
TAY

P1L LDA POF1,K
STA PLR1,Y
STA PLRJ.+$64,Y
INY
STA PLR1,Y
STA PLR1+$64,Y
INY
INK
CPK U12
BNE P1.L
LOY PUP
LOA U$U
STA PLR3+4,Y
STA PLR3+5,Y
STA PLR3+$68,Y
STA PLR3+$6~,Y

LDA U$lC
5TA PLR3+$8A,Y
STA PLR3+$8B,Y
5TA PLR3+$6E,Y
STA PLR3+$6F,Y
RTS

i
iplace ~op ghos~ on screen
,
DEFP8 J5R CLRP8

LOA RANOOH
AND "UF
CLC
AOC U$28
STA P8YP
LOK ..9
LOY P8YP

P9L LOA PDF1,K
STA PLR8,Y
STA PLR9+$64,Y
INY
5TA PLR8,Y
5TA PLR9+$64,Y
INY
INK
CPK U12
BNE P8L
LOA ..$1.4
LDY P8YP
STA PLR2+4,Y
STA PLR2+5,Y
STA PLR2+$68,Y
STA PLR2+$6~,Y

LOA ..UC
STA PLR2+$9A,Y
STA PLR2+$9B,Y
STA PLR2+$6E,Y
STA PLR2+$6F,Y
RTS
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; Off or
;on
;no sound

;prepare Middle
;Maze & generate
; fi 11 W/gOld

;for lUMinance
;changes in
;color

;title flag
;don't chk for
;collisions

LDA ~ <DL4 ;new
$8238 ;displa~ list
~ >DL4
S8231
STOPAL ;no ghosts
~$'4 ;screen colrs
$82C4
~SF6

S02C5
~$44

S82C6
PRPMID
GENHZ4
PUTGLD
~62

S822F ;screen on
COLLECT ;go for gold!

RTS
;
TRPl LDA $D885

STA COLS
AND ~1

BEQ KC
JHP FIR

KC LDA COLS
AND ~4

BNE SCD
RTS

;
UBI LDA UFLG

BNE UUU
LDA ~8

STA $D208
STA SD201
BEQ NOU

UUU JSR HGHOST
INC GCNT
LDA GCNT
AND ~3

TAX
STH GCNT
LDA UP1,X
STA $02CO
LDA UP2,H
STA S82Cl
LDA TFLG
BEQ NOCHK
JSR CHKCOL

,
GAME2

STA
LDA
STA
JSR
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
JSR
JSR
JSR
LDA
STA
JSR
RTS

;
;the vertical blank interrupt
;Make SOMe sounds, Move the
;ghosts, & change their
;luMinance

;
NOCHK DEC TIH ;on title

LDA TIM ;screen
BNE NOU
INC NTH
LDA NTX
AND ~3 ;pla~ notes
STA NTX
TAH
LDA ~2

STA TIM
LDA NOTE,X
STA $D208
LDA ~$A6

STA SD281
NOU JHP SE462 ;Xit
;
;the Middle Maze

;
;fill the Maze With gOld

PUTGLD LDA ~ <HAZEO
STA LO
LDA ~ >HAZEO
STA HI
LDA ~O

STA GOLD
STA GOLD+l

919229
919239
919249
919258
818268
918279
919288
9192'9
919399
919319
919329
919339
919349
919359
919369
919378
818388
8193'8
818488
818418
818428
818438
819448
819458
819468
819478
819488
8184'8
819588
818518
818528
819538
8195'18
819558
818568
819578
818588
8185'8
818688
818618
818628
819638
818648
819658
818668
818678
818688
8186'8
818799
919719
919729
919139
919749
819759
919769
919779
919789
9187'0
018880
810810
818828
810838
818840
019850
819868
819878
818888
0108'0
018'88
810n8
019'28
818'39
019'48
818'50
819'68
810'78
818'88
810"0
911080
iH1818
811820
011838
011848

PLR8,X
PLR1,X
PLR2,X
PLR3,X

GXl
GX
HPOSPO
HPOSP8+2
GXl
HPOSPl
HPOSP1+2

~8

P1VP
PLR1,V
PLR1+$64,V
PLR3,V
PLR3+$64,V

~8

P8VP
PLR8,V
PLR2,V
PLR8+$64,V
PLR2+$64,V

INC
LDA
STA
STA
LDA
STA
STA
RTS

;
CLPLRS LDX ~8

TXA
STA
STA
STA
STA
INX
BNE CPl
RTS

;
PDFl ,BVTE $lC,$3E,$6B,$7F

,BVTE $7F,$63,S7F,S7F
,BVTE S7F,S7F,$D~,S08

'3'9 ;
'499 ;erase pla~ers 9 & 2
'419 ;
'429 CLRP9 LDX ~23

'439 . LDA
H49 LDV
'459 C9L STA
H69 STA
'479 STA
H89 STA
H'9 INV
'599 DEH
'519 BPL C9L
'529 RTS
'539 ;
'549 ;erase pla~ers 1 & 3
'559 ,
'569 CLRPl LDX ~23

'579 LDA
'589 LDV
'5'9 ClL STA
'699 STA
'619 STA
'629 STA
'639 INV
'649 DEX
'659 BPL C1L
'669 RTS
'679 ;
'689 ;the ghosties
'6'9
'799
'719
'729
'139 ;
'749 ;Move the ghosts
'759 ;
'769 HGHOST INC GX
'779
'789
,n9
'899
'819
'829
'839
'849
'859 ,
'869 ;clear out all pl~rs

'879
'889
'8'9
"99 CPl
"19
"29
,n9
"49
"59
"69
"79 ,
"89 ;chekc for collisions"'9 ;send an~one hit back to
919999 ;beginning of Maze
919919 ;
919929 CHKCOL LDA $D994
919939 STA COLS
919949 AND ~1

919959 BEQ KB
919868 FIR JSR ERSDl
918979 LDA ~1

919989 STA D1X
9199'9 LDA ~11

919199 STA D1V
919119 JSR SHWDl
919129 RTS
919138 KB LDA COLS
919149 AND ~4

919159 BEQ TRPl
918169 SCD JSR ERSD2
919179 LDA ~1

919189 STA D2X
919H9 LDA ~11

019209 STA D2V
919219 JSR SHWD2
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;
;here's where we fight over
;the gold coins

;
CTU CMP U14 ;up

BNE CTD
J5R ClU

,
COllECT lDA Ul ;staring pos.

5TA Dlle
lDA SU9
5TA D1Y
J5R HCHl ;ShOW Man
lDA U37 ;2nd Man
5TA D2le
LDA U1.0
5TA D2Y
J5R HCH2 ;show hiM
LDA U8 ;zero scores
LDX U3

5CC 5TA 5CR1,X
DEX
BPL 5CC
LDX U2 ;screen scores
LDA U$19

5CF 5TA 5CRTXT+19,'X
5TA 5CRTXT+16,X
DEX
BPl 5CF

LOle SU8
Gll lOA LO

ClC
AOC U49
5TA lO
lOA HI
ADC U9
5TA HI
lDY Ul

GlP LDA' (lO) , Y
BNE GNY
lOA U7 ;gold
5TA (lO),Y
INC GOLD
lDA GOLD
BNE GNY
INC GOlD+l

GNY INY
CPY U38
BNE GlP
DEle
BPl GlL
lDA GOLD
5EC
5BC U2
5TA GOLD
lDA GOlD+l
5BC U9
5TA GOlD+l
RT5

,
MWIN lDA 5CRl ;get SUM

ClC
ADC SCR2
5TA TOll
lDA 5CR1+l
ADC SCR2+1
5TA TOTlH
CMP GOlD+l ;does SUM =
BHE FLIP ;total gold?
lDA TOTl
CMP GOLD
BNE FLIP
RT5 ; sOMebod!ll won

,
C52 JSR MCH2 ;repeat for

lDA $927~ ;2nd pal!llr
CMP U$9F
BEQ MWIN
CMP U7
BNE ELF
J5R C2R
BC5 MWIN
J5R CHGlD2
J5R PCH2
INC D2X

EGEN J5R MCH2
J5R WAIlL
JHP MWIN

;
ELF CHP Ull

BNE flU
J5R C2l
BC5 MWIN
J5R CHGlD2
JSR PCH2
DEC D2X
JMP EGEN

;
flU CHP U14

BNE fLD
JSR C2U
BC5 MWIN
JSR CHGlD2
JSR PCH2
DEC D2Y
JHP EGEN

;
ElD CMP UU

BNE MWIN
J5R C2D
BC5 MWIN
JSR CHGlD2
J5R PCH2
INC D2Y
JMP EGEN

BC5 C52
J5R CHGlDl
J5R PCHRl
DEC D1Y
JMP CGEN

CTD CMP U13 ;down?
BHE C52
J5R ClD
BC5 C52
J5R CHGlDl
J5R PCHRl
INC D1Y
JMP CGEN

.,
;has an!llone won?

;
FLIP lDA $D01F ;select?

CMP U5
BNE FFP
PlA
PlA
JMP START ;!lIes,start ovr

FFP JMP CSl
;
; chk for walls
;
ClR lDA D1Y

911889
9118'9
91H99
91H19
911n9
91H39
91H49
91H59
91H69
91H79
91H80
911"9
912009
012919
012029
912039
912949
912959
012969
012079
012089
0120~9

012109
012119
012129
012130
012149
912159
012160
912179
012189
912H9
912209
912219
912229
912239
912240
912259
912269
912279
IH2280
9122~9

912399
912319
912320
912339
912349
912359
912369
912379
912389
9123~9

912409
912419
912429
912439
912449
912459
912469
912479
912489
912"9
812509
812519
812529
812539
912549
912559
812569
812579
812589
8125'0
812609
812619
812629
812639
812649
012659
012669
012679
912689
9126~9

912799

; show 1st Man
;stiCk 0

; lef't?

;chk for gold

;show Move
;dela!ll
;J~l!llr 2

;Move right?
; chk 4 wall, etc

,
C51 J5R HCHl

lDA $0278
CHP U$OF
BEQ C52
CHP U7
BNE CTl
J5R CLR
BC5 C52
J5R CHGLDl
J5R PCHRl
INC D1X

CGEN J5R HCHl
J5R WAITl
JHP C52

;
ClL CHP Ull

BNE CTU
J5R ClF
BC5 C52
J5R CHlilDl
J5R PCHRl
DEC D1H
JMP CGEN

911959
911969
911979
911989
9110~O

911109
911119
911129
911139
911149
911159
911169
911179
911189
9111'9
911299
911219
911229
911239
911249
911259
911269
911279
911289
9112~9

911399
911319
911329
911339
911349
911359
911369
911379
911389
0113~9

911499
911419
911.429
911439
911449
911459
911469
911479
911489
9114~9

911590
911519
911529
911539
911549
911559
911569
911579
911589
9115~9

911699
911619
911629
911639
911649
911659
911669
911679
911689
9116~9

911799
911719
911729
911739
911749
911759
911769
911779
911789
911n9
911809
911819
911829
911839
911849
911859
911869
911870
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812718
812728
812738
812748
812758
812768
812778
812788
8127'8
812888
812818
812828
012838
812848
812858
812868
812878
812888
8128'8
812'88
812H8
812'28
812'38
812'48
812'58
812'68
812'78
812'88
812"8
813888
813818
813828
813838
813848
813858
813868
813878
813888
813n8
813188
813118
813128
813138
813148
813158
813168
813178
813188
813U8
813288
813218
813228
813238
813248
813258
813268
813278
813288
8132'8
813388
813318
813328
813338
813348
813358
813368
813378
813388
8133'8
813488
813418
813428
813438
813448
813458
813468
813478
813488
813,.,8
813588
813518
813528
813538

LOK 01K
INK

Clll J5R HUl48
lOV 118
lOA (I), V
CHP 116
BEQ WAll

GG ClC
RT5

WAll 5EC
RT5

,
ClF lOA 01V

UK D1K
DEK
JHP Clll

i
ClU lOV D1V

DEV
TVA
lOK 01K
JHP ClLL

i
ClD lOV D1Y

INV
TVA
lOK D1K
JHP CLLl

i
ichkS for wall for Man 2
i
C2R lOA 02V

UK 02K
INK
JHP Clll

i
C2l lOA D2V

lOK 02K
DEK
JHP Clll

;
C2U lOV 02V

OEV
TVA
lDK D2K
JHP Clll

i
C20 lOV D2V

INV
TVA
lOK 02K
JHP Clll

i
izero out top
,
PCHRl lDA D1V

lDK D1K
J5R HUl48
lDV 118
lOA 118
5TA (I),V
RT5

i
izero out bot Man
,
PCH2 lOA 02V

lDK 02K
J5R HUl48
lDV 118
TVA
5TA (I},V
RT5

i
ishow top Man
i
HCHl lOA D1V

lDK D1K
J5R HUl48
lOV 118
lOA 118
5TA (I},V
RT5

813548
813558
813568
813578
813588
8135'8
813688
013618
813628
813638
813648
813658
813668
813678
813688
8136'8
813788
813718
813728
813738
813748
813758
813768
813778
813788
8137'8
813888
813818
813828
813838
813848
813858
813868
813878
813888
8138'8
813'88
813'18
813'28
813'38
813'48
81n58
813'68
813'78
813'88
813"8
814888
814818
814828
814838
814848
814858
814868
814878
814888
8148'8
814188
814118
814128
814138
814148
814158
814168
814178
014188
814U8
814288
814218
814228
814238
814248
814258
814268
814278
814288
8142'8
814388
814318
814328
814338
814348
814358
814368

ishow bot Man.,
HCH2 lOA 02V

lOK 02K
J5R HUl48
lOV 118
lOA II'
5TA (I},V
RT5

J

iMult x 48 to get screen pos
i
HUl48 A5l A

5TA lHO
lOA 118
ROl A
5TA HHD
A5l lHD i x4
ROl HHD
A5l lHD i x8
ROl HHO
lOA lHO
5TA Hl
lDA HHD
5TA HH
A5l lHO i x16
ROl HHO
A5l lHD i32
ROl HHO
UA lHO
ClC
AOC Hl
5TA Hl
lOA HHO
AOC HH
5TA HH
lDA II (HAZE8
ClC
AOC Hl
5TA I
lDA II )HAZE8
AOC HH
5TA 1+1
TKA
ClC
ADC I
5TA I
lOA 1+1
AOC 118
5TA 1+1
RT5

i
iis it gOld we are Moving
ionto- for top Man.,
CHGlDl CHP 117 igOld?

BEQ GDl i!leS
RT5

GDl J5R BEll ;sounds
INC 5CRl iinc. score
BNE OGA
INC 5CR1+l

OGA lOK 112 ishOW score
INC 5CRTKT+18,K
lDA 5CRTKT+18,K

OGC CHP lI$lA
BCC F5T
lDA 11$18
5TA 5CRTKT+18,K
OEK
BHI F5T
INC 5CIHKT+18, K
lOA 5CRTKT+10,K
JHP OGC

,
F5T J5R AOOHl iadd 1 to hi

lOK 112 iscores
INC F5Cl,K
lOA F5Cl,K

F5R CHP II$U
BCC DGB
lOA 11$18
5TA F5Cl,K
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814378 OEH 814678 LOH U2
814388 BMI OGB 814688 INC FSC2,H

8143'8 INC FSC1,H 8146'8 LOA FSC2,H
814488 LOA FSC1,H 814788 FSU CMP U$iA
814418 JMP FSR 814718 BCC EGB
814428 OGB RTS 814728 LOA U$18
814438 i 814738 STA FSC2,H
814448 ido saMe for bO't'tOM Man 814748 OEH
814458 i 814758 BMI EGB
814468 CHGL02 CMP U7 814768 INC FSC2,H
814478 BEO EG1 814778 LOA FSC2,H
814488 RTS 814788 JMP FSU
8144'8 EGl JSR BELL 8147'8 EGB RTS
814588 INC SCR2 814888 i
814518 BNE EGA 814818 iin'terMission 'tiMe
814528 INC SCR2+1 814828 ishow curren't scores
814538 EGA LOH U2 814838 i
814548 INC SCRTHT+16,H 814848 NTRMSS LOA U (ILST
814558 LOA SCRTHT+16,H 814858 STA $8238
814568 EGC CMP U$1A 814868 LOA U >ILST
814578 BCC FSU 814878 STA $8231
814588 LOA U$18 814888 JSR STOPAL
8145'8 STA SCRTHT+16,H 8148'8 551 LOA $8284
814688 OEH 814'88 BNE 552
814618 BMI FSU 814'18 RR1 LOA $8284
814628 INC SCRTHT+16,H 814'28 BEO RR1
814638 LOA SCRTHT+16,H 814'38 RTS
814648 JMP EGe 814'48 552 LOA $8285
814658 i 814'58 BNE 551
814668 FSU JSR AOOH2 814'68 RR2 LOA $8285

&YIiiTKMEi Foreign Ofoe.s odd 58.00 shp it hldg. Coli or write for Iree COlolog. CUSlomer Service line (216) 467-5665 M·F 9-3.

HACK PACK ~ PARROT II
Special OFFER ~An All New Parrot sound dlglllzer lor your A1ari Parralll IS a

The Alpha Syslems HACK PACK cantorns all our sophlsllcated new hordware device Ihat plugs Inla your Jaysllck
llnesl produclS for making Bock-Up copies. part. Parralll has two inpuls. One lor a microphone and one for a
AnalYZing. Undersfanding and ProlecNng your pawered source such as a lope player. rodra or Comeacl Disk
A10ri programs. II comes camplele wilh A10ri The Pawertul Porrol II software leIs you recard sounds Inla your compuler and play Ihem bock on any
Prolectlon Techniques (Book and Disk I). Advanced Proleclion Techniques (Book and Disk II), The Alan. Parroliliurns your campulers keyboard inla a musical Inslrumenl wllh nine dilferenl sounds
Chipmunk, The Sconolyze" The Impersonolor and Disk Pock 1000. Warlh over S150 Gellhem all covering Ihree octaves each. The sounds can be anything, a dogs bark. a plano, a camplele drum
for !he special price at Just $99.95 sel, a symphony or your own vorce.

Afarl So· ftware Protection liechnlques Vol I .- II ParrollllelS you modify the sounds on a grophlc display 10 creale brand new sounds and special
.. .. . ellecls Besl at all. !he sounds and voices can be putlnla your own programs Ihat can be used on

These Book and Disk packages delorllhe most advanced copy proleclion methods In use.loday. They any slandord Alori. Explore Ihe world of digllol sound and music. ONLY $59 95
gUide you through the melhods used to creole the praleclion as weli as lhe copyrng lechniQues 10 gel '
around Ihem. They include Inlarmalion on Phreaking' Hacking' On-line security. Block boxes' Seif. P...·Recorded SOund Disk More pre-~ecordedsounds for Porrot $4.95
destructing programs' Pirote bulietin board syslems • logic bombs. New pirocy lows. Hordware PARROT II D8mo Disk (Does nol requlle Porrot 10 run) $5.00
dolo keys' weak seclorlng (Phanlom, Fuzzy and unsloble seclors) • Overfilled Iracks • CRC errors'~ a fast paced, mUIlI-player Irivia game Ihat mixes Questions
Bonk Select cartndges .and MUCH, MUCH MORE. The disks Inciude aulomallc program proleclars, POP·N·ROCKER wllh real songs (digitiZed
ProlecNon scanners, dneclory hiding and more. wilh Parral). Be the tlrslta Identify Ihe songs and answer the music Irlvla Queslians. Pap-N-Rocker== :1a=ndDI~~ protection) nd DISK II !22~'9955 comes wllh Ihree dolo disks and leIs you add new Questions so II wrli never gel old. You can use a

a~. Parral Sound digitIZer 10 .add new songs loo! Use any kind of music Iram Rock 10 Classical to
Special .r, Order bath seta tor Only 39,95 Nursery Rhymes Anew concept in enlerlainmenl and a pertecl odd-on for Parral. $24.95

CHIPMUNK COMPUTEREYES " MAGNIPRINT 11+ ..:'
AulamoNc Disk Bock-Up Syslem. Make perteclly running unpralecled bock-Up copies of hundreds of Turn your campuler Into a drgllal partrail sludla ThIS camplele package leis
lhe most papular A1ari programs. Chipmunk's sophlSllcaled programming AulamaNcally IInds and you caplure, save a. print digital images from your Video Camero, VCR
REMOVES copy protection from mosl Alan progroms Bock-Up even heavily prolecled programs wllh or TV. COMPUTEREYES hardwore plugs dllecliy Inla your joystick paris lar
ease. Finaliy. a bock-Up syslem Ihat needs na special hardware ar skills easy use. Pnnl your plclure an a 6 fool paster $119.95
(If you need a fulilisl of whal Chipmunk copies, call or wrile for our free catalog) $34.95 ComputerEyes camera system
Sconalyzer Automatically scan & analyze commercial progroms Unlock programmrng secre~ Comes camplele with everything above. plus a black and while Video
learn from the maslers $29.95 camera and connecting coble. $329.95
Impersanarar Carlridge 10 Disk bock up system. Creole running bock-Up copies Of any cartridge Graphics 9 Sotrware - Add a new dimension 10 your COMPUTEREYES GIANT WALL SIZED POSTERS.

(up, 10 16K) $29,95 piclures - caplures images in 16 shades 01 grey. $12.00

CHEAT Magnlprlnt "+
Easily Ihe masl powertul prinl program available laday. Prinl graphiCS from almasl any lormal In

Gel more lram your games wllh CHEAT. Tired 01 spending days Irylng 10 beal a game? Tired 01 gellrng hundreds 01 shapes, sizes. and shades. Supparts color printing and leis you creale giant posters.
sluck jusl when you need analher Iile? Cheal is on innovative new producllhal gives you Ihe chance Magniprinl II + leIs you slrelch and squeeze. Inverl, odd lexl, odjusl shading and much more.
you need 10 beal your favanle games Cheat works wilh hundreds 01 Alori games 10 give you Works wllh EPSON, NEC, Clloh. Ponosanlc, Gemini. Star. XMM80 1. and compatible prrnlers (850
unlimlled lives or power. End Ihe Iruslralian and gel hours more enjaymenl fram your games. (Call 01 inlenace or eQuivalenl required). $24.95
wr,le Alpha Syslems lor our Iree calalog wllh a fullllsi ollhe progroms Ihol work wllh Cheal) ONlY $24.95 Graphics Transtormer
BASIC TURBOCHARGER Now you can combine Ihe masl powertullealures 01 all your graphics programs. Creole prinl shop
NOW lor the tlrsltime a BASIC programmer can gellhe power, lIexibllify and incredible speed 01 icons Iram a Koala pad plclure. fram a phola dlglllzed wllh CampulerEyes. or any plclure tile
machine language. BASIC TURBOCHARGER is a book and disk package Ihal canlorns over 150 Graphics Translormer leis you Shrink, Enlarge and Merge piclures 101 unequaled lIexibilily. $22.95
ready 10 use machine language raullnes. Complele inslructians show how 10 add Ihem 10 your awn YOUR ATARI COMES ALIVE
BASIC programs to gellhese lealures and more: • Smooth SCrolling' Player/Missile canlral 'lood & SAVE MONEY Finally on allernalive 10 bUying expenSive campuler add-ons Your Aton Comes Alive
Sove Piclure files' Sorling and searching' Specral Ellecls GraphiCS • Incredible Speed' Much, Much shows you how 10 buill them yourself. ThIS 'Haw-To' book and disk package gives you complete
More' Over 150 programs You've heard of Ihe pawer of Assembler, now harness II for your own slep by slep Inslrucllons and progroms needed to bUill and canlrallhese excillng devices and MORE
needs. 524.95 ·Ughl Pen 'Ughl &Malar Canlrallers ·Alarm Syslems 'lkJice Recagnillon· Envllonmenlal Sensors.. !a~ !r "HOtJR 216 374 7469 ·Dola Decoders' Mare Ihan 150 pages. Your Atarl Carnes Alive $24.95\{e ; S r~~:E~O~E~~~NO~~:~~ TO, ~~s~r.:.M~,:~~~ ~~fo~~~: ~~~E,~:i'u~~f~ ~~5&6hdl~~~~ ~~:a~~; g~,~u,~~S::dC~ I~~E~,~~ ro~mes
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Attention
Programmers!

ANALOG Computing is interested in programs, articles, and software review sub
missions dealing with the Atari home computers. If you feel that you can write as well
as you can program, then submit those articles and reviews that have been floating
around in your head, awaiting publication. This is your opportunity to share your knowl
edge with the growing family of Atari computer owners.

All submissions for publication, both program listings and text, should be provided
in printed and magnetic form. Typed or printed copy of text is mandatory and should
be in upper and lower case with double spacing. By submitting articles to ANALOG
Computing, authors acknowledge that such materials, upon acceptance for publica
tion, become the exclusive property of ANALOG Computing. If not accepted for pub
lication, the articles and/or programs will remain the property of the author. If submissions
are to be returned, please supply a self-addressed, stamped envelope. All submissions
of any kind must be accompanied by the author's full address and telephone number.

Send your programs and articles to:
ANALOG Computing
P.O. Box 1413-M.O.

Manchester, CT 06040-1413



continued from page 9

Figure 1. PORTA (paddles/joystick) bit
chart

PADDLES

-----0-- means that paddle zero's button is pressed.

----0--- means that paddle ones' button is pressed.

-0------ means that paddle two's button is pressed.

0------- means that paddle three's button is pressed.

JOYSTICKS

-------0 means that joystick zero is moved up.

------0- means that joystick zero is moved down.

-----0-- means that joystick zero is moved left.

----0--- means that joystick zero is moved right.

---0---- means that joystick one is moved up.

--0----- means that joystick one is moved down.

-0------ means that joystick one is moved left.

0------- means that joystick one is moved right.

D303
PBCTL
54019

This is the Port B Controller and has the
same functions as PACTL with the follow
ing differences:

l. Bits 0 and 7 deal with the "peripheral
interrupt available" interrupts.

2. Bit 2 deals with PORTB.
3. Bit 3 no longer controls the cassette mo

tor but is instead used for peripheral com
mand identification. It is not clear anywhere
as to exactly what this means (although most
sources also label it as the "serial bus com
mand line"). It is initialized to l.

POKEing 54019 with a 56 tells the com
puter to take the next POKE to 54017 as a
data-direction code. This is a binary code
with each bit corresponding to a pin on the
jacks. If the corresponding bit is 1, the pin
is defined as output, and if it is 0, then the
pin is input. Once you have completed that
section of the code, you may POKE to 554017
whatever you may want to send out. If you
POKE there and then PEEK the same loca
tion, you will get back the code you sent, as
if it were a RAM location. This means that
if you sent the lower four bits as output and
the upper four bits as input, you can send a
code out, then read the input combined with
the code you sent. This makes scanning the
controllers simple to set up in your software.
The value you read is what you sent plus 16
times the value that your device sends back.

Here is an example setting up Port B as
output:

A few words on the preceding values be
fore we move on. PACTL is initialized to 60,
which means that the cassette motor is turned
off (Bit 3) and PORTA will read and write
to the first two controller jacks (Bit 2). This
piece of information should hopefully clear
up a question you might have had concern
ing turning the cassette motor on and off. The
reason the POKEs I gave you earlier are
different than the bit values above is that Bit
2 should be on in order for the joysticks and
paddles to work properly. That's why we use
52 and 60 in the POKEs instead of 48 and 56.

laO POKE 54019,56
116 POKE 54017.255
120 POKE 54019~60
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POKE 54018, 52

POKE 54018,60

PORTB
54017

PORTB is the same as PORTA, except it's
used with Controller Jacks 3 and 4 rather than
2 and 3. Also, its function is determined by
PBCTL, not PACTL.

The shadow registers for PORTB and
STICK2 (634 and 635) and PTRIG4 through
PTRIG7 (640 through 643).

If you have a cassette player hooked up
to your computer, try putting a music cas
sette in it, pressing PLAY and then enter
ing the following statement:

Other uses of PACTL, which is also called
the "Port B Controller," are shown in Figure
2.

PACTL
54018

This turns on the cassette motor and lets
you play music or voice through the TV
speaker. To turn off the motor, use the fol
lowing:

Substitute "is not" for "is" in the preced
ing descriptions if the bit is set to 1.

The shadow registers for PORTA in this
sense are STICKO and STICKl (632 and 633)
and PTRIGO through PTRIG3 (636 through
639).

If Bit 2 of PACTL is set, then PORTA
writes to the direction-control register. A
direction-control register, as the name im
plies, is used to specify the direction that in
formation (data) is traveling on the various
port pins. What are port pins? Take a close
look at the controller ports and you can see
them. They are numbered 1 through 5 on the
top row (left to right) and 6 through 9 on the
bottom. PORTA only deals with 1 through
4; Bits 0 through 3 represent Pins 1 through
4 on Jack 1, while Bits 4 through 7 represent
Pins 1 through 4 on Jack 2. When Bit 2 of
PACTL is set, a bit set to 1 in PORTA means
that the corresponding pin will be used for
output. Similarly, a bit set to 0 means that
pin will be used for input.

You may be wondering what the other port
pins are used for. Pin 5 is used for the right
paddle value (POTl/3/517), Pin 6 for the
joystick button (TRIGO/l/2/3), Pin 7 supplies
five volts to the paddles (this pin isn't con
nected in the joysticks), Pin 8 is the ground
(for both joystick and paddle), and Pin 9 is
the left-paddle value (POTO/2/4/6).
32



HSCROL (POKE only)
54276 D404

Figure 2. PACTL "Port B Controller" bit
chart

10i! GRAPHICS il
110 DLIST=PEEK{5&O)+PEEK(5
61)*256
120 POKE DlI5Tt7.i8
110 LIST .
140 feR COLCLK=O TO 15
150 POKE 54276,COLCLK
160 fOR &ElAY=l TO 50
170 NEllT I>EUIV
HiO NEXT COlCLK
i'J0 GOTU 140

Fine scrolling is by far one of t!te most
impressive features the Atari has to offer.
We've all been impressed by games that
have smoothly scrolling playfields and
wondered, no doubt, how we could do it
ourselves. HSCROL and VSCROL are the
way, but unfortunately, machine language
is required to get the kind· of effects you've
seen. Although fine scrolling can be done
from BASIC, it is not nearly. as smooth as
,"achine language and is darn nearimpos
sible when you're scrolling more than one
or two lines. So, although I'll cover the ba
sics here, if you really want to learn to do
great fine scrolling from machine' lan
guage, check out the excellent section on
scrolling in De Re Alar!.

HSCROL allows you to fine scroll
horizontally, one color clock at a time (a
color clock is the size of a graphics mode
7 pixel). It will affect every mode line that
has Bit 4 set in the corresponding display
list instructions (see SDLSTL at Locatio.ns
560 and 561). For example:

As you can see, there are a few things
acting screwy here. First of all, why are the
lines below the one being scrolled messed
up? ANTIC expects to see 48 bytes per
horizontally scrolling line instead of the
regular 40. In our example, that causes the
lower lines to get shifted over. The solution,
and the reason that fine scrolling from
BASIC is so difficult, . is to give each
horizontally scrolling line an LMS instruc
tion (again, see SDLSTL). This brings us
to our second problem. Why aren't the
characters in our example being scrolled
all the way across the screen? HSCROL
can only handle values between 0 and 15.
If you want to scroli more than 15 color
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CHACTL (POKE only)
54273 D401

DMACTL controls DMA (Direct Mem
ory Access). Since there is a wonderful
description of it at its shadow register,
SDMCTL (559), I won't repeat myself
here. There are, however, two more things
to add. First of aU, DMACTL must be used
along with GRACTL (53277) when turn
ing on players and missiles. Secondly, both
DMACTL and GRACTL are initialized to
34. .

DMACTL (POKE only)
54272 D400

CHACTL makes various changes to the
way inverse characters appear and also al
lows you to make all characters appear up
side down (what fun!). See its shadow
register CHACT at Location 755 for a com
plete description.

DLISTL, DLISTH (POKE only)
54274, 54275 D402, D403

DLISTLIH specifies the address of the
beginning of the display list. See its shadow
register, SDLSTL, at Locatiop.s 560 and
561. .

D304-D3FF

-011--00 (48)
-011--01 (49)

-011-00- (48)

-011-10- (52)

-0110-0- (48)

-0111-0- (56)
1011--0- (176)

disables peripheral A interrupts.

enables "peripheral proceed line available" interrupts

(IRQ, vectored through VINTER at locations 514 and 515).
means that PORTA above will write to the direction con·

trol register.

means that PORTA will read and write to the first two

controller jacks.

turns the cassette motor on (also called peripheral mo

tor).

turns the cassette motor off.

means that a "peripheral proceed line available" inter

rupt has occurred. You cannot write to this bit, but rather

clear It by PEEKing PORTA.

ANTIC
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We found out previously that the G/CTIA
chip converts information about the screen
into a form that the television set can under
stand. It gets most of this information from
ANTIC, which in turn gets it from you.

ANTIC is like a computer within a com
puter. It has its own special program, called
the display list, which has its own special
commands. These commands tell ANTIC
such things as how the screen is supposed to
look and where to find the data that is to ap
pear on it. But we already know this from
our discussion at SDLSTL (560,561). AN
TIC also takes care of the Non-Maskable in
terrupts (NMls), fine scrolling and various
pointers, all of which will affect the way the
screen will appear. Let's take a look.

Noname
54020-54271

The 56 tells the ATARl that the next POKE
to 54017 will be in a direction-control code.
It is in binary, so the 255 sets up all eight
pins for output. The 60 is then sent out

Here we are at the end of the useful PIA
locations, once again faced with lots of un
used locations, as in all of these.



clocks, what you have to do is set HSCROL
back to 0 and change theLMS addresses
of the lines you're scrolling. In graphics
mode 0, for example, you would subtract
4 ft~m each LMS address. Why 4? Each
character in graphics mod~ 0 is four color
clocks wide, 'so 'the equivalent of setting
HSCROL to 16· would be moving the
characters fourt9 th~ right, which is the
same as subtracting 4 from the LMS ad
dresses. As I 'said before, this can get messy
from BASIC.

Let's look at a checklist of what you need
to do to ·have fine horiiontal scrolling: ..

1. LMS addresses for all the lines you
are goirig to scroll.

2 .Bit 4 set on aU the display-list instruc
tions for the lines you are going to
scroll.

3. SCl:'~en memory set up properly to ac-

VSCROL (POKE only)
54277 D405

VSCROL is like HSCRL, except it takes
care of fine vertical scrolling. Bit 5 in the
display list instructions is responsible for
turning the scrolling on or off for each line
(1 equ~ls on), and the value you POKE into
VSCROL is the number of scan lines you
want to scroll the line upwards. 'Iry the fol-
lowing: .

106 GRAPHICS 11
110 DLIST=PEEK(560)fPEEK(S
6D*256
120'POKE DL151+7,34
130 LIST
140 fOR 5CNLIH=9 TO 7
150 POKE 54277,5CNLIN
169 fOR DEL~V=l 'TO 50
170 NEXT IlELAY
130 HE:H SCHUN
He GOTlJ 140

you shoUld take care of fine scrolling dur
ing VBLANK, which is another reason
why machine language is necessary.

One nice thing about vertical scrolling
is that you only need to have an LMS in
struction on the first line to be scrolled. For
example, try the following:

100 GR£lPHICS 6
116 DLI51=PEEK(S60}+PEEK(S
f,U*Z56
i2~ POKE DL151+3,98
133 fOR IN5TR=6 TO 27
140 PuKE DLI5T+INSTR}34
150 HEXT 1N5TR .
166 LIST
176 LM5LO=PEEK(DL15T+4i
180 LM5HI=PEEK{Dl15T+5)
130 fOR SCNLIH=11 TO 7
200 POKE 54277.5CNLIN
210 fOR DElAy=i TO 50
no NEXT l)EL£lY
236 NEXT 5CMUN
240 LMSlO=LM5LO+40

The OS initializes NMIEN to 64,
thereby enabling vertical blank

interrupts. It also sets NMIEN to 64
during the SETVBV routine

mentioned at VVBLKD (548,549).
So what?

count for th~ longer lines.
And to do the actual scrolling:
1. Set HSCROL to 0 (15 if you're scroll

ing from right to left).
2.Ad(} one to HSCROL (subtract 1).

Remember that HSCROL is POKE
~niy, so you 'n have to keep track of
its current .v~lue in a separate
variable. .

3. IfHSCROL equals 16 (minus 1), set
. it to 0 (15) and subtract (add) four to
each'LMS address. If you're using
graphics modes 1. or 2, add or sub
tract two instead of four; since each
character in these modes is twice as
wide as in graphics O.

4 . Go to Stop 1.
When you change the LMS addresses,

you should also check to' make sure that
you hav~n't scrolled too far to the left or
right..
34

There are a few things to notice here.
First of all, there's no problem with the
lines below the one scrolling. Vertical
scrolling does not ~xpect extra bytes per
line, so there is no need to worry about
that. Secondly, try BREAKing the pro
gram and then POKE 54277,0.

Where's IipeUO? In fine vertical scroll
ing, the line after the last liQe to be scrolled
acts as a "buffer." The buffer provides
data to scroll into the last scrolling line. To
see this, get rid of I~ne 190 and RUN the
program again. You should always make
sure that there isorie nonscrolling line to
act as the buffer.

Our final thing to notice here is that ev
ery !lOW and then the screen "jumps" a
little while the program is running. This
is because ANTIC does not like you chang
ing VSCROL (or HSCROL) while it's try
ing to draw the screen. That means that

256 IF LM5LO)255 THEN LM5L
0=LM5LO-256:LM~HI=LM5HI+l:

POKE DlI5Tt5,LH5HI
260 POKE DlIST+4.LH5LO
278 GOTO 110 .

This program makes all the mode lines
(except the last) scrollable vertically and
then proceeds to scroll them. It does not
check how far it's scrolled so far, so it will
eventually start showing garbage on the
screen. See SAVMSC at Locations 88 and
~9 for an explanation of why. Press SYS
TEM ~SET when you've had enough.

One thing you'll also see when you run
this program is the main problem with fine
scrolling from BASIC: You can't change
the LMS address and VSCROL at exactly
the same time, so the whole screen appears
to Jump d~wn a line every sp often.
Although there is no way to get rid of this,
you can use SDMCTL at Location 559 to
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This location is not used.

PMBASE (POKE only)
54279 D407

turn off the screen while you change the
LMS. This generates a brief "flash" in
stead of the jump~ See for yourSelf; add the
following lines to the preceding program:

205 POKE 55~,34

255 POKE 55'J .. 0

This is about the best you can do from
BASIC.

In Modes 0 and 1, where the characters
are eight scan lines high, VSCROL can
vary from 0 to 7. In Mode 2, where the
characters are 16 scan liries high, it can
vary from 0 to 15.

Back in G/CTIA, we were discussing
player/missile graphics. We discovered that
we could either keep supplying G/CTIA
with the player/missile data ourselves or
have ANTIC do it for us. If ANTIC is do
ing it, then PMBASE is used to tell AN
TIC where the data is stored. It is the high
byte of the address, so the address itself is
equal to the value you POKE into
PMBASE times 256. Because of some eso
teric requiremeilts of ANTIC, PMBAsE
must be on a 2K boundary if you are us
ing regular-height players, and a IK
boundary if you are using double-height
players. How can you tell? If the value you
ar~ going to POKE into PMBASE is a mul
tiple of 4, then it's a IK boundary. It has
to be a multiple of 8 to be a 2K boundary.

NMIEN (POKE only)
54286 D40E

(POKE): POKEing any value here clears
NMIST

(PEEK): The last three bits of NMIST are

The last two bits of NMIEN are used to
enable or disable the. NMls. They are used
as shown in Figure 3.

The as initializes NMIEN to 64, thereby
enabling vertical blank interrupts. It also sets
NMIEN to 64 d~ring the SETVBV routine
mentioned at VVBLKD (548,549). So what}
If you are writing a program where you will
be using your own VBLANK routine and
display-list interrupts, make sure that you en
able the display-list interrupts after you use
SETVBV There have been a couple of times
when I couldn't figure out why iny DLIs
weren't working, oI)ly to discover that I had
enabled them before I set up my VBLANK
routine.. .

A few of you out there may be thinking
What about SYSTEM RESET? IS/l't that an
NMI as well? Yes it is, but the computer does
not allow you to disable it. Pressing SYSTEM
RESET will always cause a warmstart to oc
cur. You can, however, store an address in
bOSINI (12,13), since the as jumps through
DOSINI after it is done with the warmstart.
Most machine-language programmers have
DOSINI point to their program's initializa
tion routine. That way, the program will start
over again if someone presses SYSTEM
RESET (ilOrmally the as would go to BAS
IC or reboot the system).

NMIRES (POKE) and NMIST (PEEK)
54287 D40F

WSYNC (POKE only)
54282 D40A

Storing any value in WSYNC will cause
the 6502 to stop everything untii the end of
the current scan line (HBLANK). This is
very useful if you want to synchronize some
thing with the screen display. For an exam
ple and more information, see VDSLST at
Locations 512 and 513. Note that VDSLST
is /lot a shadow register for WSYNC.

VCOUNT (PEEK only)
54283 D40B

VCOUNT keeps track of what scan line is
currently being drawn. Actually, it increases
by 1 every two scan lines, so multiply the
value by 2 to get the true number.

Ifyou have more than one DLI, VCOUNT
is a good way for your DLI routine to check
which one is being processed. It can also be
used to stimulate DLIs. For example, you
might write a loop that waits for VCOUNT
to reach a certain value before going on. This
allows you to spend more time in a certain
routine than DLIs allow, but it also wastes
a lot of time waiting.

There are a total of 262 scan lines on a
screen (312 in Europe), so VCOUNT can
range from 0 to 130 (155 in Europe).

This tells you the horizontal position of
the light pen. See its shadow register,
LPENH, at Location 564 for more infor
mation.

PENH (PEEK only)
54284 D40C

D406
Noname
54278

Another location that isn't used.

Noname
54280 D408

--1-----

-1------

1-------

(32)

(64)

(128)

enables the SYSTEM RESET interrupt.

enables the vertical blank interrupt.

enables the display list interrupt.

Figure 3. NMIEN bit chart
CHBASE (POKE only)
54281 D409

Another location with a shadow register
that explains everything. See CHBAS at Lo
cation 756 for a description of the character
set address.
APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

PENV (PEEK only)
54285 D40D

Same as the preceding, except it's the
vertical position, and you should see
LPENV at Location 565.

used to identify what kind of interrupt has
occured, as you can see in Figure 4.

Unfortunately, since the as has already
taken care of NMIST and NMIRES by the
time you can get to them, they don't really
do you much good (you don't have to reset
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NMIST during your DLI routine).

Noriaine
54288-54783 D41O-DSFF

Floating-Point Package
Locations 55296 through 57343 hold the

floating-point package, a series of routines

to wonder. Suppose you had the following
line in BASIC:

2se X=3.14iS~*37.5

These locations, the rest of ANTIC, are
currently unused.

Noname
54784-55295

So are these.

D600-D7FF

--1-----

-1------

1-------

(32)

(64)

(128)

means that the SYSTEM RESET key has

been pressed.

means that a vertical blank interrupt has

occurred.

means that a display list interrupt has oc

curred.

Figure 4. NMIST bit chart
The Operating System

Finally, way back at the end of' memory,
we come to the Operating System itself,
stored in a 10K ROM cartridge (inside
your computer). This OS ROM includes
not oidy the program for the Operating
System (yes, the OS is just another pro-

to do floating-point math. For an explanation
of how the Atari stores floating-point num
bers, see VVTP at Locations 134 and 135.
For information on the floating-point
registers, see Locations 212 through 255. Fi
nally, for information on the input and out-

When you type in such aline, BASIC sees
the numbers as nothing more than a bunch
of ATASCII characters. Before it can do the
math, it must convert those characters into
numbers it can understand. That's what AFP
is for. BASIC will use AFP on both numbers

There have been a couple of times
when I couldn't figure out why my

DLls weren't working, only to
discover that I had enabled them

before I set up nty VBLANK routine.

This routine takes an ATASCII represen
tation of a number (e.g., "12345") and con
verts it to floating point (with carry).
INBUFF points to the ATASCII number;
floating-point register 0 (FRO) will hold the
result.

You may be wondering why such a routine
would be needed, and that's a very good thing

put buffers see INBUFF at 243 and 244, and
LBUFF at 1408 through 1535.

The following is alist of some of the more
useful routines in the package. The trigono~

metric functions are in the BASIC cartridge
starting at Location 48551.

Note that in routines using the carry bit (as
indicated), if the carry is set at the end of the
routine, then an error has occurred. If it's
clear, then everything is okay.

(rrioving one of them to FRl), do the multipli
cation and then store the result in X. AFP
is also needed for BASIC's STR $ function.

IFP is used to convert integers to floating
point. It expects to see the integer in the first
two bytes of FRO (Locations 212 and 213) and
will store the result in FRO.

D8E6

D9AA
IFP
55722

FASC
55526

FASC does just the opposite of AFP. It
takes a floating-point number from FRO and
stores the ATAscn representation in LBUFF.
This is necessary when a number needs to
be printed on the screen and also for BA
SIC's VAL function.

D800
AFP
55296

gram), but also the floating-point package,
the data for the Atari character set, the
device handlers and various vectors.

As I've mentioned, there are two ver
sions of the OS as of this writing. Version
B. iilcludessome changes to get rid of a few
of the bugs that appeared in Version A.
These changes come mainly in S10 and the
internipt handler routines. The address
es I'll be giving below will be for Version
A, since it is the best documented. You
should see Appendix 5 on OS changes to
determine which locations will not be the
same in version B. How do you know
which version you have? If PEEK (58383)
equals 0 then you have Version B.
. If you need more specific information on

the locations and routines described next,
I suggest you study the appropriate part
of the OS Listing. It is well commentated
and relatively easy to understand.

All locations in the OS are PEEK only.
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ZFRO sets all the bytes in FRO to O.

Sets FRx to 0, where x is the value in the
X register.

This does the exact opposite of IFP (with
carry).

FSTOP will store FRO in memory, start
ing at the address pointed to by FLPTR
(252).

DDA7

DDAB

DDB6

FSTOR
56743

FSTOP
56747

FMOVE
56758

FSTOR will store FRO in memory, start
ing at the address pointed to by the X and
Y registers. X should hold the low byte of
this address, Y the high.

SUM (I=N to O)(A[I]Z')

FRO:Z

So, in the preceding example, N =4,
A(O)=l, A(1)=2, A(2) =10, A(3)=0 (since
there is no Z cubed) and A(4)=5.

Why are we doing all of this? When you
call PLYEVL, it expects you to provide the
following information:

Somewhere in memory: a list of the A( )
values, in floating-point format (BCD), start
ing with A(O).

X register: low byte of the starting address
of the preceding list.

Y register: high byte of the starting address
of the preceding list.

Accumulator:N+ 1

D9D2

DA44

DA46

DA60

FPI
55762

ZFRO
55876

AFI
55878

FSUB
55904

FLDOP
Multiplies FRO by FRl (with carry) and 56717

stores the result in FRFO.

FSUB subtracts FRI from FRO (with car
ry) and stores the result in FRO.

Adds FRI to FRO (with carry) and stores
the result in FRO (notice that FADD is actu
ally a part of FSUB).

PLYEVL will take all of this and use it to
evaluate the polynomial (with carry). The
result will be stored in FRO.

DDCO

DDCC

EXP raises "e" to the FRO power and stores
the result in FRO (FRO=eFRO).

FMOVE moves the floating-point number
in FRO to FRI.

EXP
56768

EXPlO
56780

EXP10, as you may have guessed, raises 10
to the FRO power and stores the result in
FRO(FRO=lOFRO). Notice that it is actually
part of the EXP routine.

DD89

DD8D

FLDOR will load FRO with the floating
point number pointed to by the X and Y
registers. X should hold the low byte of the
address of this number, Y the high.

FLDOR
56713

DA66

DADB

FADD
55910

FMUL
56027

FDIV
56104 DB28

FLDOP will load FRO with the floating
point number pointed to by FLPTR (252). LOG

57037 DECD
FLDlR

Divides FRO by FRl (with carry) and stores 56728
the result in FRO.

DD98 LOG figures out the natural logarithm
(Base E) of FRO and stores it back in FRO.
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This one is a little complicated, so bear
with me. PLYEVL evaluates a polynomial,
such as 5Z4 +10Z2 +2Z+1 (read "five Z to the
fourth plus ten Z squared plus two Z plus
one"). For the sake of this routine, we'll write
such a polynomial as:

FLDlR will load FRI with the floating-
point number pointed to by the X and Y LOGlO
registers. X should hold the low byte of the 57041
address of this number, Y the high.

FLDlP will load FRl with the floating
point number pointed to by FLPTR (252).

DEDl

LOGlO figures out the Base 10 logarithm
of FRO and stores it back in FRO. Notice that
it is part of the LOG routine.

That about closes out this session. Be sure
to stop by next month when we conclude the
Master Memory Map series. See you then! ~
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FLDlP
56732

DD40
PLYEVL
56640
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bV Michael A. Banks (KZlN)

W hat I consider to be the most important online
resource is also the most overlooked. This
resource is potentially more valuable than the

contents of all the databases on DELPHI, and easily as
accessible.

The resource is, in a word, people. The expertise of
thousands of computer users-as well as experts in
almost all areas in which one can be an expert-is but a
few keystrokes away when you're online.

How? Via the communications tools you have available
in the Atari SlG: E-mail, real-time Conference and the
Forum.



I've discussed each of these at one time or
another in this column, but the Forum only
in brief. So, as promised last month, we'll
take a very detailed look at what the Forum
has to offer.

If you haven't checked out the Atari SIG
Forum yet, you're missing a lot of useful, in
teresting and just plain fascinating conversa
tion. And if you do use the Forum, are you
aware of all the features it has to offer? Either
way, read on to see what you've been missing!

"threads." (A thread consists of an original
message and all the replies to that message
including replies to the replies.)

Getting There
To get to the Forum, type FORUM at the

Atari SIG menu. The Forum banner and
prompt will scroll by: See Figure 1

Information, Please
When you enter the Forum, you are

presented with quite a bit of information in
a compact space. As you can see, the system
keeps track of the number of messages avail
able (messages I through 37798 have been
removed-a part of periodic housecleaning).
The highest message I've read is listed too,
which tells me that there are 23 messages I've
not read. (As you'll learn, I can read all or
none of these.)

TI_II~ I~I/I II 11I1I
I I 11_ I 1--11 L 1--11

The Voice of the Atari User

welcome to the ATARI Forum.
Forum contains messages 37798 through 38448.
Highest message you've read is 38425.

You have 2 new Forum Messages
Press RETURN to READ WAITING messages

FORUM>Reply, Add, Read, "?" or Exit> ? Figure 1

What is the Forum?
The Atari SIG Forum is what online old

timers might call a "computer conferencing
system." Since this description is easily con
fused with real-time conferencing(ala Atari
SIG's Conference), it's easier to refer to the
Forum as a public message system.

A distinctive feature of the Forum is the
organization of related messages into

FORUM Menu:

Commands
The most important and most frequently

used Forum commands are listed in the
prompt. However, the Forum offers a plethora
of commands for the sophisticated user,
which I'll discuss in detail in a few para
graphs.

Finally, the system tells me that two of the
unread messages are addressed to me.

Now let's take a look at what you can do
with that information.

The Forum Menu
and Commands

The Forum menu lists available options and
commands. Type? to see it: See Figure 2

ADD New Message (Thread)
REPLY To Current Message
READ Message(s)
FOLLOW Thread
BACK to Previous Message
DIRECTORY of Messages
MAIL
TAG Interesting Message
FILE Message into Workspace

FORWARD Message by Mail
DELETE Message
EDIT a Posted Message
NEXT Message
TOPICS (Set/Show)
HIGH Message (Set/Show)
HELP
EXIT

FORUM>Reply, Add, Read, "?" or Exit>
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Figure 2
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The Forum's sophisticated
directory system can be used to lo
cate messages by several criter
ia including date, subject,
addressee or message number.

(If you're using a 40-column display, the
menu will be displayed in one column rather
than two.)

Forum commands can be categorized by
the kinds of functions they perform:
* Entering and editing messages (this in

cludes replying to a message).
* Deleting messages.* Finding messages (using the Forum

Directory to search for messages on single

or combined criteria).
* Reading messages (by number, by

search criteria, or by thread; and creating
special groups of messages for later
reference).
* Filing messages (copying messages to

files in your Workspace).
* Accessing Mail (sending copies ofmes

sages to others by E-mail, and replying to
messages by E-mail).
* Getting help.

Entering and Editing Messages
There are two ways you can add a new mes

sage to the Forum: you can add an original
message, or you can reply to an existing
message.

Adding aMessage
ADD initiates a new message and begins

a new message thread. When you type ADD,
you are prompted for an addressee for the
message (type ALL if the message is to
everyone), a topic for the message (one of the
existing topics, which match the SIG's data
base topics), and the message's subject
(whatever you want it to be). After you enter
this header information, simply type in your
message, and enter Control-Z when finished;
the message will be automatically posted. If
40

you address the message to a specific SIG
member, he or she will be notified when he
enters the SIG (and again on entering the Fo
rum) that a Forum message is waiting.

(Note: The command FORUM can be used
in place of ADD.)

Replying to aMessage
To reply to a message, type REPLY at the

FORUM prompt after reading the message.

You will be prompted to enter the addressee
of the message; press Return, and the mes
sage will be addressed to the person to whom
you are replying, and the Topic and Subject
headers will be filled in automatically.
(Otherwise, you can type the name of a
different addressee; the message will be re
tained in the Forum.)

After you type your message, press
Control-Z to post it.

Note that when you reply to a message,
your message becomes a part of the message
thread of which the message to which you re
plied was a part. (Or, if the message to which
you replied was a one-shot, a thread is creat
ed.) Thus, the commands that move through
a thread (FOLLOW and BACK) will "find"
your new message as well as others in the
thread. If, however, you create a new mes
sage with the same subject using ADD, it will
not be a part of the thread. This is important
if you want to make sure your comments are
read by anyone reading that particular thread.

Editing Messages
You can edit messages you have posted by

typing EDIT followed by the number of the
message, or by reading the message and then
typing EDIT at the FORUM prompt.

When you type EDIT, the message header

is displayed, along with this prompt line:
EDIT Text, Subject, Topic, "?" or Exit

To see the Forum Edit menu, type? at this
prompt. The menu looks like this:

FORUM EDIT Menu:

TEXT of Current Message
SUBJECT of Current Message
TOPIC of Current Message
SHOW Message Header
HELP
EXIT

As you can see, you can edit the text, sub
ject or topic of a message. Commands avail
able here also redisplay the message header
and get help.

When you select SUBJECT or TOPIC to
edit, all you have to do is type the new sub
ject or topic and press Return. If you change
your mind, enter Control-C or Control-Z to
cancel the change.

When you select TEXT to edit, you will
be using your default editor, OLDIE or EDT.
To get help, type HELP or IHELP, depend
ing on which editor you're using. To save any
changes, type EXIT or IEXIT. To cancel any
changes type QUIT or IQUIT.

Editing a message will not remove it from
the thread.

Deleting Messages
The only Forum messages you can delete

are those you've posted, and those addressed
to you.

To delete a message, type DEL followed
by the message number, or read the message
and type DEL at the FORUM prompt.

Finding Messages in the
Forum Directory

The Forum's sophisticated directory system
can be used to locate messages by several
criteria including date, subject, addressee or
message number. You can also locate mes
sages posted by a specific DELPHI member.
These criteria can be used individually, or
combined in any fashion you wish, in the
form of qualifiers used with the DIRECTO
RY (DIR) command.

Here's an example of how this works. If you
were interested only in reading Forum mes-
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The TAG command allows you
to create a small, temporary sub
set of Forum messages that you
can manipulate later.

sages on the subject of photos, you would
enter the Forum and type DIR SURf Photo.
The system would display a list of all mes
sages on that subject. If you wanted to get
more precise, you could type DIR SUR! Pho
to FROM KZIN to see a directory of all mes
sages from membername KZIN on the
subject of photos.

The Directory is especially handy if you
haven't been in the Forum for a while and
several hundred messages have piled up dur-

ing your absence. You can browse the direc
tory for messages on a certain topic or ex
clude messages lower than a certain number
by typing DIR xxxxx (which would show all
messages from that number on).

The full range of options available for use
with DIR is:

NEW: messages above your HIGH counter.
CURRENT: the message you just read.
TO: messages addressed to.
FROM: messages posted by.
WAITING: messages waiting for you.
NONSTOP: nonstop mode.
NS: short for NONSTOP.
PAUSE: pause on message for you.
nnn:mmm: range of messages by number.
+n or -n: skip forward or backward.
TAG: messages you previously tagged.
THREAD: messages related by REPLY.
INITIAL: only the first message of a
thread.
FOLLOW: automatic FOLLOW thread.
FT: short for FOLLOW.
SUBJECT: messages by subject.
WILDCARD: wildcard subject (* and %
are special).
TOPIC: restricted to one topic.
ALL: for DIR NEW ALL, show messages
you have read.
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Again, you can combine criteria in vari
ous ways to specify just the messages you
want to see. (Note that when you use SUB
JECT with DIR, the system looks for the
specified character string anywhere in the
subject header. Thus, if you type DIR SUBi
Test, you will see a directory of all messages
that have the string "test" anywhere in the
subject header. This could include such head
ers as "Testing Disks," "One Protester" or
"Disk Test.") An extreme example might be:

DIR SURf Atari FROM KZIN TO ANALOG2
35000.

This would display all messages with the
word ''Atari'' in the subject header, addressed
by KZIN to ANALOG2, with numbers
higher than 35000.

Reading Messages
READ is the operative command in read

ing messages, but unless you intend to add
a specification to the command, pressing
Return will have the same effect as typing
READ alone.

You can use the same specifications with
READ as with DIR. You can also read mes~

sages by typing the number of a message
(handy after you've used DIR). If you're not
looking for specific messages, simply press
Return to read the next unread (NEW)
message.

(Note: If you read a message by typing its
number, pressing Return will display the next
message in numerical sequence, rather than
the next unread message. To "reset" the sys
tem to display only new messages, you must
type READ NEW.)

As mentioned earlier, if Forum messages
addressed to you are waiting, you are noti
fied automatically when you enter the Atari
SIG; you are notified again of waiting mes-

sages when you enter the Forum area. DEL
PHI keeps track of whether you've read
waiting messages and displays them first if
you press Return when you first enter Fo
rum. If you read other messages before read
ing those addressed to you (by number or by
qualifier), you'll have to type READ WAIT
ING to display unread messages addressed
to you.

Following Threads
You can follow a message thread in forward

or reverse order with the special commands
FOLLOW and BACK.

FOLLOW displays all messages that are re
plies to the current message and all messages
that are replies to any of the replies.

BACK does the same thing, but in reverse
numerical order. This allows you to trace a
thread back .to its original message.

Reading messages with FOLLOW or
BACK will display messages you've previous
ly read, as well as unread messages. When
you reach the end or beginning of a thread,
the system notifies you that there are no more
messages in the thread.

Tagging Messages
The TAG command allows you to create a

small, temporary subset of Forum messages
that you can manipulate later with DIR or
READ. This is useful if you see a message
or messages that you want to refer to after
you read other new Forum messages or which
you'd like to download for future reference.

To tag a message, simply type TAG after
yoiJ read it. Later, you can type DIR TAG or
READ TAG to see each message you've
tagged.

The group of tagged messages will cease
to exist when you leave the Forum. (If you
have a tagged message or messages waiting,
DELPHI notifies you when you attempt to
exit the Forum, at which time you can read
the tagged message(s) or not, as you prefer.)

Accessing Mail From the Forum
While the Forum is a public messaging sys

tem, it isn't entirely public. There are com
mands that allow you to reply to a member
who posted a particular message by private
E-mail and to send copies of messages to

continued on page 66
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by Craig Patchett

Game liJgic
Let's start off this section in a terribly

cliche way. The dictionary defines logic as
being a "way of reasoning." This in turn can
be translated to a "way of analyzing," and
that's exactly what this section is about. An
arcade game does a lot more than look pret
ty. It has to analyze what's going on and come
up with an appropriate response. But there
are a lot of things that have to be analyzed.
For example, what should be moved where?
Have we reached the end of the game? The
end of the level? Should the game become
more difficult now? And so on. In a general
sense, game logic refers to all decisions that
the computer must make during the course
of the game. We'll now take a look at the
types of decisions and how to deal with them.

Some Examples
Let's start off by looking at some sample

games and seeing what kind of logic is used
in them. How about Pong? Is there any logic
used in this game? Of course, although it's
somewhat simple. First of all, the computer
must decide where to move the player's pad
42

dIes. Even though this is just a matter of
checking the game controllers and moving the
paddles accordingly, the computer has to
check to make sure that the player isn't try
ing to move the paddles off the screen.

Next, the computer moves the ball and
checks to see if it has hit a paddle. If it has,
then the computer has to figure out what an
gle to bounce it off. If it hasn't, then the com
puter has to check to see if the ball is off the
screen, in which case one of the players has
scored.

Finally, if one of the players has scored,
is it the end of the game? If not, the com
puter has to serve the next ball. Believe it or
not, this is just a simplified version of what's
going on. Pretty complicated for what you
thought was just a simple game, right? Let's
look at something a little (lot) more com
plicated.

Pac-Man seems at first to be a relatively
simple game. All it consists of is a maze,
some dots, four ghosts and the player. For
now, let's forget about the ghosts and look at
what logic is involved in simply moving the
player around the maze. First of all, the com
puter has to look at the joystick and see what

direction to move the player. Then it has to
see if that's a valid direction. After all, you're
not allowed to move through walls. Assum
ing you moved in a valid direction, the com
puter then has to check to see if you ran over
a dot, in which case it gives you points and
erases the dot. It then checks to see whether
it was a power pill, in which case you get
stronger for a while. Finally, it checks to see
whether or not that was the last dot. If it was,
then it gets ready for the next level. The next
level, in case you hadn't noticed, is more
difficult. You move faster. In any level you
move slower while eating dots. Okay, that's
what it takes just to move around the maze.
Now let's bring in the ghosts.

The ghosts make things considerably more
complicated, because they are reasonably
"intelligent." Although at first they just ap
pear to be wandering around the maze, even
tually some of them start to follow you. Stop
and think about this for a minute. How would
you go about programming the ghost to fol
low the player? Do you remember the route
that the player is taking and instruct the ghost
to follow it? This might work, but it's too easy
for the player to avoid the ghosts since he will
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The ghosts make
things considerably
more complicated,

because they are
reasonably

,'intelligent. ' ,
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just pe leading them around. Play the game
and you'll see that the ghosts try to cut the
player off. How can you make them that in
teiligent? Although I'm not sure exactly how
it's done in the original game, j'lJ explain one
way that it could be done.

Artificial Intelligence
What we're about to see is a very rudimen

tary example of something you've probably
heard a lot about lately: artificial mtelJigence.
Even though you probably associate artifIcial
intelligence with robots, it applies to any kind
of computer program that appears to have a
mind of its own. In our case, the ghosts ap
pear to be intelligent, and the computer pro
gram that controls them is thereby an example
of artificial intelligence. No big deal, really.
In any case, the question still remains as to
how we would program Pac-Man to give the
ghosts this "intelligence."

Let's start by considering our goal. We
want a ghost to intercept the player as quick
ly as possible, which means it has to take the
shortest route between where it is now and
where the player is. So far, so good. Let's
make it so that the only place a ghost can
change direction is at an intersection. The
Pac-Man playfield has a total of 34 intersec
tions (corners don't count).

Now we set up an array that tells us in what
direction we must turn at each intersection
to get to any of the other intersections as
quickly as possible. This makes an array that
is 34 by 34 (34 choices for each of the 34
intersections), for a total of l,156 bytes. Ac
tually, since there are at most four possible
directions at each intersection, we could cram
four choices into each byte and reduce the
number of bytes down to around 300, if we
wanted to conserve memory. In any case, we
now have everything we need. When a ghost
that's following the player gets to an intersec
tion, we figure what intersection the player
will get to next and look up the direction to
take to get to that intersection. We do this at
each intersection the ghost reaches until it
succeeds in capturing the player. Ta-da!

What you've just seen is an example of the
use of tables (or arrays). This is probably one
of the easiest and most common ways of con
trolling game logic. It does, however, require

that you have a finite number of possible
choices and that this number is small enough
for a table to fit in memory. How might you
approach a game that does not comply with
these restrictions? To begin with, there aren't
too many games that don't. Most games fit
into one of two categories. Either they con
sist of a predictable routine repeated over and
over again (like Space Invaders, Centipede,
etc.), or they are limited In their choices (like
Pac-Man, Donkey Kong, Popeye, etc.).

Breaking Away From the
Ordinary

Some games combine the two categories
(Missile Command), but very few break away
from the mold. But what if you wanted to?
How would you go about programming in
telligence into a game in which there was an
infinite number of choices? About the only
way is to make these choices predictable so
that you can use an algorithm to come up with
the correct choice. For example, you might
give the algorithm the current player position,
the current computer position and a few other
factors, and the algorithm would figure out
what to do based on this information and then
go ahead and do it. The only problem here,
as I stated before, is that whatever you're do
ing must be predictable. I know I'm being aw
fully vague about all of this, but there are so
many possibilities that there isn't just one an
swer that I can give you. You have to evalu
ate your own game idea and try and come up
with something that will work for you.

General Logic-Learning Curves
Let's assume right now that you've got all

the basic logic worked out and now have a
playable game in front of you. Are you done
as far as the logic is concerned? No. Even
though the logic for each of the game ele
ments is in place, you still have to work out
the general logic, or how the game comes
across as a whole. There are two things that
have to be considered as far as this step is
concerned. First of all, there is something
fancy called the "learning curve." The learn
ing curve tells how easy or hard it is to learn
the game and become an expert. Figure I
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shows a few possible learning curves.
Let's take a look at them in order. Curve

1 is probably the ideal. It represents a game
in which your score continues to increase the
more you play. Unfortunately, there aren't too
many of these games around.

Curve 2 represents a more difficult game,
in which it takes a long time to get the hang
of things, after which your skill improves
rapidly. This is not a good curve to have,
since it tends to frustrate the beginner and
make him not want to play again.

Curve 3 is the exact opposite. This is a
game that is easy to learn and presents very
little challenge once you do. Great for begin
ners, but a game has to present a challenge
for it to be appealing.

Finally, we have Curve 4. This is a game
willch has a trick to it. Once you learn that
trick, your score improves dramatically and
there mayor may not be any more challenge.
The problem with this bnd of game is that
players who haven't discovered the trick get
frustrated when they see people getting scores
they thought were impossible. Often, how
ever, such a trick works its way into a game
without the designer knowing it. Asteroids is
an example of this, as is Pac-Man. The
designers of these games probably never
guessed that players would find a safe hid
ing place or discover a pattern. But they did.

These four learning curves cover most, if
not all, of the games currently out on the mar
ket. The question is, how do you design a
game to follow Curve 1, which we decided
was the best? Ideally, what you want to do
is keep up with the player's ability. If he gets
a little bit better, then make the game a little
bit harder. But don't make it too hard too
quickly or not hard enough soon enough.
Sound difficult to do? It is, and about the only
way to even come close is to let a bunch of
your friends play it and watch how they do.
If they trunk it's too easy, make it a little hard
er, and vice versa. They'll let you know when
they think it's great. Why can't you just play
it yourself? Because you'll always think it's
too easy, since you know all its secrets.

Wait a rrunute. How do you make a game
harder? Well, there are a lot of ways to do
it, but here are a few suggestions:
44
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FIGURE 1: Learning Curves
1. Make it faster.
2. Make the opponents a little more intel-

ligent.
3. Put more opponents on the screen.
4. Make it more complicated.
In other words, give the computer more of

an advantage over the player. To see these
ideas at work, play some of your favorite
games. See what happens as they progress.
Look at how the different levels vary from
each other. Analyze.

Game Appeal
The second thing that we have to consider

in looking at the overall logic of a game is
its appeal. Of course, if we knew how to de
sign a game that was appealing, every game
to hit the arcades would be a smash hit. Ob
viously it isn't that easy. There are, however,
a few things that every game must have if it
is to be successful. First of all, the game must
be something that a person wants to play. It
must have something that the player wants
and .can't get anywhere else. In other words,
something that will attract the player to the
game. Next, it must create the illusion of be
ing winnable. Everybody likes to win, and
they're certainly not going to pump money
into a game that will make them feel like a
loser. So, even though the player will not be
able to beat the game, he must feel as though
he accomplished something.

One way of doing this is to reward him ev
ery now and then. Pac-Man does this with
its "intermissions," during which little car
toon shows take place. Also, when a player
does fail in the game, and he always will, he
must see that failure as being his own fault,
not the game's, and as being a result of some
thing he can correct. Otherwise, there is no
motivation for him to play the game again.

While we're on the topic of motivation, it
is important to maintain motivation for both
the beginning player and the advanced. Just
because a player gets good doesn't mean he
will keep playing. Actually, it's a good rea
son for him to stop, if he feels that he's
mastered the game and there is nothing left
for him to reach for. Make sure that there is
as much for the expert as there is for the be-
ginner. .

That about covers logic. You're probably
disappointed that I didn't give you a clear
cut method of designing a winning game. If
I, or anybody else for that matter, knew of
such a method, I'd be writing games, not ar
ticles! The purpose of this section is to get
you thinking and give you the basics that are
necessary in designing a game. Take what's
written here, add a healthy amount of your
own ideas and start designing. Even though
the result may not be a million-seller, if you
can come up with something that even one
other person likes, you've done well.

A Change in Direction
(and Color)

Our first step in developing the game logic
for BASIC invaders has to do with changing
the direction of the invaders. What we want
to do is have the invaders change direction
when they reach each side of the screen. In
other words, they should change direction
when the right-most invader reaches the right
edge of the screen, and when the left-most
invader reaches the left edge. Up until last
month, the left-most and right-most invaders
haven't changed during the course of the
game, so we've been able to change direc
tion based on how far we've scrolled the in
vaders (see lines 1270 and 1280 of our
program so far). Now that we can shoot the
invaders down, however, we have to do some
thing a little more elaborate.

What Happens When the
Invaders Get Shot?

Let's pretend we're the program and take
a look at exactly what must happen now when
an invader gets shot. First of all, we have to
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check to see whether or not the invader was
in the left-most or right-most column and,
if it was, we then have to check whether or
not it was the last invader in that column.
Let's suppose that it was the last invader,
which would mean that we have to find the
new left-most or right-most column. Can we
just assume it's the column adjacent to the
one that was shot out? No, because that ad
jacent column may have been shot out already
as well. What we have to do is somehow find
the closest column that still has at least one
invader in it. Once we do, we make it our
new left-most or right-most column and ad
just our scrolling limits accordingly. And
that's all there is to it. The only problem is,
how do we translate this into something the
computer can understand?

Arrays and Matrices
As I mentioned in the previous section,

game logic often involves a lot of arrays and
matrices. The most obvious solution to this
particular problem would be to use an array
that keeps track of how many invaders are left
in each column. We would also have a pair
of variables that kept track of which columns
were the current left-most and right-most, say
LEFTCOL and RIGHTCOL. When an in
vader was shot, we would subtract 1 from the
appropriate array element and then check to
see if that element was now equal to O. If it
was, then that would mean that we just shot
the last invader in that particular column, so
we would check the column number to see
if it was equal to LEFTCOL or RIGHTCOL.
If it was, then we would simply check our
array to see where the nearest column was
that didn't have an array value of 0, and set
LEFTCOL and RIGHTCOL to this new
value. A simple change to the variable that
kept track of the scrolling limits would fol
low, and we'd be done.

What's the problem with the above tech
nique? Nothing except that it tends to slow
things down because of the calculations that
have to be done every time an invader is shot.
If we were programming in machine lan
guage, this time period would be negligible,
and the same holds true if we were going to
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compile our BASIC program. Of course,
we've already decided that there's no way
we'll be able to do a fast game in pure BA
SIC anyway, so does it really matter? Well,
I started off by programn1ing the direction
change logic exactly as I just described, and
it really wasn't that bad as far as the speed
was concerned. As I was polishing it up,
however, a thought suddenly occured to me.
What I was trying to do was have the invaders
change direction whenever they hit either side
of the screen, right?

Another PMG Trick
Well, another word for "hit" is "collided,"

and that automatically made me think of
PMG. I'd only used three of the players so
far, which left one unused. Why couldn't I
just make that player a solid vertical strip and
position it at the side of the screen that the
invaders were heading towards? That way, all
I had to do was check for a collision between
the player and the playfield, without worry
ing about which invaders were where. And,
by making the player the same color as the
background, it wouldn't be visible on the
screen. (Actually, since I just needed a nar
row strip, the missile would work just as well
as the player, and it ended up being what I
used.)
This seemed like a great idea, so I tried it

and it worked, and this is what we'll be add
ing to our progran1 in just a minute. The rea
son I even bothered to explain the array
technique is because often you won't have a
chance to do something sneaky like this, de
pending on exactly how your program is set
up. On the other hand, you should also look
for alternatives instead of going immediate
ly for the obvious. Often you'll find that there
are several ways of doing something, and the
obvious way isn't always the best. In any case,
here are the changes to make to put my solu
tion to work:

1279 IF PEEKC53251l=0 THEN
1339
1289 CHANGE=-CHANGE:POKE 17
~l,12~-PEEK(1791l:POKE5325
5,127+77*CHANGE

3310 FOR BVTE=3~ TO 205:POK
E PA+768+BVTE,192:NEXT BVTE
5440 POKE 704,15:POKE 795,4
O:POKE 796,49:POKE 797,15
5459 POKE 53248,128:POKE 53
249,O:POKE 53250,5:POKE 532
55,204

1270: Instead of checking to see how far
we've scrolled, we're checking
M3PF to see whether or not the in
vaders collided with Missile 3.

1280: This line remains the same except
that we reposition Missile 3 to the
opposite side of the screen in prepa
ration for the next collision. I
should probably point out at this
point the reason for using Missile
3 instead of Missiles I or 2, neither
of which have been used as yet.
Remember that we need whichever
missile we use to be the same color
as the background, in order for it
to remain invisible. Also remember
that the missiles take on the same
color as the corresponding players
and that Players I and 2 already
make up the alien saucer and there
fore have a color different than that
of the background. As a result, we
are left with Missile 3 as our only
choice.

3310: Here we simply initialize the mis
sile so that it is a solid vertical strip,
extending from just below the alien
saucer to just above the lowest point
the invaders can go.

5440: For now we're going to set the mis
sile color to a bright white, just so
that you can get a better idea of ex
actly what's going on. We'll change
it to the background color later.

5450: We've changed this line so that the
missile is initially positioned on the
right-hand side of the screen.

Once you've made these changes and got-
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ten the program running, try shooting out the
left-most or right-most columns and see for
yourself that everything is working as it
should. Do you notice any problems? Prob
ably not, but there is one hidden problem that
I should bring up. Because of the timing
problems with collision detection from BA
SIC, it is possible for the computer to detect
the same collision with Missile 3 twice,
thereby changing direction twice in a row,
something which we don't want. In order to
get around this problem, which showed up
once or twice while I was writing BASIC in
vaders, we're going to make sure that the pro
gram waits awhile after changing direction
before attempting to change it again. Here's
the code to do this:

1260 IF PEEKC20l{30 AND PEE
KC1~l=0 THEN 1330
1280 CHANGE=-CHANGE:POKE 17
~1,12~-PEEKC17~ll:POKE1~,O

:POKE 20,0:POKE 53255,127+7
7*CHANGE
5430 POKE 53278,O:POKE 1~,0

:POKE 20,0

1260: We now make sure that at least half
a second has passed since we made
the last direction change.

1280: When we make the direction
change, we now reset the system
timer as well (Locations 19 and 20.)

Now we're all set and ready to move on.
Before we do, let's set the color of Missile
3 to that of the background. While we're at
it, let's also change the playfield colors so that
they're more aesthetically pleasing. The fol
lowing changes should do the trick:

4010 5ETCOLOR 0,4,14:5ETCOL
OR l,4,6:5ETCOLOR 2,15,14:5
ETCOLOR 3,4,10:SETCOLOR 4,7
,0
5440 POKE 704,15:POKE 705,4
O:POKE 706,40:POKE 707,112

Onwards and Downwards
If you've played around with the game so

far, then you've probably noticed some
problems. First of all, things don't quite work
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right when the invaders reach the barriers.
Second, nothing happens when all the in
vaders are shot down. We're going to address
both these problems, and it will turn out that
the two solutions are somewhat dependent on
each other.

Moving the Invaders Down
Let's start by moving the invaders down.

There are two options available to us here.
We can coarse-scroll the screen, which is
probably the most obvious solution, or we
can ~imply change the way we move the string
data onto the screen.

What if we were to coarse-scroll the
screen? SCROLL allows us to do this quite
easily, but let's look at what happens when
we do. Each time we coarse-scroll the screen
down by one line, we subtract 24 from the
graphics mode I LMS address. By the time
the invaders get to the bottom of the screen,
we will have subtracted at least 240 from this
address. This means that screen memory will
begin at least 240 bytes before its original po
sition, which in turn means that we'll need
another 240 or more bytes for screen
memory. Keeping this figure in mind, let's
now take a look at our other option and see
whether or not it's a better alternative.

Just as we can move the invaders down a
line by subtracting 24 from the LMS address,
we can also move them down a line by start
ing them on the screen 24 characters past
their old position. This doesn't take up any
extra memory and is quite simple to do in our
case, so we're going to go ahead and do it.
Just make the following changes to our
program:

1000 H=USRCADRCHOUHEH$l,ADR
CINU$l+5B,HEHl+LINE*24,287l
1280 CHANGE=-CHANGE:POKE 17
~1,12~-PEEKC17~1l:POKE1~,0

:POKE 20,O:POKE 53255,127+7
7*CHANGE:LINE=LINE+1
1320 GOTO 1000
5280 LINE=O

Not as much work as you thought it would
be, was it? Here's the explanation:

1000: We've changed this so that the in
vaders are now moved onto the

screen starting at MEMl +LINE 24
instead of just MEMl. LINE is a
variable that keeps track of how
many lines the invaders have
scrolled down.

1280: Now when we reach the edge of the
screen, we want to increase LINE
as well as change direction.

1320: We're also going to consider our
move down as the equivalent of a
move across, so we skip the scroll
ing section after we've moved
down.

5280: Finally, we want LINE to be 0 ini
tially.

Run the program with these changes, and
you'll see that the invaders now move down.
Unfortunately, you'll also see that they leave
a trail of "dead" invaders behind them. Why?
Well, when we move down and start draw
ing the invaders a line below where we were
drawing them before, we don't get rid of the
old first line, and that's what you're seeing
on the screen.

So how do we get rid of it? We could add
a line that moves a string of spaces into that
old line, thereby erasing it. There's nothing
wrong with this, except that there's another
solution that I tend to favor. What if we were
to shift the data in INV$ so that the lines al
ternated between blank and invaders instead
of invaders and blank? This means that the
first line in INV$ would be blank and would
automatically erase the old invaders. Of
course, it would also mean that the invaders
would begin one line lower on the screen, but
we can easily make up for that.

Why do I favor this solution over the other?
I guess it's because it means not having to
add another line to the program; it's just a
matter of making slight changes to existing
lines. This is, of course, just my own per
sonal preference, so please don't feel that the
other solution is wrong. Anyway, here are the
necessary changes for my solution:

330 INU$ CR+C+27, R+C+28l =""
":INU$CR+C+315,R+C+316l=""
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CIRCLE #109 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

1040: Remember that R is the row of the
invader that was hit times 48. We
divide it by 48 to get back the row
number (from 0 to 5) and then sub
tract 1 from the array element for
that row. If the array element isn't
equal to 0, which means that there
are still invaders left in the row, or
if it wasn't the bottom row, then we
skip over the next two lines.

1050: There are no more invaders in the
bottom row, so we have to find the
new bottom row. What we do is go
backwards through the array and
check each element to see if it's
equal to O. If it's not, then we skip
to the next line. If it is, then we keep
checking. If we get all the way
through the array without finding a
nonzero element, then that means
there are no more invaders left on
the screen, so we skip ahead to line
2000.
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Software
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is Guaranteed!
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Fast dependable world-wide service!

Send for your FREE descriptive
Catalog.
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Peterborough, Ontario
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In case you're having trouble relating this
to the initial description, here's the line-by
line explanation:

..............................~~ •..•........~.... . .

iii~~jiill~~~if~Ng'f~:ifiiiii
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:::~:~::::~~:;:::;.:<.:.: ;.:.::::::;:::;:;:::::;:;:;::.:.;:::;.;.:.::::;:::;:::.;:;.:;::: :~~~~:~~~:::::~:::

1040 TMP=R/48:ROHCTMP)=ROWC
TMP)-l:If ROWCTMP)(}O OR TM
P(>BOTROW THEN 1080
1059 fOR LP=BOTROW TO 9 STE
P -l:If ROWCLP)=9 THEN NEXT

LP:GOTO 2909
1969 POP :BOTROW=LP
2000 STOP
3930 DIM MLANG$C~0),INU$C57

8),DAT$C16),ROWC5)
5279 SCROLL=9:CHANGE=1:SB=0
:Ef=9:BOTROW=5:COARSE=0:SAU
CER=9
5429 fOR R=9 TO 5:ROWCR)=8:
NEXT R

All we've done here is use LINE to make
the necessary adjustment to R.

Erasing the Barriers
Our next problem occurs when the invaders

reach the barriers. At the moment they get
lost for a while and then eventually turn the
barriers into a mess (let the program run for
a while and you'll see what I mean). What
we'd like to happen is for the barriers to be
gradually erased by the invaders as the in
vaders move down into them.

How do we go about doing this? Well, the
first thing we need to do is have some way
of knowing when the invaders have reached
the barriers. To be more specific, we need
to know when the bottom row of invaders has
reached the tops of the barriers. And, since
the bottom row can change as the player
shoots down the invaders, we're going to have
to have some way of keeping track of the bot
tom row.

So let's begin with a system to keep track
of which row is at the bottom. We'll use the
array method that I described in the "Change
in Direction" section. Our array will keep
track of how many invaders are left in each
row, and we'll also have a variable that keeps

track of the current bottom row. When the r---------------
last invader is shot in the bottom row, we'll
search the array to find the nearest row that
still has invaders in it, and it will become our
new bottom row. As an added bonus, if we
can't find a new bottom row, we'll know that
all the invaders have been destroyed and that
the current level is complete. Keeping all tills
in mind, let's take a look at the program
changes that we need:

330-1030: We've just added 24 to all the
numbers here to shift everything
down a line.

5280: By initializing LINE to -1 instead
of 0, we make sure that the invaders
start on the same row on the screen.
You should be aware that we will
now be moving INV$ into screen
memory starting at MEMI-24 in
stead of MEMl. You'll remember
that the screen memory area before
MEMI is used for the score, so
won't this change affect the score?
No, because when we reserved
screen memory for the score, we
reserved more than was necessary,
which means that the score data
ends before MEMI-24 (I cheated a
little in doing this, because I knew
we'd be running into this problem!)

":EF=2
1030 INU$CR+C+27,R+C+28)=".
.":INU$CR+C+315,R+C+316)=".."1329 GOTO 1999
5289 LINE=-l
53~9 fOR LP=9 TO 4 STEP 2:R
EAD DAT$:INU$CLP*48+27,LP*4
8+42)=DAT$:INU$CLP*48+363,L
P*48+378)=DAT$
5400 READ DAT$:INU$CLP*48+7
5,LP*48+~9)=DAT$:INU$CLP*48

+315,LP*48+330)=DAT$:NEXT L
P

It's Still a Mess

5390-5400: Again, we've just added 24 to
the numbers here.

320 R=48*INTCCPEEKC16~6)-38

-8*LINE)/16):C=2*INTCCPEEKC
16~2)-SCROLL-COARSE*8-47)/l

6) :R=R*CR}=O)

Okay, so now we have the invaders mov
ing down without the mess. We still have
problems however. For example, try shoot
ing the invaders after they've moved down a
line or two, and you'll notice that the explo
sions are in the wrong row. The reason for
this is as simple as the solution; we're not tak
ing into account the downward shift when we
calculate the row that the hit invader is in.
So here's our solution.
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1430: Here we simply check to see
whether or not the bottom row of
invaders is at the tops of the barri
ers. BARLIM, which I forgot to
mention earlier, is used to keep
track of how many sections of the
barriers have been removed so far,
which we use to determine where
the tops of the barriers are. If
BARLIM is equal to 3, then the bar
riers have been completely removed
from the screen, and we don't have
to worry about them anymore.

1450-1460: Now we actually change the
display list. First we put the CHR
6 HSC into place, and then we
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1440: Now we keep checking the system
clock until one jiffy (one-sixtieth of
a second) has passed. The reason
we have to do this is because it takes
up to one jiffy for the screen to turn
completely off. If we don't wait,
then the screen may appear to jump
while we're changing the display
list. Try leaving this line out and
you'll see what I mean.

1435 We want the screen to be off while
we change the display list, so we
turn it off here and set the system
clock to O.

1400: We're just clearing the collision
registers again here, for no reason
in particular other than it seems like
a good thing to do.

1290-1320: After we do everything that's
necessary for a direction change,
we now want to skip over to line
1400, for the routine that will erase
the barriers if it's necessary.

CDl$),DlIST+22+BARlIH,2~-10

*BARlIH)
1470 POKE 55~,62:BARlIH=BAR

lIH+l:GOTO 1800
3039 DIH HlANG$C~0),INU$(57

8),DAT$C16),ROWC5),Dl$C30)
5150 BARlIH=8

Darri~r 3

Barrier 2

ellR G lise

Barriel"" 2

eliR G lise

(Jar"rier 2

FIGURE 2: Removing the Barriers

And here's the code to do it:

12~0 If CHANGE=l THEN 1400
1320 GOTO 1409
1400 POKE 53278,0
1430 If lINE+BOTROW*2<>15+B
ARlIH OR BARlIH=3 THEN 1000
1435 POKE 55~,O:POKE 20,0
1440 If PEEK(20)=0 THEN 144
o
1450 POKE DlIST+21+BARlIH,2
2:H=USRCADRCHOUHEH$),DlIST+
31+BARlIH,ADRCDl$),2~-10*BA

RlIH)
1460 H=USRCADRCHOUHEH$),ADR

1870 H=USRCADRCHOUHEH$),ADR
C" ••••••••••••••••••••••••"
),HEH1+lINE*24+THP*48+24,23
)

Taking Care of the Barriers
Once and for All

If you remember from the column on dis
play lists, we set up the display list so that
the barrier area was divided into three LMS
sections. That way, we could remove one sec
tion without messing up the rest. Well, that's
all we're going to do now. When the invaders
reach the tops of the barriers, we're simply
going to replace one section of the barriers
with a scrolling-graphics mode-I line. Since
a scrolling-graphics mode-l line replaces
eight graphics mode-7.5 lines, we'll also have
to move the rest of the display list up a little.
Figure 2 shows what I mean.

Now, finally, we're ready to take care of
the barriers.

Erasing the Barriers Properly

5420: We also want to initialize ROWO so
that we know each row begins with
eight invaders in it.

1060: To get to this line, we must have
found a row with invaders still in
it and left the loop. Whenever you
leave a loop in the middle, like we
did here, you should always use the
POP command so that the com
puter doesn't think it's still in the
middle of a loop. We also set
BOTROW to its new value.

2000: We get to this line when all the in
vaders have been shot. Eventually
it will be the beginning of a routine
to start a new level, but for now
we'll just stop the program.

5270: BOTROW is initialized to 5.

3030: Here we've just added our array to
be DIMensioned.

I
Before we go ahead and change the pro- ~

gram so that the barriers will erase proper- ..J

Iy, let's make a few more adjustments to what ~ f-o-.r-r1-.r-,'"

we have so far. When the bottom row is de- ..J
Q.

stroyed, there's no point in drawing it on the ~

screen anymore. As a matter of fact, draw- Q

ing it may even cause some problems as the
invaders move into the barriers, since the in-
vader data may eventually get into the barri
er screen memory. Luckily, all it takes is a
simple change to line 1000 to adjust for this:

1000 H=USRCADRCHOUHEH$),ADR
CINU$)+SB,HEH1+lINE*24,287
48*C5-BOTROW))

Now, each time BOTROW changes, less of
INV$ will be put on the screen. Unfortunately
(there are a lot of unfortunatelies in the world
of game design), we've just created another
problem in that the last invader explosion in
the bottom row is not erased from the screen.
The following line takes care of this for us:
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"scrunch" the display list (as I
described above) by moving the end
of the display list into a temporary
string and then moving it back into
place right after the CRR 6 RSC.
You're probably wondering why we
can't just move the end of the dis
play list directly into place, without
having to use the string. We could,
except for the fact that when MOV
MEM is used to move things back
wards in memory, as it is here, the
area it's moving in cannot overlap
with the area it's moving to. In this
case the two areas do overlap, so we
have to use DL$ as a kind of mid
dleman.

1420: Now we go off to the end-of-game
routine.

2020: For now, our end-of-game routine
simply stops the program. Later on
we'll expand it into something a lit
tle more appropriate.

We're just about set how except for two
more details. If the invaders reach the bot
tom of the screen after they've hit the right
hand edge, then the aben saucer will still fly
merrily across the top of the screen, regard
less of the fact that the game is over (change
line 2020 to 2020 GOTO 2020 to see what
I mean). One simple change (for this column
at least) will take care of this problem:

12~0 IF CHANGE=1 OR LINE+BO
TROW*2=29 THEN 1409

Lastly, we run into the problem that the
player can shoot the invader explosions as the
invaders near the bottom of the screen. This
didn't happen before because the explosion
was cleared before a new missile could reach
it. The simplest solution to this problem is
not to let the player shoot until the explosion
is cleared:

1129 IFSTRIGCO)=l OR PEEKC
1790)<>0 OR PEEK(1720)<>9 0
R EF> 1 THEN 1259

Next month we'll finish BASIC Invaders,
Don't miss it! ~

80 COL WORO PROCESSOR $49
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Turbobase:
M Winner ANTic

awards '88
'IBM power without the price ... 1really can't think of any feature associated with running
a bUSiness that has been left out -except for the huge prices charged for comparable
software on MS-DOS computers." -ANTIC, Dec. '87
' ... the most time consuming review I have ever done, due to the number of features.
Turbobase finally gives what 8-bit owners have been clamoring for for years; true, power
ful business software ... set up afully capable business system for less .than $1 ,000 ...
customer support is superb ... Practicality-excellent. Documentation-excellent.'

-COMPUTER SHOPPER, Aug. '87
.one of the most powerful and versatile database programs available ... "

-COMPUTER SHOPPER, Aug. '88

Turbobase 1159-Turbo Jr 199 ST owners tAsk about Ultrabase ST /B/W mon-
For XEP-80 coJ. screen; I[or only! all Turbobase features + much more
Turbobase BO 1179-J[ 80 II 19 +U.lrimate SIMPLICITY and speed
w/80 col word processor add 524 '

(407) 857-6014

80 COL. SCREEN!-NEW PRICES!

Micromiser is looking for resellers. If you have 2 DO drives, or an MIO '" , or hard disk, You qual
ify for free training, dealer prices, marketing/direct mail help, and myriad customer references
who express extreme satisfaction with Turbobase. Compare the Turbobase '" /MID'" configu
ration at $830 (all hardware & software except printer) with the IBM AT'": Immediate RAM
access to 6,000 invoices, or 15,000 inventory items, or 50,000 G/L records,.or 20,000 payroll
records, or any combination of above! With a hard drive (add only $100) the figures go up'
4,000 addresses too' An unbeatable selling point: replace any componenl for Ihe cost of a
typicaIIBM'"/Apple'" repair bill! The small business market is yours! Just ask, "Is IBM'"
compatibility worth $20,000 to you?"

T1JRBO-SASE'": the all I;;o;;e databaseibuSinesssystem: 3databases :;. ';;ord p~ocessor
includes file manager/spread sheet/relational leatures/accounting/reporl generator, G/L,
PIS, AR, AP, open invoicing/statements, invenlory, payroll, mailing, utilities, all trUly integrated
in one program/manual so simplified that we can present complete detailed instructions in
only 700 + pages of superb documentation (third re-write) includes separate Quick Course
and Cookbook + B disk sides. Runs on any 48K B-bit Atari, only 1 drive req. Call today!

COMPARE TO IBM CLONES:
• Capability • Complete Documenlation • Speed among thousands 01 records
• Capacity • $20-$50 Customizations • Ease 01 learning (per feature)
• Remote Terminals • One package/all modules • Number 01 English error messages

: ~~h5i~~IS~i~cu~~t : ~~a~~r~~~: ~g~~~;; : ~~~g~~~~~~~SE:~~li~?t~f~~~~~~~s DOS"
• Tiny Footprint • True Integration • Faster Back-up to inexpensive 1I0ppy
• Not Copy Protected • Free Application Set-up • Complete Invoice/Paymenls Error Checking
Turl>oOase lakes 520,000 VIdeo Slore sale llOrn IBM, .. SV. Plalf"'flefd. NJ

Turbobase lakes 520.000 IBM sale fOf walerbcd Slore, .,A J. PhoeniX, AZ
Turbobasc replaces $37.000 alf condilloning appIlCJllon ... A B., Allon, NH

Unll! you have Turbobase you don'lllaVc a dalabasel Acorn Users Group

5150: And here we initialize BARLIM.

3030: We've added DL$ to this line.

1400: We check to see if the bottom row
of invaders has reached the bottom
of the screen (the level of the play
er's base). If it hasn't, then we skip
ahead to line 1430.

1400 POKE 53278,O:IF LINE+B
OTRO~2<>20 THEN 1439
1410 X=USRCADRCHOVHEH$),ADR
CINV$)+SB,MEH1+LINE*24,287
48*C5-BOTROW))
1420 IiOTO 2920
2020 STOP

1470: Now we turn the screen back on,
update BARLIM and get back to the
main part of the program.

Ending the Game
A Beginning

Now how do things look? Pretty good un
til the invaders reach the bottom of the screen.
At this point, the game should end, but right
now it doesn't. So let's make it:

1410: The invaders have reached the bot
tom of the screen, so we want to
make sure they're drawn in their fi
nal position before we end the
game. This line takes care of it.
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by Frank Cohen

The First Atari Convention of Canada turned out
several thousand Atari enthusiasts and some sur
prise products for both the 8-bit and ST.

Amidst cold and rainy weather, several
thousand Atari enthusiasts converged on the
Toronto Airport Hilton last November for the
First Canadian Atari Convention. The show
turned out to be very successful; outside it
rained and hailed, while inside, people spent
their money buying new and used software
for the ST and 8-bit Atar! home computers.
Everyone seemed to leave with a smile.

Atarifest History
Created by Sandy Austin, Atari Corpora

tion's former Users' Group Coordinator, the
tradition of the Atari Festival was to take
Atari's grass roots marketing effort directly
to the public. Early on, Atari management
decided not to promote the ST computer with
50

substantial radio, print or television ads; in
stead, they opted for a city-by-city tour of the
major computer markets in the United States.
Using the resources of the local Atari users'
groups, Atari had a motivated ancj enthusias
tic audience for their new line of home com
puters.

The first show, held in Glendaie, drew
more than 4,500 attendees. Many found the
Glendale Atarifest to be their first chance to
look at the ST computer and some of the soft
ware offered by the many participating
manufacturers. Austin was told to schedule
more shows. A trailer truck was leased to
transport ST computers, booths and other
equipment from city to city. Atarifests were
more or less successful in Worcester, Salt
Lake City, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Washington,

Seattle and several other cities.
in fact, the Atarifest formula worked too

well. Soon, Austin found more than one show
had to be scheduled each month. At best, an
Atarifest took six months to plan correctly.
Tensions inside Atari mounted, and eventu
ally Austin tendered her resignation.

The turning point occurred at the Dallas
Atarifest. Held at the Infomart, a mall com
pletely devoted to computers and technolo
gy, Austin arranged for three users' groups
to share the responsibility of arranging the
show. The differences between the groups
caused. an all-out war. The Dallas Atari Com
puter Enthusiasts (DALACE), and the North
Texas Users' Group were particularly caus
tic towards each other. During the show, one
users' group member began shouting,
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"DALACE is a pirate club."
Atari was not blameless. Neil Harris,

Atari's Director of Corporate Communica
tions, had gone to the previous Atarifests giv
ing well-attended speeches on Atari's plans
for the future of the ST and 8-bit computers.
But this time, at the last moment, Harris
backed out of the show because his wife was
nearing the end of her pregnancy. The local
users' groups, unaware of the situation, were
outraged, venting their frustration on the only
Atari employee at the show, Sandy Austin.
At a dinner for the exhibitors, Austin was at
tacked for Atari's wishy-washy marketing ef
forts and vaporware products.

Under pressure from the users' groups,
Harris made a hurried trip to Dallas to give
one speech, then departed for Sunnyvale. The
show left Austin tired and burned-out. Later,
Austin confided to ANALOG that she was
looking for another job.

Several Atarifests have been scheduled for
'89. However, without the support of a cen
tral Atari representative, like Austin, coor
dinating and supporting the project, local
users' groups are finding it very difficult to
hold a show. The costs of advertising, print
ing and securing the show location usually
amount to $10,000: Without Atari's support,
users' groups do not have the resources to pull
it off.

Atari Canada
The First Canadian Atari Computer Con

vention was supported by Atari Canada, who
displayed all of Atari's' products' in a trade
show-sized booth. Since Atari Canada's
offices are located in the Toronto area, most
of Atari's sales and support employees were
at the show promoting products and answer
ing questions.

Atari Canada is a subsidiary of Atari Cor
poration. "Atari Canada has spent the past
three years building a good reputation among
Canadians," said Martin Herzog, Product
Manager for Atari Canada. Headed by Ian
Kennedy, Atari Canada is the ant'ithesis of
APRIL A.N.A.L.O.l3. Computing

Atari COrp. USA. Atari Canada has created
a series of advertising campaigns that make
the' ST a well-known and well-respected
Caradian personal computer.

Atari Canada has built a good relationship
with the approximately 150 Canadian ST
dealers. In August, 1987, Atari Canada host
ed all Canadian dealers at a one-day dealer
trade show in Toronto to roll-out the new
Mega ST. Between hour-long seminars on
sales strategies, dealers were invited into a
special hall where the latest hardware and
software ST products were on display. Third
party manufacturers were invited to the dealer
show to make contact with the local sales
mel'). Atari Canada supplied meals, drinks,
and even gave each dealer five shares of Atari
public stock as a sign of the partnership Atari
Canada intended to build with the Canadian
dealers. Atari Canada's message was eJ!.
pressed best by Kennedy, "We want [dealers]
to be partners in our success."

Toronto Show
Arriving in Toronto International Airport,

a visitor might think this city is in the Unit
ed States. It is not! Canada is a foreign coun
try, complete with different driving rules,
customs, vocabulary and money. This is par
ticularly true of Canadians from Ontario, the
province where Toronto is located.

Toronto has been called the New York of
Canada. The CN Tower is just as touristy as
the Empire State Building; both s'tructures
give you a breathtaking view of a huge
metropolis. .

The Toronto show turned out to be much
larger than most Atarifests. Several local deal
ers were on hand, with what appeared to be
their entire inventory of hardware and soft
ware productS. The balance of exhibitors was
equally matched between business software
vendors and MIDI (Musical Instrument Dig
ital' Interface) music-related developers. A
number of the region's Atari users' clubs dis
played newsletters and public-domain soft
ware libraries.

The Toronto show
turned out to be
much larger than
most Atarifests.
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Atari Canada displayed the Atari PCl,
Atari's ill-fortuned IBM PC clone. Three
hundred PCls were shipped to Canada in
1988. An Atari Canada employee told ANA
LOG that because of the high price and lack
of salability, they were trying to unload them
at any cost.

Of news to ST users, the Atari PCl comes
with the new PCF-554 5.25-inch double-sided
floppy disk drive which is compatible with
ST and Mega computers. Atari Canada has
been marketing the PCF-554 since last sum
mer to Canadian ST users, while Atari USA
has still not released the drive to the U.S.
market.

Rumors persisted that Atari Canada was
entering the software market with several
bundled software/hardware combinations.
High on the list of possibilities was a 1040
ST computer bundled with WordPerfect, Re
gent Base 2 and LDW Power. Atari Canada
is looking for ways to make the ST attractive
to businessmen working with IBM PCS at
work.

Atari Canada hosted a benefit MIDI Maze
competition. Twelve 1040 STs were connect
ed to allow players to compete against one
another for software prizes.

A new company on the ST scene, Code
Head Software, brought Charles Johnson and
John Eidsvoog to the show demonstrating
their new utility products for the ST. G+Plus
($34.95 List) is a replacement for Atari's ter
rible GDOS system. GDOS gives an Atari ST
~omputer the ability to display and print
graphics and fonts with a number of popular
printers. Atari's release of GDOS is filled
with major bugs that, among other things,
noticeably slow down the GEM operating
system, crash many ST programs and eat up
memory like a hungry child. Johnson and
Eidsvoog wrote their own software to replace
GDOS; the result: G+Plus.

MultiDesk ($39.95 List) is CodeHead's se
cond product offering. The stock GEM sys
tem allows only six desk accessories. (Desk
accessories are' smaller programs that may be
52

used while a larger GEM program is run
ning.) MultiDesk removes the limit, allow
ing up to 32 desk accessories to be used.

ANALOG expected a database showdown
at the Toronto show. The makers of dBMAN,
Superbase and Regent Base have made sig
nificant strides into the Canadian ST database
market. Only Regent made it to the show. On
display, Regent Base 2 ($150 List) is a very
powerful relational database that uses the
Structured Query Language-the emerging
standard microcomputer database language.
GFA R4SIC users have a new accessory
product that enhances GFA R4SICs instruc
tion set. The SQL Database Add-On for GFA
R4SIC (Versions 2 & 3) is a command SQL
interpreter that uses GFA R4SIC variables to
pass SQL commands and retrieved data. The
SQL Add-On ($59.95 List) assumes very lit
tle knowledge of databases, but is a power
ful database manager.

Michtron was on hand, showing what it
had left to sell. It seems the demand for GFA
R4SIC 3.0 has outpaced the supply of manu
als. Michtron has also recently announced it
will be marketing yet another BASIC, Hi-Soft
R4SIC, developed by a British company.

All in all, the First Atari Convention of
Canada turned out to be successful for its or
ganizers, the dedicated Atari enthusiasts that
attended, and the manufacturers showing
their new products. It seems a safe bet that
there will be a second Atari Convention of
Canada.

Frank Cohen has been developing Atari
programs since his first commercial product,
Clowns & Balloons. He later developed Re
gent Base 2, an SQL 4GL database, and is
currently involved with several other. sr
related products and small business software
packages. Ifyou have questions or comments
he may be contacted directly on Compuserve
(76004,1573) and Genie (FCOHEN) , or
directly at PO Box 14628, Long Beach, C4
90803-1208 ~

Rumors persisted
that Atari Canada
was entering the
software market
with several
bundled soft
ware/hardware
combinations.
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MIL EDITOR
u , I L I , y

For use in machine-language entry.

by Clayton Walnum

MIL
Editor provides an easy
method to enter our
machjne-language list
ings. It won't allow you
to skip lines or enter bad

data. For converuence, you may enter listings
in multiple sittings. When you're through typ
ing a listing with MIL Editor, you'll have a
complete, runnable object file on your disk.

There is one hitch: It's for disk users only.
My apologies to those with cassette systems.

Listing I is MIL Editor's BASIC listing.
Type it in and, when it's free of typos, save
a copy to disk, then run it.

On a first run, you'll be asked if you're
starting a new listing or continuing from a
previously saved point. Press S to start, or
C to continue.

You'll then be asked for a filename. If
you're starting a new listing, type in the file
name you want to save the program under,
then press RETURN. If there's already a file
by that name on the disk, you'll be asked if
you wish to delete it. Press Y to delete the
file, or N to enter a new filename.

If you're continuing a fIle, type in the name
you gave the file when you started it. If the
program can't find the file, you'll get an er
ror message and be prompted for another ftIe
name. Otherwise, MIL Editor will calculate
where you left off, then go on to the data en
try screen.

Each machine-language program in
ANALOG Computing is represented by a list
of BASIC data statements. Every line contains
16 bytes, plus a checksum. Only the numbers
following the word DATA need to be con
sidered.

MIL Editor will display, at the top of the
screen, the number of the line you're current
ly working on. As you go through the line,
you'll be prompted for each entry. Simply
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type the number and press Return. If you
press Return without a number, the default
is the last value entered.

This feature provides a quick way to type
in lines with repetitions of the same number.
As an added convenience, the editor will not
respond to the letter keys (except Q for
"quit"). You must either enter a number or
press Return.

When you finish a line, MIL Editor will
compare the entries' checksums with the
magazine's checksum. If they match, the
screen will clear, and you may go on to the
next line.

If the checksums don't match, you'll hear
a buzzing sound. The screen will turn red,
and the cursor will be placed back at the first
byte of data. Compare the magazine listing
byte by byte with your entries. If a number
is correct, press RETURN.

If you find an error, make the correction.
When all data is valid, the screen will return
to gray, and you'll be allowed to begin the
next line.

Make sure you leave your disk in the drive
while typing. The data is saved continuously.

You may stop at any time (except when you
have a red screen) by entering the letter Qfor
byte 1. The file will be closed, and the pro
gram will return you to BASIC. When you've
completed a file, exit MIL Editor in the same
way.

When you've finished typing a program,
the file you've created will be ready to run.
In most cases, it should be loaded from DOS
via the L option. Some programs may have
special loading instructions; be sure to check
the program's article.

If you want the program to run automati
cally when you boot the disk, simply name
the fIle AUTORUN.SYS (make sure you have
DOS on the disk.).

The two-letter checksum code pre
ceding the line numbers here is not
a part of the BASIC program. For
more information, see the "BASIC
Editor II" elsewhere in this issue.

LISTING 1: BASIC LlSTI!',,'G

*z ~~1~~~5~FI16I,N$ICI,A$(1),8$11),F$115)

Lf 11 DIH HOD$IC)
8N 20 LINE=1000:RETRN=155:8ACKSP=126:CHKS

UH=O: EDIT=O
CO 38 GOSUD .SO:POSITION 10,6:1 "0tart Dr

[!jontinue? IIJ :GOSU8 S09:? CHR$tA)
l' 40 POSITION 10,8:? I1fILENAME", :INPUT F

$:POkE 752,.1:1 " ..
FE 50 IF LENlF$)(3 THEN POSITION 20,10:?

II ":GOTO.O
NF 60 IF F$l1,2)()"D:" THEN F1$="D:":Fl$l

31=F$:GOTO 80
ilL 70 F1$=F$
TN 80 IF CHR$IAI="S" THEN 120
fD '0 TRAP C30:0PEN U2,e,O,F1$:TRAP 110
HQ 100 FOR N=l TO 16:GET U2,A:NENT N:LINE

=LINE+10:GOTO 100
NN 110 CLOSE U2:0PEN U2,',O,F1$:GOTO 170
,YT 120 TRAP 160:0PEN U2,C,O,F1$:GOSU8 ceo

:POSITION 10,10:? "FILE ALREADV ENISTS
! !":POKE 752,0

lU 130 POSITION 10,12:1 "ERASE IT? ";:(;05
UB 500:POkE 752,1:1 CHRSCQ)

"N 140 IF CHRS CQ) =ION" OR CHRS un ="n" THEN
CLOSE U2,GOTO 10

~C; ~~: ~~oCttRSC")O"V" "ND CHRSCQ) ()"!l0I T

IH 160 CLOSE Ul:OPEN Ul,e,o,FlS

1£ ~~O~~~I~~?~~~~~~~gN10,111 "~
GH 180 L1=3:FOR N=l TO 16:POSITION 13*IN(

10)+12.()()~n,H+2:POKE752,0:1 "BVTE U"
;H;": II; :GOSU8 ;II0

KK 1'0 IF EDIT AND L=O THEN 8VTE=8FlNI :GO
TO 210
200 8VTE=VAL[N$1
201 HOD$=N$
210 POSITION 22,)(+2:1 BVTE;" "
220 8FlNI=8VTE,CHKSUH=CHKSUH+BVTEMN:IF

CHKSUH}"" THEN CHKSUH=CHKSUH-10000
210 NENT N'CHKSUH=CHKS~H+LINE:IF CHKSU
H}"" THEN CHKSUH=CUKSUH-10000
240 POSITION 11,X+l:POKE 752,011 "CHEC
KSUH: ";:Ll=,(:GOSUB 310

EN 250 IF EDIT AND L=O THEN 270
OM 260 C=VALlN$1
SY 270 POSITION 22,X+2:1 C;"
IL 280 IF C=CHKSUH THEN 300
DI 2'0 GOSUB ceO:EDIT=l:CHKSUH=O:GOTO 180
LN 300 FOR N=l TO 16:PUT "2,8F[N):NENT N'

LINE=LINE+10:EDIT=0:GOTO 170
FY 310 L=O
KZ 320 GOSU8 500: IF lA=ASC 1"0") OR A=ASC [

"q")) "NO X=1 "ND NOT EDIT THEN ,(10
PO 310 IF A(}RETRN AND A(}8ACKSP AND lA(C

8 OR A}571 THEN 320
DK 331 IF A=RETRN AND N$="" THEN N$=HOD$
TD 315 IF A=RETRN AND L=O AND N}l THEN 15

o
JR 3eo IF lIA=RETRN AND NOT EDITI OR A=8

ACKSPI AND L=o THEN 320
ON! 350 If "=RETRN THEN POKE 752,1: 1 " ": R

ETURN
GG 360 IF A(}8ACKSP THEN COO
~~ ~~g ~~=~~,1 THEN N$=N$l1,L-lI :GOTO HO

I:~ ~~g l=~~~~~~A~~~:I?~~~L;~&~¥~~:~~¥o35
o

WH 410 NS Cl) =CHRS CA): 1 CHRS CA); : GOTO 320
kN 420 GRAPHICS O:END
YT 430 GOSUB 440:POSITION 10,10:? "NO SUC

tt fIlf!":fOR X=l TO 1000:NfXT K:Cl05E
U2:GOTO 10

fD 440 POKE 710,48:S0UND O,100,12,8:fOR K
=1 TO 50:NEKT H:SOUND o,O,O,O:RETURN

MY 450 GRAPHICS lJ:POKE 16,112:POKE 53774
,112:POKE 559,O:POKE 710,4

KR ,(60 Dl=PEEKC5601+256MPEEK(561)+4:POKE
DL-l,70:POKE Dl+2,6

HN e70 FOR N=3 TO l' STEP 2:POKE DL+N,2:N
EXT X:FOR K=4 TO 48 STEP Z:POKE DL+K,B
:NENT N

tw 480 POkE Dl+41,6 POKE Dl+42,PEEKCS60)
:POKE DL+"J,PEEK 61) :POKE 67,0

AC 490 POSITION 2,0 "analog HI editor"l
POkE 559,34:RETU

HZ 500 OPEN ':u, .. ,o, :":GET aU,A:ClOSE au
:RETURN ~
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Attention
Programmers!

ANALOG Computing is interested in programs, articles, and software review sub
missions dealing with the Atari home computers. If you feel that you can write as well
as you can program, then submit those articles and reviews that have been floating
around in your head, awaiting publication. This is your opportunity to share your knowl
edge with the growing family of Atari computer owners.

All submissions for publication, both program listings and text, should be provided
in printed and magnetic form. Typed or printed copy of text is mandatory and should
be in upper and lower case with double spacing. By submitting articles to ANALOG
Computing, authors acknowledge that such materials, upon acceptance for publica
tion, become the exclusive property of ANALOG Computing. If not accepted for pub
lication, the articles and/or programs will remain the property of the author. If submissions
are to be returned, please supply a self-addressed, stamped envelope. All submissions
of any kind must be accompanied by the author's full address and telephone number.

Send your programs and articles to:
ANALOG Computing
P.O. Box 1413-M.O.

Manchester, CT 06040-1413
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VideoGames·
&[ Computer Entertainment

P.O. BOX 1~927, N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91615

DYeS! Sign me up for 12 issues for only $19.95-1'11 save over $15!
o Payment Enclosed - Charge My 0 VISA 0 MC NAME. _

SIGNATURE _

Your first issue will arrive in 6 to 8 weeks.
Money back on unused subscriptions if not satisfied! WATCH FOR IT!!
Foreign-add $ 10 for postage. Offer expires June 28, 1989

____________ EXP ADDRESS _

CITY STATE ZIP _



No Frills Software
800 East 23rd Street
Kearney, NB 68847
(308) 234-6250
$19.95

.,he Conyercer,
Version 1.1

Reviewed by Matthew J. W. Ratcliff
Over the years, Print Shop has been the

most popular graphics program for the 8-bit
Ataris. More recently Newsroom has been
ported to the Atari, making it very close to
a complete desktop-publisher. While support
for the 8-bit Ataris has slackened, Hi-Tech
Expressions has come on strong with many
impres'sive graphics printing programs at
remarkably low prices. Among these, the
most popular are Print Power, AwardWare
and Sesame Street Print·Kit. If you have more
than one of these programs, then you need
The Co,nverter from No Frills Software.

The Converter can translate graphics from
one format to another with ease. It can pro
vide a directory of Print Shop disks, allow
you to load and edit an icon and save it to
a Print Power disk, for example. Once load
ed and run, The Converter first allows you
to specify Drive 1 or 2 as the current drive.
At the left of the display, occupying the up
per three-quarters of the screen, is the graph
ics work area. Here all your graphks will be
loaded and displayed. Witi') a joystick plugged
into Port 1, you can edit your favorite graph
ics and icons here.

On the right side of the display is a text
window, where directories are listed. It is also
used as a clip area, for use when icons must
be' trimmed before being saved to a new for
mat. At the bottom left is a small text
command window. Using the arrow keys on
the keyboard you may highlight LOAD,
SAVE, EDIT, AW-PrP (convert AwardWare
to Print Power format), or SPEC (change
drive specification) and simply press Return.
The bottom center of the screen is used to
display text prompts, and show the current
operating status of The Converter. Above this
is one line of text where you will specify drive
and filenames. .

Once the drive is logged, you are ready to
select an icon to edit. The Converter is very
smart in that it detects just what sort of disk
format you are working with. If a standard
DOS format disk is detected, you are prompt
ed to load a Print Power, AwardWare graph
ic or an Awardffilre seal. Sesame Street Print
Kit is the same format as Print Power. If a
Print Shop disk is detected, which is a non
standard format, you are simply prompted for
an icon name.

You may press the Return key at any file
name prompt for a list of the current files,
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of the current graphics type. When the direc
tory is listed to the 16-line text window, you
may keep pressing Return to see more files
or enter the name of the graphic to load it.
Print Power graphics names may have both
upper and lower case, and their names must
be typed exactly as they are seen on the dis
play. The Converter is smart enough to switch
the keyboard input to lower case, when neces
sary, and back to upper case when appropri
ate. The user interface of The Converter is
well-thought-out. I am impressed with its
user friendliness and built-in "intelligence"
which helps prevent goof-ups.

Once the name has been entered, you may
immediately select SAVE to convert it to a
new format. The first time SAVE is select
ed, you are prompted to select Clip Art,
AwardWare Graphic or AwardWare Seal for
mats. Since there are so many Print Shop icon
editors and converters available in the pub
lic domain, the authors of The Converter do
not support saving to Print Shop disks, only
loading from them.

The Clip Art flies are for Newsroom users.
The Converter will format a clip-art disk for
you, if necessary. Why pay big money for
Newsroom graphics disks, when you can con
vert tons of Print Shop icons in the public
domain?

Saving to an AwardWare graphic or seal
will add more graphics to the nifty ribbons,
awards and certificates you can make with
this program. Print Power and Sesame Street
Print Kit use a different directory than does
AwardWare. When you select the "AW-PrP"
menu option, The Converter will read all of
the AwardWare graphics on the selected drive
and build the correct directory file, allowing
the same disk to be used with any of these
Hi-Tech programs. Any time you add another
AwardWare graphic to an existing disk, you
must run the "AW-PrP" option once again,
to rebuild this directory file. .

The Converter documentation warns you
not to place more than 64 graphics flies on
a disk, due to directory size-limitations of
Atari DOS. SpartaDOS users can have twice
that number on a disk. And SpartaDOS X
users can have over l400 graphics on a sin
gle disk. Yes, that is correct, The Converter
is completely SpartaDOS compatible. It is not
protected, allowing you to make a backup
copy, run it under a different DOS, run it

from a large RAMdisk, or even install it on
a hard drive! I switched to Hi-Tech products
because they are unprotected, allowing me to
use them on my ICD FA-ST hard drive. With
The Converter I have been able to move all
of my Print Shop icons, from their incom
patible format disks, onto my hard drive, for
use with my favorite Hi-Tech Expressions
software.

When a graphic is loaded, you may select
EDIT to modify the picture. This is a power
ful feature lacking in Hi-Tech's products. The.
arrow b~ys, or a joystick in Port 1, moves the
editing cursor (a flashing pixel). While edit
ing, a complete menu of all the controls is
displayed in the tex~ window at the right.

To shift the picture you can simply press
the Control key, and then the arrow keys. This
will rapidly slide the graphic in any direc
tion you choose. Box and line commands are
supported. The graphk may be inverted with
the negative command. Before you get ready
to make a drastic change, simply press the
B key to buffer the picture, then, if you do
not like the change, press U to undo it.

This editor is much faster than the one
found in Newsroom. tf you want to personal
ize some of the AwardWare graphics, The
Converter will certainly help you get the job
done. .

The conversions do not come full circle,
but seem quite adequate. To summarize, The
Converter can loal:! Print Shop icons, Award
Ware graphics, AwardWare seals, Print Pow
er graphics and Sesame Street Print Kit
graphics. The Converter can save Awardffilre
graphics, AwardWare seals (and make Award
ffilre disks compatible with Print Power) and
Newsroom clip art.

The Converter is one of the most useful,
powerful and flexible utilities I have encoun
tered in ages. It does just about everything
and does it well. If you have any of the Hi
Tech products mentioned, you will want The
Converter for its graphics-editing capabilities.
If you have two or more of these products
from different vendors, The Converter will
make short order of pooling all your favorite
graphics. No Frills Software also sells a myri
ad of public-domain Print Shop icon disks,
collected from users' groups and bulletin
boards across the country. The Converter is
a superbly crafted product, at a down-to-earth
price: . ~

APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. CornpLlting



B&CC v· ·omputer IS IOnS

3257 Kifer Road
Santa Clara, CA 95051

(408) 749·1003 )I\-. STORE HOURS
TUE - FRI lOam - 6pm

SAT - lOam - Spm
CLOSED SUN - MON

8.95
8.95
8.95

44.95
26.95
17.95
24.95

35.95
9.95

14.95
22.50

9.95

35.95
26.95

6.95
19.95

6.95
24.95
29.95
44.95
26.95
26.95
13.50
17.95
35.95
31. 50
44.95
35.95
17.95

6.95

9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95

9.95
9.95

19.95
14.95
19.95
19.95
24.95

14.95
9.95

14.95
5.00

19.95
9.95

24.95
5.00

PRODUCTIVITY
ATARIWRITER ..•....... 19.95
MICROFILER 22.50

SPINNAKER (AGE 3-10):
ALF IN COLOR CAVES
ALPHABET ZOO .
DELTA DRAWING .
KIDS ON KEYS .
KINDERCOMP .

(AGE 7 - ADULT):
ADVENTURE CREATOR ..
FRACTION FEVER .....

~~4t~~ ~7
ATARI XE GAME

MACHINE
$139.95

Includes Missile Command,
Flight Simulator II, Bug Hunt,
light gun, Joystick, BASIC
programming language, and 64K
of memory with detachable
keyboard. Add a diskdrive and
printer for complete home
computter system!!

EDUCATION
MATH ENCOUNTERS 9.95
FISHER PRICE (PRE SCHOOL):

DANCE FANTASY 8.95
LINKING LOGIC 8.95
LOGIC LEVELS 8.95
MEMORY MANOR 8.95

SPORTS
FIGHT NIGHT .
FOOTBALL .
HARDBALL .
ONE ON ONE (XL/XE) .
TRACK & FIELD .

800/LX"/X"E SOFTVVARE
ALL TITLES ON CARTRIDGE

ENTERT AINMENT SKY WRITER .
ALIEN AMBUSH........ 9.95 SLIME (400/800) .
ACE OF ACES . (XL/XE) 24.95 SPACE INVADERS .
ARCHON 19.95 STAR RAIDERS .
ASTEROIDS 15.95 STAR RAIDERS II .
ATARI TENNIS 9.95 SUPER BREAKOUT .
BALL BLAZER......... 19.95 TRACK & FIELD .
BARNYARD BLASTER WIZARD OF WOR .

(REQ. LIGHT GUN)... 24.95
BATTLEZONE 19.95
BLUE MAX 19.95
CAVERNS OF MARS 14.95
CENTIPEDE 14.95
CHICKEN 9.95
CHOP LIFTER 14.95
CLAIM JUMPER (400/800) 9.95
CLOUDBURST 9.95
DAVIDS MIDNIGHT MAGIC 19.95
DEFENDER 14.95
DESERT FALCON 19.95
DIG DUG............. 19.95
DONKEY KONG 5.00
DONKEY KNOG JR 19.95
EASTERN FRONT (1941). 19.95
E.T. PHONE HOME..... 9.95
FINAL LEGACy 19.95
FOOD FIGHT (XL/XE)... 19.95
FROGGER 14.95
GALAX IAN 19.95
GATO 24.95
GORF (400/800) 5.00
GYRUSS 14.95
JOURNEY TO PLANETS .. 9.95
JOUST............... 19.95
JUNGLE HUNT 19.95
KABOOM! 14.95
LODE RUNNE;R 24.95
MARIO BROS 19.95
MILLIPEDE 19.95
MISSILE COMMAND 5.00
MOON PATROL 19.95
MR. COOL............ 9.95
MS. PAC MAN......... 19.95
NECROMANCER......... 19.95
PAC MAN 5.00
PENGO 19.95
POLE POSITION 19.95
POPEYE 14.95
Q-BERT 14.95
QIX 14.95
RESCUE ON FRACTALAS 19.95
RETURN OF THE JEDI .. 14.95
ROBOT RON : 2084 19.95

COMPUTE YOUR ROOTS .
COMPUTER GOURMET .
FAMILY FINANCE .
HOME ACCOUNTANT .
HOME FILING MANAGER.
HOMEPAK .
LETTER WIZARD .
NEWSROOM (1050 - 64K).
NEWS STATIO~ .
NEWS STA. COMPANION.
PRINT POWER (1050) .
PROOF READER .
PUBLISHING PRO .
SYNCALC .
SYSCALC (130XE) .
SYNTREND (130XE) .
THE LOTTO PROGRAM .
TIMEWISE .
TURBOWORD/80 COLUMN

REQUIRES XEP80 .....
VIDEO TITLESHOP (64K).

GRAPHICS COMPANION.
VISICALC ••••••••••.••

ART
ANIMATION STATION 89.95
BLAZING PADDLES 31.50

EDUCATION
BUZZWORD .
HEY DIDDLE (AGE 3-10) .
MASTER TYPE .
PLANATARIUM .
TOUCH TYPING .
CBS (AGE 3-6):

ASTROGROVER .
BIG BIRD SPEC DELIVE
ERNIE'S MAGIC SHAPE.

DESIGNWARE:
MATHMAZE (6-11) .... 35.95
MISSION ALGEBRA (13+)35.95
SPELLICOPTER (6-11). 35.95

TINK TONK (AGE 4-6):
ABC'S 8.95
COUNT AND ADD 8.95
SMART THINKER 8.95
SPELLING 8.95
SUBTRACTION 8.95
THINKING SKILLS 8.95

ALL 6 TINK TONKS .. 39.95
WEEKLY READER (PRE-SCHOOL):

STICKY BEAR SHAPES 26.95
STICKY BEAR NUMBERS. 26.95
STICKY BEAR ABC'S .. 26.96
STICKY BEAR OPPOSITE 26.95

800/LX"/X"E SOFTVVARE
ALL TITLES ON DISK

ENTERT AINMENT
ALIANTS 26.95
ALT. REALITY CIT.Y 26.95
ALT. REALITY DUNGEON. 26.95
BEYOND CASTLE WOLF 14.95
BISMARK 26.95
BRUCE LEE 17.95
CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN 14.95
DALLAS QUEST 7.95
D-BUG 7.95
GAUNTLET (64K) 31.50

DEEPER DUNGEONS 22.50
GUNSLINGER 26.95
HARD HAT MAC 7.95
KARATEKA _ 13.50
KORONIS RIFT 13.50
LAST V-8 .•.......••.. 8.95
MONTEZUMA'S REVENGE 14.95
MOUSETRAP 17.95
NINJA 8.95
O'RILEY'S MINE 9.95
RESCUE ON FRACTALAS 13.50
SPEEDKING 8.95
SPIDERMAN 7.95
SPITFIRE 40 .. _ 31.50
STOCKMARKET 22.50
STRIP POKER 26.95
THE HULK 7.95
TOMAHAWK (64K) 26.95
TOP GUNNER 17.95
ZAXXON 13.50

SPORTS
FIGHT NIGHT 17.95
LEADERBOARD 13.50
MICROLEAGUE BASEBALL.. 35.95

MUSIC
MUSIC CONSTRUCTION SET 13.50
VIRTUOSO............ 29.95

PROGRAMMING
BASIC XL 53.95
BASIC XL TOOLKIT 26.95
BASIC XE 71.95
KYAN PASCAL 62.95
LIGHTSPEED C 35.95
LOGO 19.95
MAC/65 71.95
MAC/65 TOOLKIT 26.95
PILOT 1 9 . 95

PRODUCTIVITY
ATARIWRITER+ 39.95
BANK STREET WRITER 14.95
CELEBRITY COOKBOOK 26.95

SCJP.ER S.P.EC:I~LS
RECONDITIONED ATARI MERCHANDISE - 30 DAY WARRANTY

BOOKS ONLY
DE RE ATARI 10.00
ATARIWRITER 10.00
DOS 2,5 12.95
BASIC REF. 5.00
LOGO 10.00
800KKEEPER 10.00

ATARI
SPACE AGE
JOYSTICK

$5.00

GREAT GIFTS!

800 (48K)
COMPUTER

$79.95

INCLUDES BASIC

ATARI 820 PRINTER
40 COLUMNS

DIRECT CONNECT
NO INTERFACE

REQUIRED
$39.95

1010 PROGRAM
RECORDER
$29.95

41 0 PROGRRAX
RECORDER - NO WARRANTY

$9.95

1030 MODEM
WITH

EXPRESS!

$24.95

GET ONLINE TODA Yi

ATARI
TRACKBALL

$9.95

SPICE UP THE ACTION IN
YOUR ARCADE GAMES!!

400 (16K)
COMPUTER

$29.95

48K UPGRADE KIT
$25.00

1020 COLOR
PRINTERI PLOTTER

$29.95
40 COLUMNS WIDE

INCLUDES PAPER AND
COLOR PEN SET

ATARI
NUMERIC

KEYPAD
$7.95

INCLUDES HANDLER
DISK -

ATARI
BOOKKEEPER

$14.95 - NO BOX
(19.95 WITH KEYPAD)

$24.95 - IN BOX
(29.95 WITH KEYPAD)

DISKETTES
AS LOW AS 20 CENTS

10 FOR $4.00
100 FOR $29.95
1000 FOR $200

MOST ARE UNNOTCIIED
WITH OLD SOFTWARE

SHIPPING INFORMATION - Prices do not include shipping and handling. Add $5.00 for small items ($8.00 Min. for Canada). Add $8.00 for disk
drive. Calif. res. include 7% sales tax. Mastercard and Visa accepted if your telephone is listed in your local phone directory. Orders may be pre-paid
with money order, cashier check, or personal check. Personal checks are held for three weeks before order is processed. C.O.D orders are shipped
via UPS and must be paid with cash, cashier check or money order. International and APO orders must be pre-paid with cashier check or money
order. $20.00 minimum on all orders. All sales are final - no refunds - prices are subject to change. Phone orders accepted TUESDAY THROUGH
FRIDA Y from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm PST.
We carry a complete line of ATARI products and have a large public domain library. Write or call for free
catalogue. (408) 749-1003 TUE - FRI 10AM - 6 PM

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE - ALL SALES ARE FINAL

CIRCLE #108 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
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ASfC Editor II is a utility to help you

Benter BASIC program listings pub
lished in ANALOG Computing. To
simplify the identification of errors,
each program line is evaluated im

mediately after it's typed, eliminating the
need for cumbersome checksum listings.
When you've finished entering a program us
ing BASIC Editor II, you can be certain it
contains no typos.

An option is provided for those who wish
to use standard BASIC abbreviations. Also,
the program retains all Atari editing features.
Finally, for those who prefer to type programs
the conventional way, using the built-in edi
tor, a post-processing mode is available. It al
lows you to check typing after the entire
listing has been entered.

Typing in the Editor
To create your copy of BASIC Editor II,

foiIow the instructions below- exactly.

Disk version:
(1) Type in Listing 1, then verify your work

with Unicheck (see Issue 39).
(2) Save the program to disk with the com

mand SAVE "D:EDITORL1.BAS':
(3) Clear the computer's memory with the

command NEW
(4) Type in Listing 2, then verify your work

with Unicheck.
(5) Run the program (after saving a back

up copy) and follow all the on-screen
prompts. A data file will be written to your
disk.

(6) Load Listing 1 with the command
LOAD "EDITORL1.BAS".

(7) Merge the file created by List
ing 2 with the command ENTER
"D:ML.DAT' '.
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(8) Save the resultant program with the com
mand LIST "D:EDITOR/f.LST".

Cassette version:
(1) Type in Listing 1 and verify your work

with Unicheck.
(2) Save the program to cassette with the

command CS4VE. (Do not rewind the
cassette.)

(3) Clear the computer's memory with the
command NEW

(4) Type in Listing 2 and verify your work
with Unicheck.

(5) Run the program and follow the on
screen prompts. A data fJle will be written to
your cassette.

(6) Rewind the cassette.
(7) Load Listing 1 with the command

CLOAD.
(8) Merge the file created by Listing 2 with

the command ENTER "C:".
(9) On anew cassette, save the resultant pro

gram with the command LIST "C: ':

Using the Editor
Take a look at one of the BASIC program

listings in this issue. Notice that each program
line is preceded by a two-letter code. This code
is the checksum for that line; it's not a part
of the program.

To enter a program listing from the maga
zine, load BASIC Editor II with the ENTER
command, and run it. You'll be asked if you
wish to allow abbreviations (see your BASIC
manual). If you do, type Y and press
RETURN. Otherwise, type N.

Note: If you set BASIC Editor II to allow
abbreviations, the program will run slightly
slower.

Your screen will now be divided into two
"windows." The upper window will display
each line after it's processed, as well as the

checksum generated for that line. The lower
window is where program lines are typed and
edited.

When the program's waiting for input, the
cursor will appear at the left margin of the typ
ing window. Type a program line and press
RETURN. The line will be evaluated and
reprinted in the message window, along with
the checksum generated.

If the checksum matches the one in the
magazine, then go on to the next program line.
Otherwise, enter the command E (edit) and
press RETURN. The line you just typed will
appear in the typing window, where you may
edit it. When you think the line has been cor
rected, press RETURN, and it'll be
reevaluated.

Note: You may call up any line previously
typed, with the command E followed by the
number of the line you wish to edit. For ex
ample, E230 will print Line 230 in the typ
ing window. Do not attempt to edit any
program lines numbered 32600 and higher.
These lines fall within the BASIC Editor II
program.

If you're using BASIC abbreviations, the
two versions of the command E work slightly
differently. The command E, without a line
number, will call up the line exactly as you
typed it. When you append the line number,
the line will be printed in its expanded (un
abbreviated) form.

Leaving the Editor
You may leave BASIC Editor II at any time,

by entering either B (BASIC) or Q (quit). If
you type B, the Editor will return you to BAS
IC. Enter LIST to review your work, if you
wish. Note that lines 32600 and above are the
Editor program. Your work will appear be
fore these lines. To return to the Editor, type
G(JIrJ 32600.

Type Q, and you'll be asked if you really
want to quit. If you type Y, the Editor pro
gram will be erased from memory, and you
may then save your work in any manner you
like. If you type N, the Q command will be
aborted.

Large listings
If the program you're entering is particu

larly long, you may need to take a break.
When you want to stop, type Q and press
RETURN, then save your work to disk or cas
sette. When you're ready to start again, load
the program you were working on, then load
BASIC Editor II with the ENTER command.
Type G(JIrJ 32600, and you're back in
business.

APRIL A.N.A.L.C.G. Computing



When you've finished entering a
program using BASIC Editor II, you
can be certain it contains no typos.

The post-processor
Many people may not want to use BASIC

Editor II when entering a program listing,
preferring, instead, the Atari's built-in editor.
For that reason, BASIC Editor II will allow
you to check and edit your programs after
they've been typed.

To take advantage of this option, type any
magazine program in the conventional man
ner, then save a copy to disk or cassette Gust
in case). With your typed-in program still in
memory, load BASIC Editor II with the
ENTER command, then type GOTO 32600.

Respond with N to the "abbreviations"
prompt. When the Editor appears on your
screen, enter the command P (post-process),
and the first program line will appear in the
typing window. Press RETURN to enter it into
the Editor.

The line will be processed, and the check
sum, along with the program line, will be
printed in the upper window. If the checksum
matches the one in the magazine, press
RETURN twice, and the next line will be
processed.

If you find you must edit a line, enter the
command E, and the line will be moved back
to the typing window for editing.

When the entire listing has been checked,
you'll be asked if you wish to quit. Type Y
and press RETURN. The Editor program will
be removed from memory, and you may then
save the edited program in any manner you
wish.

Murphy's Law
Anyone who's been associated with comput

ing knows this is the industry Murphy had in
mind. You may find that, after typing a pro
gram with BASIC Editor II, it still won't run
properly. There are two likely causes for this.

First, it may be that you're not following the
program's instructions properly. Always read
the article accompanying a program before at
tempting to run it. Failure to do so may present
you with upsetting results.

Finally, though you can trust BASIC Edi
tor II to catch your typos, it can't tell you if
you've skipped some lines entirely. If your
program won't run, make sure you've typed
all of it. Missing program lines are guaran
teed trouble.

One last word: Some people find it an un
necessary and nasty chore to type REM lines.
I don't condone the omission of these lines,
since they may be referenced within the pro
gram (a bad practice, but not unheard ot). If
you want to take chances, BASIC Editor II is
willing to comply.

APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

Listing 1.
BASIC listing.

32600 IF FL THEN 32616
32602 DIH L$(1151,SV$(1151,C2S(21,OS(1
151, HS (11'1, SS ('61, ES (6'1, ~$ UI, FL=l' S
THT~0=PEEK(1361+PEEK(1371*256

3260. GR~PHICS O'POKE 710,0:P=0'~6R=O'

? IIAlLOW ABBREUIATIONS";IINPUT Q$:IF til
S="V" OR ~S="~" THEN ~OR=l
32606 os (11 =" ": os U151 =" ", os (21 =OS
32616 OPEN U17,4,9,IIE:":LS=1I Jt:G05U8 3
2662IST~RT=0

32610 POKE 766,l'POKE 63,3"POSITION 1
,3,IF LEN(LSI(3' THEN? LS:GOTO 3262.
32620 IF LEN (LSI (77 THEN ? LS U, 381 ,?
LS (3', LEN (LSI I ,GOTO U6H
32622 ? L$Cl,38):1 LS(J',76] 11 LSC77,L
EN(LSII
3262. POKE 752,0'POKE 766,O:POKE 55',3
.:POKE 62,l'POKE 63,36,POSITION 0,10'?

" II; :INPUT U17;lS:POKE 766,1
32626 If ClS="P" OR LS="pll) AND STftRT=
o THEN P=l'LS=....
32628 If lS= lI E" OR LS="e lt THEN f=1:P05
ITION 1,10:? SVS GOTO 3262.
32530 IF LS="O" UR L$="q" fHEN U6,0
32632 IF LS="11 ftND P=l THEN 32686
326H IF LS= .... THEN U6H
32636 IF LS="B" OR LS:"b" THEN GRAPHIC
59:? IITYPE 'GOTO 32600' TO CONTINUE":
END
32638 IF L$Cl,I'="E" OR L$(l,l'="e" TH
EN E=l'TR~P 3262.:EL=V~L(LS(211 :POSITI

g~6~o'~b~~~s~~~~gTg2~~:~~=V~L(LSI
326.2 ST~RT=l'IF P ~ND NOT E THEN 326
52
326•• GOSUB 3267.,IF NOT AOR OR P THE
N 32652
32646 POKE 766,O'? CHRS(1251 'POSITION
O,3:L=Uj\LCL$) :LIST LI1 11 :1 "CONT":L$
=6S
326.6 POSITION O,O:POKE 6.2,13:STOP
32650 POKE 6.2,12'A=USR(~DR(SSI,~DR(LS
1,.1 :LS=LS(l,~1
32652 CHKSUH=USR(~DR(HSI,~DR(LSI,LEN(L
SII,CHKSUH=CHKSUH+PEEK(lS.21*65536
3265. CHK=CHKSUH-(INT(CHKSUH/6761*6761
,HI=INT (CHK/261 ,LO=CHK- (HI*261 ,C2S UI =
CHRS (H1+651 I C2$ (21 =CHRS (LO+651
32656 IF NOT P OR E THEN E=O:GOSUO 32
652'IF NOT P THEN 32660
32656 POKE 63,3':POKE 752,l:FOR N=3 TO

5:POSITION 1,K:? B$(1,38'IP05ITION 1,
N+7'? OS(1,361 'NENT N:POKE 63,36
32660 POKE 766,l'POKE B3,36:POSITION 6
,7'? C2S:POKE 752,0:GOTO 32616
32662 GOSU6 32702,POKE 766,0:POKE 752,
1:1 lIJ1;":POKE 82,1:I>L=PEEK(560)+256*PEE
K(5611"
3266. POKE DL-l,70,POKE DL+2,6:POKE DL
+3,112,POKE OL+.,112'POKE DL+5,112:POK
E DL+13,l12,POKE DL+l.,112
32666 POKE DL+22,112:POKE DL+23,l12:PO
KE DL+2.,65,POKE DL+25,PEEK(5601IPOKE

DL+26,PEEK(5611 'POKE B3i.3'ii~~~ill!32666 POSITION 20,O'? "
":P05ITION 0 7:? II

II:POSITXOH 1,7

32700 POKE 6.2,13:STOP
32702 POKE 16,112:POKE 5377.,112'RETUR
N

CHECKSUM DATA.
(see issue 39's Unicheck]

Listing 2.
BASIC listing.

10 DIH L$(1201,HLS(11'I,~S(11

~:E¥~~~~~~~pS}Pgl~l~lg.~~~~:0~~~ g~(,~
0" THEM 20
3D IF A$="C" THEN 59
.. 0 1 "PLACE FORMATTED DISK IN DRIUEtI:?

"THEM PRESS RETURN II
: INPUT L$: OPEN tU,

8,O,"D:HL.OAYII:GOTO 60
50 ? :1 "REAC'Y CASSETTE, PRES5 RETURN"

~~I~~~~3~~~~P~~(~ff~:~~~~~~=CHR$(3")
70 N=11"GOSU6 130:LS(1.I=HLS(1,56J 'LS
(LEN(LSI+11=CHRS(3.I,? nl;L$ /
60 LS (ll ="32610 HS [5'1 =", LS (HI =CHRS (3
.1 ,LS (l51 =HLS (5'1: LS (LEN (LSI HI =CHRS (3
4):1 tH;L$
'0 LS (11 ="32612 SS=": L$(161 =CHRS (HI
100 HL$=IIII: "='8: (iOSUB 130: L$ (11) =HL$I L
S (LEN (LSI +11 =CHRS (HI,? nl; L$
110 LS (11 ="326H [$=", LS (l01 =CHRS (HI
120 HLS="":N=69:GOSUO H6:LSUlI=HL$:L

~~~E~~~s~~il~gH:~~~~~'~,~t!~~;~~~RS(~1
'NENT N,RETURN
140 DATA 104,104,133,20.,104,133,283,1
0.,10.,133,205,16',0,141,3,6,1.1,2,6,1
.1,4,6,141,5,6
150 Dj\TA 1"1,6,6,238,3,6,32,68,218,172
,2,6,177,203,133,212,32,179,217,32,182
,221,32,68,218
160 DATA 173,3,6,133,212,32,178,217,32
,21',218,12,210,217,165,212,1.1,0,6,16
5,213,141,1,6,2.
170 DATA 171,0,6,10',4,6,141,4,6,173,1
,6,10',5,6,141,5,6,144,3,238,6,6,238,2
180 DATA 6,172,2,6,1'6,205,208,176,173
,4,6,133,212,173,5,6,133,213,'6
1'0 Dj\TA 104,104,133,204,184,133,203,1
0",194,141,255,6,16',0,113,213,216,165
,88,133,205,165,8',133,206
200 Dj\TA 174,255,6,24,165,205,105,40,1
13,205,144,2,230,206,202,208,242,160,0
,177,205,201,64,144,18
210 DATA Z01,'6,14~,1,,2el,1Z8,144,18,

201,1'Z,144,6,201,224,14",7,176,8,24,1
05,32,144,3,56,233
220 DATA 64,145,203,200,1'2,11.,240,2,
208,215,177,203,201,32,208,3,136,208,2
47,200,132,212,'6
230 DATA 104,104,141,2S",6,104,141,253
,6,16',0,133,213,216,165,136,133,205,1
6S,~37,lJ3,206,160,0,177

240 DATA 205,20S,253,6,208,8,200,177,2
05,205,254,6,240,15,160,2,177,205,24,1
01,205,133,205,144,228
250 DATA 230,206,176,224,160,4,177,205
,201,5S,24014,160,e,240,8,~32,212,'6

CHECKSUM DATA.
(see issue 39's Unicheck]

10 DATA 203,265,.65,84.,2'4,'73,652,27
0,'78,7'7,278,275,835,20',301,763'

50 DATA 355,'4,254,428,~35,848,580,4~

,'74,564,5435
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bV Arthur Levenberger

If you ever plan to go to Las Vegas for
COMDEX, be sure to book your room ear
ly. I didn't follow this advice and as a result
had to spend the first few hours in "glitter
city" searching for a room. Fortunately, the
gamble paid off-I got a room-but the motel
had to be the worst I've ever stayed in. (Ex
cept for the night I missed my connecting
flight in Houston and was put up (and out)
in a real fleabag, courtesy of Continental
Airlines. But that's another story.)

For months before, Atari billed Winter
COMDEX 1988 as the show that would
demonstrate how serious Atari was about
making a showing in the U.S. computer mar
ket. There had been a lot of anticipation
among users, retailers and the few still-non
jaded members of the press. It all happened
in the "Gold Room"-a large, separate room,
slightly off the main drag ofthe principal ex
hibit hall. The Atari room was packed from
morning to night. Unfortunately, it was
packed with people rather than new Atari
products.

Although Atari had a big booth, they failed
to announce any significant new products,
claiming that they didn't want to introduce
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new products before they were ready.
However, some three- to four-dozen exhibi
tors were pleased with the crowds and the
response to their products (more on that
later). The highlight event of the week was
a live mini-concert by Fleetwood Mac, right
in the Gold Room. Of course, the band was
using plenty of MIDI-equipped instruments
all controlled by a Mega ST.

Stealth Laptop
It could have been called that-it was there

and yet it wasn't. We got a look at it back at
the hotel where it was being shown somewhat
secretly. Two versions were observed: an
actual-size Styrofoam mock-up (the lightest
laptop I've yet seen) and a (family-size) work
ing prototype. The prototype used a Mega
motherboard and it contained one double
sided disk drive. It had a supertwist LCD
screen (a backlit version is said to be availa
ble as an option), a built-in trackball con
troller to replace the mouse, MIDI ports and
contained one megabyte of memory. Exact
details were sketchy, but the laptop could con
ceivably contain a built-in hard disk (proba-

bly 20 megabytes) by the time it reaches
production early in 1989.

Atari's target price for the laptop is $1,500.
Perhaps Atari will be the first with a "Mac
Laptop," beating Apple to the finish line.

The High End
Atari's long-awaited and much-rumored

68030 machine (the "TT") was apparently
not ready in time to be shown. But Sam
Tramiel briefly described it at a gathering of
developers. It is said to be TOS-compatible,
uses Unix 5.31 and will run at 16 MHz. In
siders also say it will include a math co
processor and hard disk. According to Atari
it will be available in the second quarter of
1989.

The Abaq, now called the Atari Transputer
Work Station (ATW), was seen in its latest
version. It features the T800-20 transputer
processor chip, which can perform 10 mil
lion instructions per second (MIPS) and in
cludes 4K of RAM, a floating-point process
or and four asynchronous communications
links. Up to four additional transputer chips
can be combined on an expansion board for
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parallel-processing applications, and the
ATW can hold four expansion boards, for a
maximum total of 17 transputer processors.

In addition to the transputer chip(s), the
ATW has a 68000 processor for input/out
put functions and the Blossom graphics
processor for memory refresh and graphics
acceleration. The floor-standing machine
runs X-Windows, the Unix windowing sys
tem and is expected to be used for applica
tions requiring accelerated high-resolution
graphics, lots of memory and fast storage,
such as CAD, animation, desktop publishing
and 3-D modeling. Atari said that manufac
turing will begin during the first quarter of
1989, with the first units currently scheduled
to ship to Europe.

Cloning Around
Well, Atari did show a couple of new

products. For one, there was an AT clone.
Billed as the PC-3 (or was it the PC-4?), it
used an 80286 microprocessor, had a hand
ful of expansion slots and incorporated EGA
graphics. Specifications differed depending
upon which Atari spokesperson you talked to.
It wasn't clear how much RAM was standard
nor what capacity hard disk was available, but
most AT clones typically have at least a
20-megabyte hard disk and one megabyte of
RAM. Pricing and availability were equally
elusive, but most accounts suggested that it
would be shipped sometime around the mid
dle of the year.

The other mystery PC was an 80386-based
computer dubbed the PC-5. It too had some
sort of hard disk and expansion slots. Pric
ing information was unavailable and delivery
was expected to be "mid-year." Apparently,
both the 286 and 386 PCs will first be in
troduced to the overseas market. That is prob
ably a good idea, since from what little
pricing information I heard about these
machines, they appeared not to be competi
tive with the dozen or so clones that are al
ready available.

More Atari News
Atari was also showing their new Mega

File 30, a 30-megabyte hard disk for the ST
line of computers. The hard disk sells for
$900, fits nicely under a monitor and plugs
into the DMA port on an ST or Mega com
APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

puter. It has an average access time of 65 mil
liseconds and up to four hard disks can be
daisychained together.

The CD-ROM player was not shown at the
booth or anywhere else for that matter. Sam
Trarniel told me that its release is dependent
upon software becoming available for it. Atari
is currently pursuing CD-ROM software de
velopment with several vendors and hopes to
be able to release the product sometime in
1989.

Atari also announced that they have just
concluded signing a contract with a major
memory chip supplier. Atari expects that with
the increased availability of DRAM chips,
they will be able to solve their production
problems. They also hope that with more
production, they can begin to supply the U.S.
market with more STs and thus regain some
of that lost market. However, it will take more
than just additional memory chips to
strengthen the U.S. market. What is needed
is a serious commitment by Atari, complete
with a major advertising campaign.

Atari is also continuing its search for a U.S.
manufacturing facility. With a better supply
of memory chips, Atari should be able to
move ahead with their plans for increased
production capability. A U.S. plant seems to
fit well into these plans.

In an effort to strengthen relations with de
velopers and the entire ST-user base, Sam
Tramiel has announced that it will be easy
for anyone to send electronic mail to him or
Sig Hartmann. There will be a direct
Easyplex line via CompuServe in place by the
time you read this. He also stated his desire
to hold more on-line conferences with users.
Definitely a good move for Atari.

Software-Desktop Publishing
Atari was showing Ultrascript, a Postscript

emulator for the Atari Desktop-Publishing
System. It's a page-description language that
is used with Atari's SLM8041aser printer and
Mega STI or Mega ST4 systems. Ultrascript
provides a variety of fonts, gray scales and
halftones. Type is treated as a raster image
and can be rotated and scaled. Included fonts
are the Lucida family (six styles), Helveti
ca, Courier, Times Roman, Palatino, Avant
Garde, Bookman, New Century Schoolbook,
Souvenir, Garamond, Zapf Chancery, Zapf
Dingbats and Symbol.

Another software announcement from
Atari was the DeskSet II desktop-typesetting
package. This professional program uses the
GEM interface, contains a text editor, an
object-oriented draw package and can accept
ASCII files and graphics from ST paint pro
grams. It is designed to work with the Atari
SLM804 laser printer and Mega computers.
Genuine Compugraphic scalable outline fonts
are used for both printing and on the screen.
Features include automatic and user-definable
kerning, reverse video, condensed and ex
panded type, linguistic-based hyphenation
and text flow into arbitrarily shaped graph
ics regions~ Suggested price is $300.

ISD Marketing was showing still another
desktop-publishing program in the Gold
Room called Calamus. This long-awaited
desktop-publishing program provides text and
document processing, design tools and page
layout capabilities. It uses a full GEM inter
face with mouse control and drop-down men
us or can be used with keyboard commands.
It uses vector fonts rather than Postscript-type
fonts and provides loads of features such as
outline fonts, printer preview, automatic kern
ing and stretching. It can output in PDL,
DDL, interpress and linotype formats. It sells
for $300.

SoftLogik was showing their recently com
pleted program PageStream, formerly Pub
lishing Partner Professional. It incorporates
typographical features, word processing, page
layout and graphics. It also offers capabili
ties such as color separation of pictures with
in documents and color printing.
Word-processing features include spell check
ing, search-and-replace by attributes, auto
matic kerning, scalable fonts and text flow
around irregularly shaped graphics. Text ro
tation can be performed in one-degree incre
ments and text point-sizes range from 1I50th
to 1310 points. PageStream sells for $200.

Other Software Highlights
QMI was showing all of their latest wares.

The GEM-based ST-Talk Professional offers
several types of file-transfer protocols, an
auto-dialer and an auto-dialer database, script
language for automated sign-on and other
tasks, ANSI and Vidtex graphics and a host
of disk utilities. It also includes a built-in
word processor, capture-while-editing, type
ahead with three lines, activity-logging and
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unattended auto-answer capabilities. ST-Talk
Professional sells for $40.

QMI was also showing Disk Librarian, a
program that helps you keep track of your
software and data files. The program will
read the contents of a selected disk and al
low you to sort, search and add comments
to its database. Then the program can print
disk labels from the information you provid
ed it. Disk Librarian sells for $30.

David Small was there demonstrating his
Spectre 128 Macintosh emulator cartridge and
software. His new company, Gadgets by
Small, continues to provide Macintosh com
patibility on the ST with this new $180
product. Spectre 128 has a faster screen
redraw and file-access time compared to the
Magic Sac, Dave's previous creation. Spectre
can use either the Mac l28K or 64K ROMS,
runs all Mac system and Finder versions and
runs the major Mac software such as Hyper
Card, Adobe Illustrator and Pagemaker.

Michtron was in the Atari Gold Room an
nouncing that GFA has dropped Michtron as
a distributor for the GFA BASIC series of soft
ware. In its place, Michtron is now selling
Hi-Soft BASIC, which is a complete and fast
version of BASIC that is Microsoft BASIC
compatible. It allows direct porting of BAS
IC programs to/from the Amiga and MS
DOS machines. Hi-Soft BASIC sells for $160.

Regent Software was showing their data
base program Regent Base II with 4GL SQL,
which uses the U.S. standard database lan
guage called Structured Query Language.
The language uses English phrases to perform
data insertion, modification and retrieval of
information stored in the database tables. A
utilities program allows you to visually cre
ate, modify or delete your database tables and
you can also import or export dBase III files.
In addition, another utility allows you to move
your database onto a RAMdisk for faster ac
cess. Regent Base II sells for $150.

Intersect Software Corp. is committed to
the development of high-quality software for
the ST computer. This was evidenced by their
new program called Revolver. It is primarily
a switcher program but also combines an as
sortment of utilities. Revolver lets you con
figure the ST memory into as many as eight
partitions, each of a different size and total
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Iy independent of each other. Even if one of
the partitions crashes, it will not affect the
others. When in one partition, you can "roll
out" the entire partition, including the
memory contents, values stored in the hard
ware registers and any active programs, desk
accessories and RAMdisks. When the
memory image is "rolled" back in, the com
puter, programs and data will be restored to
their previous state. Revolver sells for $50 and
requires one megabyte of memory.

Intersect Software was also showing two
other programs. Interlink is their telecommu
nications package that features call-logging,
background downloading, PC-ANSI graph
ics, ATASCn graphics and a built-in mini
BBS. The program also includes a type-ahead
buffer, auto-dialer, built-in disk commands,
user-definable function keys and more.
Masterlink contains all of the features of In
terlink but also has an advanced script lan
guage, context-sensitive help and remote
control operation. Interlink sells for $40,
while Masterlink retails for $60.

Several companies were showing MIDI
software for the ST. Dr. T's Music Software
has Sample Maker, a digital laboratory pro
gram for sample creation and editing. It uses
the standard GEM interface, provides graph
ics sample editing and supports such sam
plers as the S-900, Emax, EPS, FZ-l, Mirage
and Prophet 2000.

Another program from Dr. T's, Phantom,
is a combination MPE software module and
hardware that enables you to both read and
write industry-standard SMPTE time-code
formats (24, 25, 30 and 30dt), song-pointer
encoded FSK and standard pulse sync. The
hardware plugs into the ST serial port and has
a sync-in, sync-out, MIDI-in and Aux-MIDI
out connections. Suggested price for Phan
tom is $249.

Dr. T's other MIDI-based software is The
Copyist. It is a publishing-quality score
editing, transcription and printing program
that supports both mouse and keyboard in
put. Notes, text symbols and lines can be
placed wherever you desire in a page and can
be separately moved or deleted. It will tran
scribe treble, bass, alto and percussion clefs
and will convert any of the supported formats
to any other. TIle Copyist sells for $399.

Hybrid Arts was demonstrating ADAP, a
general purpose, professional, digital-audio
workstation. The program is designed to pro
vide complete control of stereo audio while
retaining digital fidelity throughout the
production process. ADAP has a variety of
uses. For musicians, it can be a high-quality
MIDI performance sampler; for radio sta
tions, it can be used to help produce com
mercial spots; for film and video
postproduction work, it can be used for ef
fects editing, background looping, dialog fIll
and electronic foley.

Hybrid Arts also has a product called
SMPTE Track. This hardware/software pack
age allows you to synchronize any type of au
dio (or video) recorder to your ST computer.
The device is specifically designed to read
and write SMPTE time code. Since the

SMPTE time is read directly into the RS-232
port without converting to MIDI clock, it
provides an extremely accurate lock to tape.

Legend Software introduced The Final Cut,
a MIDI sequencer for the ST. It uses animat
ed tape reels and standard tape machine con
trols to provide a powerful multi-track
recording environment. The program features
a wide variety of editing functions such as
cut, paste, append, repeat, merge, transpose,
etc. The Final Cut also provides an event edi
tor for editing individual notes and their
parameters, two time-correction methods, full
MIDI synchronization and special effects op
tions for creating echoes and fade-ins. Sug
gested retail price is $90.

Midisoft was displaying their Midisoft Stu
dio music software. The Standard Edition
offers an easy-to-use method for real-time
recording, playback and overdubbing as well
as incorporating up to 32 polyphonic in
dependently controlled tracks. Tape recorder
style controls are used with either a mouse
or the keyboard and 70,000 notes per song
can be recorded. The Advanced Edition has
all the features of The Standard Edition plus
64 independent tracks, MIDI event editing,
velocity scaling, automatic quantization,
transpose and instrument changes for each
track, MIDI thru controls and support for
programmable tempo changes. The Standard
Edition costs $99, and The Advanced Edition
costs $149.
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THE A.N.A.L.O.G, #71 DISKETTE CONTAINS 18
MAGAZINE FILES. THEY ARE LISTED BELOW.

FOR OUR DISK
SUBSCRIBERS
The following programs from this
issue are on disk:

SIDE 1:

FILENAME. EXT LANG. LOAD COMMENTS

WARNING: BEFORE YOU RUN A PROGRAM, READ THE
APPROPRIATE ARTICLE IN THE MAGAZINE.

NOTE: ONLY PROGRAMS WITH THE ".BAS" OR ".OBJ"
EXTENTION MAY BE RUN FROM THE MENU.
OTHER PROGRAMS SHOULD BE LOADED AS
INSTRUCTED IN THE LOADING NOTES AND MAY
REQUIRE ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE AS LISTED
BELOW. HOWEVER, YOU SHOULD NOT ASSUME
THAT EVERY FILE WITH THE PROPER FILE
EXTENSION WILL RUN FROM THE MENU. YOU
MAY HAVE TO MOVE CERTAIN PROGRAMS TO A
DIFFERENT DISK TO OBTAIN CORRECT RESULTS.

TO LOAD YOUR A.N.A.L.O.G. DISK

EXT DESCRIPTlqN

.M65 REQUIRES THE OSS MAC/65 ASSEMBLER

.AMA REQUIRES THE ATARI MACRO ASSEMBLER

.ASM REQUIRES THE ATARI ASSEMBLER/EDITOR

.ACT REQUIRES THE OSS ACTION! CARTRIDGE

.LGO REQUIRES THE ATARI LOGO CARTRIDGE

.SYN REQUIRES THE SYNAPSE SYN ASSEMBLER

.STB REQUIRES ST BASIC

KRAZYMZE.OBJ ML
KRAZYMZE.M65 MAC/65
PIXELAVG.BAS BASIC
PIXELAVG,M65 MAC/65
UNIVERT .BAS BASIC
UNIVERT .M65 MAC/65
GDW1 ,LST BASIC
GDW2 ,LST BASIC
GDW3 ,LST BASIC
GDW4 .LST BASIC
GDW5 ,LST BASIC
GDW6 .LST BASIC
GDW7 .LST BASIC
GDW8 .LST BASIC
GDW9 .LST BASIC
GDW10 .LST BASIC
MLEDITOR.BAS BASIC
EDITORII.BAS BASIC

(#3) KRAZY MAZES
LOAD KRAZY MAZES SOURCE
LOAD PIXEL AVERAGING
LOAD PIXEL AVER. SOURCE
LOAD UNIVERT
LOAD UNIVERT SOURCE
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
ENTER GAME DESIGN
M/L EDITOR
BASIC EDITOR II

LOADING NOTES

LOAD BASIC PROGRAM:
ENTER BASIC PROGRAM:
LOAD MAC/65 PROGRAM:
ENTER ASM/ED PROGRAM:
LOAD LOGO PROGRAM:
LOAD SYN/AS PROGRAM:

LOAD "D:FILENAME.EXT"
ENTER "D:FILENAME.EXT"
LOAD #D:FILENAME.EXT
ENTER #D:FILENAME.EXT
LOAD "D:FILENAME.EXT"
LOAD "D:FILENAME.EXT"

1) INSERT BASIC CARTRIDGE (NOT REQUIRED FOR XL
OR XE COMPUTERS)

2) TURN ON DISK DRIVE AND MONITOR
3) INSERT DISK IN DRIVE
4) TURN ON COMPUTER (XL AND XE OWNERS DO NOT

HOLD DOWN OPTION KEY!)

#1: SEE ACTION! MANUAL.
#2: SEE ATARI MACRO ASSEMBLER MANUAL.
#3: MAY ALSO BE LOADED FROM DOS USING THE "L"

OPTION OF THE DOS MENU.
#4: THIS FILE SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO ANOTHER

DISK AND RENAMED "AUTORUN.SYS".
#5: SEE ST BASIC MANUAL.

Passport Design's Master Tracks Pro is a
sophisticated MIDI recording and editing
package. Its five main modules provide 64
tracks of real-time and step-time input,
graphical song editing, graphical step edit
ing, a system-exclusive librarian and
keyboard-control mapper. It also reads and
writes standard MIDI ftles and sells for $350.
Master Tracks Jr. is a low-cost personal MIDI
recording studio. Used with MIDI instru
ments, it provides a composing environment
for recording your own songs. Master Tracks
Jr. contains tools for composing, recording
and editing music with a graphical interface.
The program is fully compatible with Master
Tracks Pro files and industry-standard MIDI
files and sells for $130.

Masterscore from Russ Jones Software is
a scoring program for the ST that converts
PRO-24 files to notation. It provides the capa
APRIL A.N.A,L.O.G. Computing

bility for up to 48 staffs, transposing of sin
gle sections or entire voices, naming staffs,
ritardandos/accelerandos, repeats, first and
second endings, crescendos/decrescendos and
editing. The program supports MIDI song
files, can print on dot matrix or laser printers
and sells for $350.

Pro-24 III is a MIDI sequencer with a note
capacity of 150,000 events or 999 measures.
It can contain either 24 polyphonic or 32
monophonic tracks and use linear or song
mode sequencing. It also features a drum
machine mode and real-time graphic editing
via note-grid, music score or rhythm editor.
Pro-24 III sells for $295.

By the Way
COMDEX is a huge show, no question

about it. Here are some facts and figures that
describe the event, compiled by The Inter-

face Group, the show's promoters.
One thousand workers were hired to set up

the exhibits, which took six days or 65,000
staff-hours. It took about four full days to tear
it down. Some 1,600 trucks traveled to Las
Vegas carrying six million pounds of exhibits,
which were spread over eight exhibit areas.

Attendees numbered about 100,000, used
some 60,000 hotel rooms (I don't know where
the rest of them slept) and required the serv
ices of 650 taxis over the course of the four
day event. There were over 1,000 temporary
workers hired to help the exhibitors, about
1,000 police and security people on duty and
more than 1,300 telephone lines installed.

These facts are incredible. So is the esti
mated revenue to Las Vegas-$138 million.
COMDEX is something else. So is Las Ve
gas. I wonder how I survived it?

Catch you next time. ~
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continued from page 41

other DELPHI members by E-mail.

Replying by E-mail
If you wish to reply to a Forum message

in private, you can send an E-mail reply from
the FORUM prompt by typing REP MAIL.
An E-mail message is automatically ad
dressed for you, along with a subject header
pertaining to the Forum message. All you
have to do is type your reply, and then enter
Control-Z to send the message. It's all done
without leaving the Forum.

Sending Copies of
Forum Messages

You may sometimes wish to share Forum
messages with others on DELPHI (or send
a copy to yourself for later reference). You
can do this by typing FOR followed by the
membername(s) to which you wish the copy
sent at the FORUM prompt.

If you wished to send a copy of a message
to KZIN, you would read the message in
question, then type FOR KZIN. You would
then be prompted for a subject for the E-mail
message; enter it and press Return, and the
message is on its way-again without your
having to leave the Forum.

Going to Mail
If you find that you need to go to Mail to

read messages or whatever, simply type
MAIL at the FORUM prompt, and you'll
move to DELPHI's E-mail system. After you
take care of your busines~ in Mail, type EXIT
or enter Control-Z, and you'll be returned to
the FORUM prompt. The last message you
read will remain the current message, and any
commands you've implemented (such as
FOLLOW) will remain in effect.

Filing Messages
If you'd like a copy of a message for later

download, editing, sending to others as E
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mail messages, or for whatever reason, you
can place one in your personal Workspace.
Type FILE followed by a mename after you
read a message, and the system will create
a new me in your Workspace that contains
the Forum message.

Getting Help
I've explained the more important Forum

commands and features in detail here, but you
may still need help while in the Forum, on
occasion. When you need help, first type?
to see the Forum menu; this command list
will most likely answer your question. For
more detailed help with any command, type
HELP followed by the name of the command
(Example: HELP DIRECTORY).

You can also type HELP or IHELP dur
ing any operation (such as editing) for more
detailed information.

Utilities
Two utilities help you manage message ac

cess: High Message and Set Topics.

High Message
Your high message is the highest number

message (also the most recent) you have read
in the Forum. High Message is a simple util
ity that displays the highest message you've
read and allows you to reset the high mes
sage number.

You may wish to check this number while
you're in the Forum to see just where you're
at. You may wish to reset it so that no mes
sages before that number are presented as
"new" messages. For either purpose, type
HIGH at the FORUM prompt. You'll see this:

High Message on Entry: 38401
Current High Message : 38401
New Value (or RETURN):

If you press Return, the message number
will be unchanged. Ifyou type in a new num
ber, the system will consider any message
with a number higher than the number you

entered as unread, whether you've read it or
not.

(Note: You can set your high message num-

ber to the highest message in the Forum by
typing 99999 at the FORUM prompt. This
is useful, too, if you don't feel like reading
all new Forum messages and simply wish to
"clear" unread messages.)

Set Topics
In addition to using DIR and READ with

qualifiers to select specific messages, you can
further limit the messages you'll see, by topic.
For example, if you aren't a game player, you
won't want to see messages under the "Games
& Entertainment" topic.

You can render messages in that topic (or
any other topic or topics) effectively invisi
ble to you with the Forum's SET TOPICS
command. (Topic access can be reinstated if
you change your mind.)

To select or de-select the appropriate
topics, type TOPICS and follow the prompts.
(Topics available in the Atari SIG are General
Interests, Games & Entertainment, Telecom
munications, Utilities, Sight & Sound, Edu
cation, Recent Arrivals, Reviews & News,
Koala Pictures, Current Issue, and Home
Use.)

Weekly Conferences
The weekly Atari SIG conferences are still

rolling. Drop in and meet your fellow Atari
users and SIG managers any Tuesday at 10
P. M., EST. You'il frnd the conferences an ex
cellent venue for sharing information about
Atari computers, getting answers to questions
and participating in friendly discussions of
all types.

In addition to science fiction novels and
books on model rocketry and other topics,
Michael A. Banks is the author ofDELPHI:
The Official Guide and The Modem Refer
ence, both from Brady Books. You can write
to him via E-mail on DELPHI to member
name KZIN. ~
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Cheac'
Alpha Systems

I0 I2 Skyland Drive
Macedonia, OH 44056

(216) 467-5665
$24.95

Reviewed by Clayton Walnum

Have you ever seen the higher levels of
Karateka or made it through every screen of
Jumpman? Have you ever attained a score of
999,999 in Shamus: Case II? Unless you're
a dedicated computer gamer who spends ev
ery free moment of his time twisting a
joystick, the answer to these questions-and
many other similar ones~is probably "no."
Now, thanks to Cheat! from Alpha Systems,
you can be a video-game hotshot every time
you boot up.

Cheat! allows you to modify over one
hundred games so that you have unlimited
lives. What's more, the process is painless
and simple. Just boot the Cheat! program
disk, select the Cheat option, choose a
game from the menu and then insert the game
disk. That's all there is to it. Cheat! will
modify the disk with no further input.

The program works by scanning each sec
tor of the game disk, looking for the section
of code that handles the life-count portion of
the game. When it locates that code, it writes
a new code to the disk that stops the program
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from decrementing the number of remaining
lives whenever you get "killed." Although the
process is simple, the disk scanning can take
several minutes.

Also included on the Cheat! disk is a pro
gram called Uncheat! The more astute among
you will have already guessed that this pro
gram takes a disk that's been modified by
Cheat! and returns it to its original condition.

The program's manual is short, containing
only three pages of instructions; but, because
Cheat! is so simple to run, a larger manual
is unnecessary. It would have been nice,
however, if the manual included a list of the
games that Cheat! can modify. You must boot
the program to get this list.

Also, the manual is not entirely accurate
in its description of how to run the program.
It appears that the manual was intended for
a different version of the program than the
one supplied. For example, the manual states
"Press 'Z' for a directory of all the game
names on the Cheat! disk." In actuality,
pressing Z just brings up the disk's directo-

~
-~

~
ry, not a listing of the games (which is al
ready shown on the screen, anyway). Also
according to the manual, the program offers
you the option of entering the disk sector on
which the "lose-life" portion begins. This
sector number is supposedly shown next to
the name of the program on the menu but it
didn't appear on my copy of Cheat! The menu
listed only the names of the games and the
letter to press to select them.

Although it was not possible for me to test
Cheat! on every game listed in the menu, I
did test it with quite a few, including Jump
man, Zeppelin, Repton, Cyclod, Caverns of
Mars, Ghost Encounters, Chicken, Protec
tor II, Shamus: Case II, Boulderdash, Gate
way to Apshai and ANALOG Computing's
own Livewire and Roto. Of those tested, the
only games Cheat! didn't seem to work with
were Zeppelin and Caverns of Mars. After
scanning these disks, Cheat! informed me
that it "couldn't find the lose-life routine."
It's possible that both of these games are
available in different versions. I don't know.

At any rate, if you'd like to attain some ex
traordinarily high scores or get to some lev
els that you've never seen before, Cheat! may
be a program worth looking into. The price
tag's a wee bit on the high side, but, consider
ing the number of games the program is able
to modify, it's a worthwhile addition to a
gamer's software library.
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you. And if, like us, you're often not sure
about spelling, there's a Help option that lists
the units available and their standard abbrevi
ations.

Running the Program
Running Univert is straightforward. Once

you have typed in Listing 1 and saved it (and
don't forget to check your typing with R4S
IeEditor II), simply type RUN. UniveTt takes
about ten seconds tb load the tables it uses
plus a machine-language subroutine, then
prompts you for the next value to be convert
ed. Type in the number of "whatevers" you
want to convert from, followed by the units
and a return. Put a space between the num
ber and the units, and between each word of
the units if more than one word. For exam
ple, to convert 27.5 square feet type "27.5
SQUARE FEET". You can use standard ab
breviations, too, (no periods, please) so you
could also type "27.5 SQ FT",

The number can be any valid BASIC nu
meric, so for very large or small nUlJlbers you
can use scientific notation, such as 3.274E-6.

After the value to be converted from is en
tered, Univert asks you for the units to be
converted to. The same rules for units apply.
Then Univert gives you the answer and is
ready for the next conversion. Use System
Reset or Break to exit the program.

II

Let's say you're mixing some garden spray
and it calls for so many tablespoons per gal
lon, but you have a measuring device that's
marked ih fluid ounces. Or let's say you have
an old seafaring friend who thinks in leagues,
and you're trying to tell him how far a light
year is. These two examples are rather differ
ent, but both involve conversions between
systems of units. Univert can handle both, and
many more.

There have been. a number of conversion
programs published for the Atari, including
one which appeared way back in ANALOG
14. Typically, these convert between English
and metric units and have a limited selection
of possible conversions. Try, for example, to
convert meters to furlongs, or, to take an ex
treme, cubic microns to cubic miles. Further
more, these programs usually require the user
to make choices from menus of conversion
optioris printed on the screen.

Univert is different. It can convert between
any units of length, area, volume, weight
(mass), angle or time. If you can come up
with some new units Univert hasn't heard of,
they ci:m be easily added. And Univim is
smart. You merely type in the number you
want to convert followed 'by the units, either
spelled out or abbreviated, then the units you
want to convert to, and Univert gives you the
answer. If you misspell the units or give
Univert something it doesn't recognize, it tells

The Universal Conversion Program
bv William Frasz and Reid Brockwav
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'0 POSITION 2,21:? "(LOADING TABLES)"
100 COUNT=144:PARSE=400:WORK=500:HELP=
200:WAIT=800
110 DIM BLANK$(40) :BLANK$="

":REM (3'

William Frasz is a regional service man
ager for Fujitsu, Inc., installing and repair
ing telefax machines and other electronic
equipment. William uses a 130XE to main
tain service records ofthe equipment he ser
vices. Reid Brockway is a software and
systems engineer for Intermetrics, Inc. Reid
designs real-time software for aircraft and
space applications, as well as doing general
design of computer-based systems.

answer that may seem strange. For example,
the conversion from 1 POUND to OUNCES
(via grams) gives an answer which is very
nearly, but not quite, the exact answer, which
is 16. This is the small price you pay for the
universality of Univert.

Now put away your book of look-up tables,
your hand calculator and even your diction
ary. The next time someone asks you how
many decimeters there are in a cubit, just fire
up your Atari and ask Univert.

SPACES)
120 DIM TABLE$(2000) ,TEMP$(30) ,FRUNITS
$(20),TOUNITS$(20),FACTOR(COUNT,1).A$(
1)
130 RESTORE 1000:FOR 1=0 TO 104:READ K
:POKE 1536+I,K:NEKT I
140 RESTORE 5000
150 FOR 1=0 TO COUNT:READ TEMP$
160 LET TABLE$(LEN(TABLE$)+l)=TEMP$:LE
T TABLE$ (LEN (TABLE$) +1) =","
170 NEKT I
180 RESTORE 6000:FOR 1=0 TO COUNT:READ

A,B:FACTOR(I,O)=A:FACTOR(I,l)=B:NEKT
I
1'0 GOTO WORK:REM (Don't forget ~our 1
unch.)
200 ? "~":POSITION 6,0:? "univert":POS
ITION 23,0:? "*** HELP ***":?

, 210 POSITION 3,1:? "Enter fi rst 1etter
of units: ";

, 220 INPUT "16,A$
230 POSITION 4,21:? "C'"iiflilOlifmij)"
240 I=0:J=0:R=2:C=1
250 1=1+1
260 IF TABLE$(I,I)=A$ THEN 310

,. 270 1=1+1

10 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
11 REM * UNIVERT *
12 REM * b~ W. Frasz and R. Brockwa~*

13 REM * *
14 REM * COPYRIGHT 1'8' *

, 15 REM * BY ANALOG COMPUTING *
16 REM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50 GRAPHICS O:POKE 70',12:POKE 710,48:
DL=PEEK(560) +256*PEEK (561)
60 POKE DL+3,71:POKE DL+6,6:POKE DL+27
,6:POKE DL+28,65:POKE DL+2',PEEK(560):
POKE DL+30,PEEK(561)
70 POSITION 6,0:? "univert":POSITION 3
,5:? "Mm_II:UIJilIj"n_IIJ):LJJilj"'(IJ:M:JjlIItljlil
a"
80 POSITION 5,13:? "brought to ~ou b~"

:POSITION 15,15:? "Biff & The Bitfreak
"

LISTING 1: BASIC

associated with the "to" units to obtain the
result.

Neat, huh? This means Univert can han
dle any new units you may want to add so
long as they are one of the six types. You just
add the units string as a DATA statement at
the next available line in the 5000's and the
type code and conversion factor (to give
meters, grams, etc.) as a DATA statement at
the corresponding line in the 6000's. Also,
be sure to change the value of COUNT at line
100 to equal the right three digits of both line
numbers.

A final note on accuracy: The conversion
factors in many cases are not exact. To keep
the typing task manageable, we limited the
number of significant digits to seven. This
should be sufficient for most purposes, but
you can add more digits if you feel like it.
(Atari BASIC supports nine or ten significant
digits.) This non-exactness, combined with
the mechanism of converting through an in
termediate value, does sometimes result in an

There are two principal features of Univert
that give it its speed and versatility. The speed
comes from a machine-language search rou
tine, and the versatility comes from a pair of
tables containing units character strings and
conversion factors.

The search routine is represented by the
DATA statements at lines 1000-1030. (An as
sembly listing is included in Listing 2.) It is
loaded into memory page six and called via
the BASIC USR statements at lines 590 and
660. When Univert initializes, it builds a long
string variable, TABLE$, by reading the units
listed starting at line 5000 and inserting a
comma between each one to define sub
strings. The search routine performs a
random-record-length search of TABLE$ us
ing the commas as delimiters and returns an
index to the substring that matches the units
typed.

The index returned by the search routine
is used by BASIC to fetch two values: a con
version factor and a "type" code from
another table, FACroR. This table is a two
dimensional array formed by reading the
DATA statements at line 6000 and following.
The type code tells Univert which of the six
types of conversions mentioned above is to
be performed. The codes are defined as
follows:

1 = lineal
2 = area
3 = volume
4 = weight (mass)
5 = time
6 = angle
When valid "from" units are entered by the

user, the type code from the FACroR table
is saved, and the number you entered is mul
tiplied by the conversion factor to convert it
to a value, FRNUM, in a standard intermedi
ate set of units. This is a key feature of
Univert's design. The intermediate units are
(in order by type) meters, square meters, cu
bic meters, grams, seconds and degrees.
Then, when the "to" units are entered, FAC
roR is again accessed, and the type code is
checked against the saved type code. If it does
not match, you are told you have requested
a conversion between incompatible units and
are asked again for the "to" units. Otherwise
FRNUM is divided by the conversion factor
70

If at any time you are not certain of the
units or abbreviations to use, type HELP in
stead of a "to" or "from" entry. Univert will
ask you for the first letter of the units you
want and will list all the ones it knows that
begin with that letter.

How It Works



288 If TABLE$ (I, 1) () "," THEN 278
2'8 J=J+l:If J=COUNT THEN POSITION 4,2
1:? BLANK$:RETURN
388 GOTO 258
318 TEMP$=''''
328 TEMP$CLENCTEMP$)+l)=TABLE$CI,I) :1=
1+1
338 If TABLE$ (I, 1) () "," THEN 328
348 POSITION C,R:? TEMP$
358 If C=l THEN C=28:GOTO 2'8
368 C=l:R=R+l:GOTO 2'8
488 REM *** "fROM" STRING PARSE SUBROU
TINE ***
418 fLAG=8:I=1:L=LENCTEHP$)
428 If L=8 THEN 488
438 If I=L THEN 478
448 If TEMP$(I,1) ()" " THEN I=I+l:GOTO

438
458 TRAP 488:fRNUM=UALCTEMP$Cl,I»
468 FRUNITS$=TEMP$CI+l,L) :RETURN
478 If TEMP$="HELP" THEN fLAG=2:RETURN
488 fLAG=l:RETURN
588 REM ** START Of WORK SCREEN ***
518 ? "JIj":POSITION 6,8:? "univert":POS
ITION 1,1:? "Instructions:"
528 ? "Ualues to be converted should b
e":? "entered in the forM:":POSITION 6
,5:? "nuMber followed b!l' units"
538 ? :? "for exaMple, 27.5 square fee
t .. :?
548 ? "If uncertain of units, t!l'pe HEL
p"'? .?

558 POSITION l,12:POKE 782,64:? "Enter
next value to be converted:":? i

568 INPUT U16,TEMP$:GOSUB PARSE
578 POSITION 4,l':If fLAG=l THEN? "Nu
Mber~ then units, please.":GOSUB
WAIT:GOTO WORK

I 588 If fLAG=2 THEN GOSUB HELP:GOSUB lolA
IT:GOTO WORK
5'8 INDEX=USRC1536,COUNT+l,ADRCTABLE$)
,ADRCfRUNITS$),LENCfRUNITS$»
688 If INDEX<>8 THEN 628
618 POSITION 2,1':? "I don't recognize

"ifRUNITS$:GOSUB WAIT:GOTO WORK
I 628 TVPE=fACTORCINDEX-l,8)

638 TEMP=fRNUH*fACTORCINDEX-l,l)
• 648 POSITION 1,15:? "Enter units desir

ed:":? i :INPUT U16,TOUNITS$
658 If TOUNITS$="HELP" THEN GOSUB HELP
:GOSUB WAIT:? "JIj":POSITION 6,8:? "univ
ert":GOTO 648
668 INDEX=USRC1536,COUNT+l,ADRCTABLE$)
,ADRCTOUNITS$),LENCTOUNITS$»

• 678 If INDEX<>8 THEN 798
688 POSITION 2,1':? "I don't recognize

"iTOUNITS$:GOSUB WAIT
6'8 fOR R=15 TO 21:POSITION 9,R:? BLAN
K$:NEXT R:GOTO 648
788 If fACTORCINDEX-l,9)=TVPE THEN 748
718 POSITION 2,1':? "Vou can't convert

"ifRUNITS$i
728 If LENCfRUNITS$)+LENCTOUNITS$»16
THEN ?
738 ? " to "iTOUNITS$:GOSUB WAIT:GOTO
WORK
748 RESULT=TEHP/fACTORCINDEX-l,l)
758 ? :? fRNUHi" "ifRUNITS$i
769 If LENCSTR$CfRNUM»+LENCfRUNITS$)+
LENCSTR$CRESULT»+LENCTOUNITS$»33 THE
N ?

I 778 ? " = "iRESULTi" "iTOUNITS$:? :?
788 GOSUB WAIT:GOTO WORK
899 REM *** WAIT fOR KEVSTROKE ***
819 POSITION 3,21:? "PRESS ANV KEV"
829 If PEEK(764)=255 THEN 828

I 839 POKE 764,255:RETURN
1988 DATA 184,184,133,213,184,133,212,
184,133,284,184,133,283,184,133,296,19
4,133,295,194,184,133,288,16',1
1018 DATA 133,297,168,8,177,295,28',28
3,298,11,288,177,283,291,44,248,38,1'6
,288,48,23',165,297,1'7,212,298,5
1929 DATA 16',9,133,212,'6,299,177,283
,291,44,298,24',299,152,24,101,293,133
,203,144,2,238,284,239,297,24,144
1838 DATA 283,1'6,288,249,16,298,1'6,2
88,298,7,136,177,295,291,83,248,4,169,
8,248,282,165,287,133,212,'6
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5898 DATA ACRE
5801 DATA ANGSTROM
5092 DATA BUSHEL
5803 DATA CARAT

I 5004 DATA CC
I 5895 DATA CENTIGRAM

5886 DATA CENTILITER
5087 DATA CENTIMETER
5008 DATA CL
50U DATA CM
5810 DATA CORD
5011 DATA ciJ CM
5012 DATA CU fT

;. 5913 DATA CU IN
5914 DATA CU KM
5815 DATA CU M
5816 DATA CU MI
5917 DATA CU MM
5018 DATA CU VD

, 591' DATA CUBIC CENTIMETER
5929 DATA CUBIC DECAMETER
5921 DATA CUBIC DECIMETER
5922 DATA CUBIC fEET
5923 DATA CUBIC fOOT
5024 DATA CUBIC INCH
5025 DATA CUBIC INCHES
5926 DATA CUBIC KILOMETER
5027 DATA CUBIC METER
5928 DATA CUBIC MICRON
592' DATA CUBIC MILE
5939 DATA CUBIC MILLIMETER
5931 DATA CUBIC VARD
5032 DATA CUBIT
5933 DATA CUP
5934 DATA DAV

, 5935 DATA DECAGRAM
5936 DATA DECALITER
5937 DATA DECAMETER
5038 DATA DECIGRAM
503' DATA DECILITER
5949 DATA DECIMETER
5041 DATA DEGREE
5942 DATA fATHOM
5943 DATA FEET
5944 DATA fl OZ
5945 DATA fLUID OUNCE
5946 DATA fOOT
5947 DATA fORTNIGHT
5948 DATA fT
504' DATA fURLONG
5959 DATA G
5951 DATA GAL
5952 DATA GALLON
5953 DATA GR
5054 DATA GRAM

• 5055 DATA HECTARE
5056 DATA HECTOGRAM
5957 DATA HECTOLITER
5958 DATA HECTOMETER
595' DATA HOUR
5068 DATA HR
5061 DATA HUNDREDWEIGHT
5962 DATA HWT
5063 DATA IMPERIAL GALLON
5864 DATA IMPERIAL QUART
5965 DATA IN
5966 DATA INCH
5967 DATA INCHES
5968 DATA KG
596' DATA KILOGRAM
5979 DATA KILOLITER
5971 DATA KILOMETER
5972 DATA KM
5973 DATA L
5974 DATA LB
5975 DATA LEAGUE
5976 DATA LIGHTVEAR
5977 DATA LITER
5078 DATA M
507' DATA METER
5080 DATA MI
5981 DATA MICROGRAM

., 5982 DATA MICROLITER
I 5983 DATA MICRON

5084 DATA MICROSECOND
5985 DATA MILE
5086 DATA MILLIGRAM

• 5987 DATA MILLILITER
5888 DATA MILLIMETER
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588' DATA MILLISECOND 6833 DATA 3,2.3658E-4
58'8 DATA MIN 6834 DATA 5,8.6488E4
58H DATA MINUTE 6835 DATA 4,18
59'2 DATA ML 6836 DATA 3,.81
58n DATA MM 6837 DATA 1,18
59,.. DATA NANOSECOND 6038 DATA 4,.1

I' 58'5 DATA NAUTICAL MILE 69n DATA 3,1.E-4
58'6 DATA OUNCE 6948 DATA 1,.1
59'7 DATA OZ 6941 DATA 6,1
59'8 DATA PECK 6942 DATA 1,1. 8288
59" DATA PENNYWEIGHT 6843 DATA 1,.3848
5199 DATA PICOSECOND 6944 DATA 3,2.'57373E-5
5191 DATA PINT 6945 DATA 3,2.'57373E-5
5192 DATA POUND 6946 DATA 1,.3848
5183 DATA PT 6947 DATA 5,l.29'6E6
5194 DATA PWT 6848 DATA 1, .3948

I 5195 DATA QT 694' DATA 1,281.168
5196 DATA QUART 6958 DATA 4,1
5197 DATA RADIAN 6851 DATA 3,3.7854E-3.. 5198 DATA ROD 6852 DATA 3,3.7854E-3
510' DATA SEC I 6953 DATA 4,1
5119 DATA SECOND 6954 DATA 4,1
5111 DATA SECTION 6955 DATA 2,1. E4
5112 DATA SQ CM I 6956 DATA 4,188
5113 DATA SQ FT , I 6957 DATA 3, .1
5114 DATA SQ IN 6858 DATA 1,198
5115 DAHl SQ KM 685' DATA 5,3688
5116 DATA SQ M 6868 DATA 5,3698
5117 DATA SQ MI 6861 DATA 4,4.535'24E4
5118 DATA SQ MM , 6862 DATA 4,4.535'24E4
51U DATA SQ YD 6963 DATA 3,4.546E-3
5129 DATA SQUARE CENTIMETER 6964 DATA 3,l.1366E-3
5121 DATA SQUARE DECAMETER 6965 DATA 1,.8254
5122 DATA SQUARE DECIMETER 6866 DATA 1, .9254
5123 DATA SQUARE FEET 6867 DATA 1, .8254
5124 DATA SQUARE FOOT 6868 DATA 4,1889
5125 DATA SQUARE INCH 686' DATA 4,1888

; , 5126 DATA SQUARE INCHES 6978 DATA 3,1
5127 DATA SQUARE KILOMETER 6871 DATA 1,1888
5128 DATA SQUARE METER 6872 DATA 1,1888
51n DATA SQUARE MICRON 68n DATA 3,l.E-3

I 5138 DATA SQUARE MILE 6874 DATA 4,453.5'237
5131 DATA SQUARE MILLIMETER 6975 DATA l,5.55'77E3
5132 DATA SQUARE YARD 6876 DATA l,'.45'7E15
5133 DATA STATUTE MILE 6877 DATA 3,l.E-3
5134 DATA STONE 6978 DATA 1,1
5135 DATA TABLESPOON 68n DATA 1,1
5136 DATA TBLSP 6888 DATA l,l.68'344E3
5137 DATA TBSP 6981 DATA 4,l.E-6
5138 DATA TEASPOON 6882 DATA 3,1. E-'
513' DATA TON 6883 DATA 1,1. E-6
5148 DATA TOWNSHIP I; 6884 DATA 5,l.E-6
5141 DATA TSP 6885 DATA l,l.68'344E3
5142 DATA YARD 6886 DATA 4,l.E-3
5143 DATA YD 6887 DATA 3,l.E-6
5144 DATA YEAR 6888 DATA l,l.E-3
6088 DATA 2,48468564E3 688' DATA 5,1.E-3
6891 DATA 1,1. E-18 68'8 DATA 5,68

I 6882 DATA 3,3.52383E-2 68'1 DATA 5,68
6883 DATA 4,288E-3 68'2 DATA 3,l.E-6
6894 DATA 3,1. E-6 68n DATA l,1.E-3
6885 DATA 4,.81 , 68'4 DATA 5,1. E-'
6886 DATA 3,l.E-5 68'5 DATA l,l.8533E3
6887 DATA 1,.81 68'6 DATA 4,28.34'5
6888 DATA 3,.81 61'7 DATA 4,28.34'5
688' DATA 1, .81 I 61'8 DATA 3,8.88'E-3
6818 DATA 3,3.624576 I 68" DATA 4,1.555
6811 DATA 3,1.E-6 6188 DATA 5,1.E-12
6812 DATA 3,2.8317E-2 6181 DATA 3,4.732E-4
6813 DATA 3,1.6387864E-5 6192 DATA 4,453.5'237
6814 DATA 3,1. E' 6183 DATA 3,4.732E-4
6815 DATA 3,1 6194 DATA 4,J..555
69J.6 DATA 3,4.168182E' 6J.85 DATA 3,'.46326E-4
6917 DATA 3,1.E-' 6186 DATA 3,'.46326E-4
6818 DATA 3, .76456 6187 DATA 6,57.2'57
68U DATA 3,1.E-6 6188 DATA 1,5.82'2
6828 DATA 3,1.E3 618' DATA 5,1
6821 DATA 3,1.E-3 I 6118 DATA 5,1
6822 DATA 3,.828317 I 6111 DATA 2,2.5'8E6
6823 DATA 3,.828317 6112 DATA 2,l.E-4
6824 DATA 3,l.638786E-5 6113 DATA 2, .8'2'83
6825 DATA 3,l.638786E-5 6114 DATA 2,6.4516E-4
6826 DATA 3,1. E' 6115 DATA 2,1.E6
6827 DATA 3,1 6116 DATA 2,1, 6828 DATA 3,1. E-J.8 6117 DATA 2,2.58"'E6
682' DATA 3,4.J.68J.82E' ; . 6118 DATA 2,1. E-6
6838 DATA 3,1.E-' 61U DATA 2,.836127
683J. DATA 3, .76456 6128 DATA 2,1. E-4
6832 DATA J., .4572 6121 DATA 2,188
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UN:IUERT
Instruc1:iOnSI
Values to be converted should be
entered in the forM.

nuMber followed b~ units

For exaMPle, 27.8 square feet

If uncertain of unit5, 1:~pe HELP

Enter next value to be converted:
23 FEET

En1:er units desir.d:
CUBITS

23 FEET = ~S.3333333 CUBITS

PRESS AN...... KEY'

LISTING 2: ASSEMBLY

6122 DATA 2, .81
6123 DATA 2,.8'2'83
6124 DATA 2,.8'2'83
6125 DATA 2,6.4516E-4
6126 DATA 2,6.4516E-4
6127 DATA 2,1.E6
6128 DATA 2,1
612' DATA 2,1.E-12
6138 DATA 2,2.58"'E6
6131 DATA 2,1.E-6

I 6132 DATA 2, ;836127
.; 6133 DATA 1,1.68'344E3
" 6134 DATA 4,6358

6135 DATA 3,1.47'E-5
6136 DATA 3,1.47'E-5
6137 DATA 3,1.47'E-5
6138 DATA 3,4.'28E-6

.; 613' DATA 4".87185E5
6148 DATA 2".323'6E7
6141 DATA 3,4.'28E-6

I 6142 DATA 1,.'144
6143 DATA 1,.'144
6144 DATA 5,3.1536E7

YES.
RESET INDEH
GO SEE IF DONE
HATCH FOUND
PASS REC COUNT

AS RETURN ARG ~

LDA U8 ; YES, COUNT=8
STA COUNTL ; NO HATCH
RTS ;RETURN TO BASIC

LOOP3 INY ;INC CHARACTER IN

LDA CTBLU ,Y
CHP U' , ';FIND NEHT COHHA

BNE LOOP3
INY
TVA
CLC
ADC TBLL ;ADUANCE POINTER
STA TBLL ; TO NEHT RECORD
BCC *+4 ;IF PAGE CROSSED
INC TBLH ; INCREHENT HI
INC RECNUH
CLC
BCC LOOP1

SE2 CPY NCHARS ;LENGTHS EQUAL?
BEQ EHIT ; YES.
INY ;LONGER BY 1?
CPY NCHARS
BNE SE3 ; NO
DEY ; YES
LDA (UNITSU ,Y
CHP U'S ';LAST CHAR AN S?

BEQ EHIT
SE3 LDY U8

BEQ SE1
EHIT LDA RECNUH

STA COUNTL
RTS

PLA
STA UNITSH
PLA
STA UNITSL
PLA ; (IGNORE HI BYTE)

PU
STA NCHARS
LDA au
STA RECNUH

LOOP1 LDY U8 ;USE Y AS INDEH
LOOP2 LDA (UNITSL),Y

CHP (TBLL),Y ;COHPARE CHARS
BNE SE1 ;NO HATCH, DONE?
INY ;CHARACTERS MATCH

LDA CTBLU,Y
CHP U', , ; END OF RECORD?
BEQ SE2 ; YES, COHP LEN
CPY NCHARS ; NO, ALL TRIED?
BHI LOOP2 NO

SEJ. LDA RECNUH
CHP COUNTL ;LAST RECORD?
UNE LOOP3 NO, NEHT RECORD

82'8
8188
8318
8328
8138
)

8U8
8158
8168
8178
8388
nn
U88
8418
U28
H
8U8
8U8
U58
U68
U78
U88
U'8
8588
D
8518
8528
8538
8548
NDEH
8558
8568
A
8578
8575
8588
85'8
8688
861.8
8638
8648
8658
8668
8678
8688
86'8
8788
8718
8728
8738
8748
8758
?
8768
8778
8788
8n8
8888
8818

;TABLE ADDRESS LO

;FETCH ARGUHENTS
; FROH STACK

; HI BYTE
;UNITS STRING LO
; HI BYTE
;RECORD NUH INDEH

;CHARS IN STRING
;RECORD COUNT LO
; HI BYTE

$D8
$D4
$D5

TBLL

TBLH

COUNTL

COUNTH

$CC
= $CD
= $CE
= $CF

PLA
PLA
STA
PLA
STA
PLA
STA
PLA
STA

NCHARS
COUNTL
COUNTH

TBLH =
UNITSL
UNITSH
RECNUH

18 .TITLE "SEARCH SUBROUTINE"
28 ;* CONUERSION SEARCH SUBROUTINE *
38 ;A BASIC USR ROUTINE
48 ;INDEH=USR(ADR(SUBR),COUNT,ADR(TABL
LE),ADR(UNITS),LEN(UNITS$))
58
68 ;Uariable length records
78 ;Records terMinated With COMMa
88 ;Checks for trailing "S"
'I' ;
8188 *= $8688
8118 TBLL = $CB
o
81.28
81.38
81.48
8158
H
81.68
81.78
8188
81'8
8288
8218
8228
8238
8248
8258
8268
8278
8288
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816848 CREDIT .SBYTE .,rn .,
816859 PST .SBYTE .,

scoroption

start pla~

JSR WAIT
LDA 119
STA $D281
RTS

,
;frequencies for bell

;
iscreen data

;
;zero out high scores
;
ZHSC LDA 11$18

LDIC 114
III STA HSC1,IC

STA HSC2,H
DEM
BPL IlL
RTS.,

iintroduction displa~ list
;
INTL .BYTE $79,$78,$79

.BYTE $78,$47

.WORD INTIL

.BYTE $87

.BYTE $79,$79,$46

.WORD CREDIT

.BYTE $78,$78,$79,$78,$46

.WORD PST

.BYTE $78,$46

.WORD PRSRES

.BYTE $78,$78,$79,$79,$46

.WORD HISC

.BYTE $41

.WORD !NTL

;
iadd 1 to high score top Man
i
ADDH1 LDIC 114

,
INTIL .SBYTE ., r ~

.SBYTE" K Ell ~ l:!1fm

.,
NTH .BYTE 8
NOTE .BYTE 132,8,143,8
;
;introduction screen W/ghosts
i
INTRO LDA II <INTL

STA $8238
LDA II >INTL
STA $8231

CCC LOA calC
CHP II$DA
BCC IIA
JSR DEfP8

IIA LDA lilCl
CMP II$DA
BCC lIB
JSR DEfP1

:UB LDA $D81f
CMP 116
BNE IIC
RTS

:nc CMP 113
BNE CCC
JSR ZHSC
JHP CCC

HISC .SBYTE ., 1: .,
HSCl .SBYTE "89888 2:"
HSC2 .SBYTE "89998 .,

PRSRES .SBYTE .,

.,

.,816838

915488
815419
815428
815438
815448
815458
815468
815478
815488
8J.5n8
815588
815518
815528
915538
815548
815558
815568
815578
815588
8155'9
8J.5688
8J.5618
8J.5628
815638
815649
815659
815669
915679
815688
8156'8
815788
815718
815728
815738
815749
815759
815769
815778
91578~

9157'8
815889
815819
8J.5828
815838
815849
815858
815868
815878
815888
8158'8
915'88
815U8
915'28
8J.5n8
815'49
815'58
815'69
815'79
815'88
815"8
816899
816818
816828

916868
res
816878
816888
8161'8
816J.88
8161.1.8
816128
816138

BEQ RR2
RTS

,
BELL LOA 1123

STA $D288
LDIC II$AA
STIC $D281

;
;bell sound for Middle Maze

;
;Misc. data & tables

UPl .BYTE $44,$44,$4A,$4A
VP2 .BYTE $24,$24,$2A,$2A
TITLE .SBYTE" lI!rA~~.""';"'t:t"''''''''*r::I;j

SCRTICT .SBYTE ., scores 1:998 2:

;
;stop vbi & reMove pla~ers

;
STOPAL LOA 119

STA VfLIi
LDIC 113

STP STA HPOSP8,IC
DEM
BPL STP
RTS

PSl .SBYTE" SCORE 1: .,
fSC1 .SBYTE "888 .,
PS2 .SBYTE" SCORE 2: .,
fSC2 .SBYTE "889
fIRMS .SBYTE" j!JiiiJ.....tijl4

;
;interMission displa~ list
;
ILST .BYTE $78,$78,$78,$78

.BYTE $78,$79,$47

.WORD PSl

.BYTE $78,$78,$78,$47

.WORD PS2

.BYTE $79,$78,$78,$47

.WORD fIRMS

.BYTE $41

.WORD lLST

815338
915349
915358
815368
915379
815388
0153'0

815278
:999
815288
8152'8
815388
815319
815329

814'78
81n88
814"8
815888
8158J.8
8J.5828
8J.5838
815848
8J.5858
815868
815878
815888
8158'8
815J.88
8151.1.8
815128
8151.38
8151.48
815158
815168
815178
815188
8151'8
8J.5288
815218
815228
815238
815248
815258
815268.,
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816148 AAl INC H5Cl,1« 816'88 .BVTE $38,$38,$38,$88
816158 LDA H5Cl,1« 816"8 .BVTE $7C,$CE,$E6,$7C
816168 CHP II$U 817888 .BVTE $CE,$E6,$7C,$88
8.16178 BCC AAE 8.17818 .BVTE $7C,$CE,$C6,$E6
8.16.188 LDA 11$.18 817828 .BVTE $7E,$8C,$18,$38
8.16.1'8 5TA H5C.1,H 8.17838 .BVTE $88,$38,$38,$88
816288 DEH 8.17848 .BVTE $88,$38,$38,$88
8.162.18 BPL AU 8.17858 .BVTE $88,$88,$.18,$.18
816228 LDA H5C.1,H 817868 .BVTE $88,$18,$18,$38
8.16238 AAE RT5 817878 .BVTE $86,$8C,$18,$38
8.16248 ; 8.17888 .BYTE $18,$8C,$86,$88
8.16258 ;add .188 1:0 1:op Man 8.178'8 .BYTE $88,$88,$7E,$88
8.16268 ; 8.17188 .BYTE $88,$7E,$88,$88
8.16278 AHUN.1 LDH 112 8.17.1.18 .BYTE $68,$38,$18,$8C
8.16288 JHP AA.1 8.17128 .BVTE $.18,$38,$68,$88
8.162'8 . 8.17.138 .BVTE $3C,$66,$66,$8C,
8.16388 ;add .188 1:0 b01:1:0M Man 817.148 .BVTE $.18,$88,$.18,$88
816318 ; 8.17.158 .BVTE $88,$3C,$66,$6E
816328 AHUN2 LDH 112 8.17.168 .BYTE $6E,$68,$3E,$88
8.16338 JHP BBl 8.17.178 .BVTE $78,$'C,$3C,$36
8.16348 ; 8.17188 .BYTE $3E,$66,$66,$C3
816358 ;add .1 1:0 high score bo1: Man 8.17.1'8 .BVTE $EE,$73,$63,$63
8.16368 ; 817288 .BVTE $6E,$63,$63,$DE
816378 ADDH2 LDH 114 817218 .BVTE $3C,$66,$CC,$C8
816388 BB.1 INC H5C2,H 8.17229 .BVTE $C0,$C8,$E6,$7C
8163'8 LDA H5C2,H 817239 .BVTE $EE,$73,$63,$63
8.16488 CHP 1I$.1A 8.17249 .BVTE $63,$63,$63,$DE
8.164.18 BCC BBE 8.17259 .BVTE $FE,$66,$68,$78
8.16428 LDA 11$.18 8.17268 .BVTE $68,$63,$66,$7C
816438 5TA H5C2,H 8.17279 .BVTE $FE,$66,$68,$78
816448 DEH 8.17288 .BYTE $68,$68,$68,$68
8.16458 BPL BB.1 8.172'8 .BVTE $3C,$66,$C6,$C8
8.16468 BBE RT5 817388 .BVTE $DE,$C6,$66,$3C
8.16478 i 8.17318 .BYTE $C6,$C6,$C6,$CE
8.16488 i1:he characer se1: 817328 .BVTE $FE,$E6,$C6,$C6
8164'8 8.17338 .BVTE $38,$18,$18,$.18
8.16588 *= HY5ET 8.17348 .BYTE $18,$18,$.18,$8C
8.165.18 .BVTE $88,$88,$88,$88 817358 .BVTE $lE,$8C,$8C,$8C
816528 .BVTE $88,$88,$88,$88 8.17368 .BYTE $8C,$lC,$38,$68
8.16538 .BVTE $38,$38,$38,$38 8.17378 •BYTE $C6,$6C,$6C,$78
8.16548 .BYTE $38,$88,$38,$88 8.17388 .BYTE $78,$6C,$6C,$C6
8.16558 .BVTE $66,$66,$66,$88 8173'8 .BVTE $E8,$68,$68,$68
8.16568 .BVTE $88,$88,$88,$88 817488 .BVTE $68,$66,$7E,$78
816578 .BVTE $88,$66,$FF,$66 8.174.18 .BVTE $C6,$EE,$FE,$D6
8.16588 .BVTE $66,$FF,$66,$88 817428 .BVTE $C6,$C6,$C6,$C6
8.165'8 .BVTE $.18,$3E,$68,$3C 8.17438 .BVTE $C6,$C6,$E6,$F6
8.16688 .BVTE $86,$7C,$18,$88 817448 .BYTE $DE,$CE,$C6,$C6
8166.18 .BVTE $88,$66,$6C,$.18 817458 .BVTE $7C,$CE,$C6,$C6
8.16628 .BVTE $38,$66,$46,$88 8.17468 .BVTE $C6,$C6,$E6,$7C
816639 .BYTE $DF,$FD,$DF,$FD 817478 .BVTE $7C,$66,$66,$66
8.16648 .BVTE $DF,$FD,$DF,$FD 8.17488 .BVTE $6C,$68,$68,$C8
816658 .BVTE $88,$28,$AA,$BE 8.174'8 .BVTE $7C,$E6,$C6,$C6
8.16668 .BVTE $BE,$AA,$28,$88 8.17588 .BVTE $C6,$C6,$CE,$7F
8.16678 .BVTE $88,$28,$88,$6' 817518 .BYTE $EE,$73,$66,$6C
8.16688 .BVTE $28,$28,$41,$41 8.17528 .BVTE $66,$66,$63,$C3
8166'8 .BVTE $88,$.14,$88,$'6 8.17538 .BYTE $3A,$66,$68,$3C
8.16788 .BVTE $.14,$.14,$82,$82 8.17548 .BYTE $86,$86,$66,$5C
8.167.18 .BVTE $88,$66,$3C,$FF 8.17558 .BYTE $FE,$J8,$68,$C8
8.16728 .BVTE $3C,$66,$88,$88 817568 .BYTE $C8,$C2,$C6,$7C
8.16738 .BVTE $88,$.18,$.18,$7E 8.17578 .BYTE $E6,$66,$66,$66
816748 .BVTE $18,$.18,$88,$88 817588 .BVTE $66,$66,$6E,$3F
816758 .BVTE $88,$88,$89,$88 8.175'8 .BVTE $C3,$66,$66,$66
8.16768 .BVTE $88,$.18,$.18,$38 8.17688 .BVTE $66,$66,$3C,$.18
8.16778 .BVTE $88,$88,$88,$7E 817618 .BVTE $CJ,$C3,$C3,$D3
8.16788 .BVTE $88,$88,$88,$88 817628 .BVTE $CB,$DF,$77,$62
8167'8 .BVTE $88,$88,$88,$88 817638 .BVTE $CJ,$C3,$66,$3C
816888 .8VTE $88,$.18,$.18,$88 817648 .BVTE $3C,$66,$C3,$C3
8168.18 .BYTE $88,$86,$8C,$18 817658 .BYTE $C3,$66,$66,$3C
816828 .BVTE $38,$68,$48,$88 8.17668 .BVTE $.18,$.18,$18,$18
8.16838 .BVTE $7C,$CE,$C6,$C6 8.17678 .BVTE $7E,$C6,$8C,$18
8.16848 .BVTE $C6,$E6,$7C,$88 8.17688 .BVTE $FE,$68,$C3,$FE
8.16858 .BVTE $38,$38,$.18,$.18 8176'8 .BVTE $88,$lE,$.18,$.18
816868 .BVTE $.18,$.18,$.18,$88 8.17788 .BVTE $.18,$18,$.1E,$88
8.16878 .BVTE $7C,$E6,$8C,$16 8.177.18 .BYTE $88,$49,$68,$38
8.16888 .BVTE $38,$68,$FE,$88 8.17728 .BVTE $.18,$8C,$86,$88
8168'8 .BVTE $7E,$8C,$.18,$8C 817738 .BYTE $88,$78,$.18,$.18
816'88 .BVTE $86,$66,$3C,$88 8.17748 .BYTE $18,$.18,$78,$88
816'18 .BVTE $8C,$.1C,$3C,$6C 817758 .BVTE $88,$88,$.1C,$36
8.16n8 .BVTE $CC,$FE,$8C,$88 817768 .BVTE $63,$88,$88,$88
816'38 .BVTE $7E,$68,$7C,$86 817778 .BVTE $88,$88,$88,$88
816'48 .BVTE $86,$66,$3C,$88 817788 .BYTE $88,$88,$FF,$08
8.16'58 .BVTE $7C,$C6,$C8,$FC 8.177'8
8.16'68 .BVTE $CE,$E6,$7C,$88 8.17888 *= $82E8
8.16'78 .BVTE $7E,$86,$8C,$.18 8.178.18 .WORD BEGIN ~
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by Stephen Miller

If you've ever looked at a picture created
with one of the ANTIC Mode E graphics pro
grams (i.e. MicroPainter, Atari Artist,
KoalaPad, etc.-those using screens made up
of ANTIC Mode E instructions in the dis
play list, also known as GRAPHICS 15 or
GRAPHICS 7+ ),you probablynoticed that,
despite having the highest resolution possi
ble while still having controllable colors, the
curves and diagonal lines remain awfully
jagged-looking. This is caused by an effect
known as "stairstepping" or "aliasing" (the
individual "steps" are called '~aggies"). With
PIXAV 1.0, the program presented here, this
problem can be helped.

1Yping It In
Type in Listing 1. Check your work with

BASIC Editor IJ and be careful to save a copy
before it's run. If you have made any typing
mistakes in the DATA statements, the pro
gram will tell you where.

The Jaggie Blender
As yet, there is no way to get around some

degree of jagginess in a picture created by a
76

computer, but its effects can be minimized by
a long-used technique called "pixel averag
ing" ("pixel" is a short form of "picture ele
ment," meaning an individual dot of a
picture), which blends the jaggies together
and smooths out their differences.

This technique involves taking the average
brightness (in computerese, "luminance") of
the pixels in a small area of a picture and
replacing the center pixel's luminance value
with this value. This process is repeated for
every pixel in the picture, the area each time
centering on the pixel in consideration. For
instance, consider a picture with four differ
ent possible luminances, including back
ground (sound like any kind of display you
know of, with the right SETCOLOR state
ments?), containmg a "neighborhood" of pix
els with the following luminance values:

3 I 3
203
122
To find the new value for the center pixel,

we add all the values in the neighborhood:
3+1+3+2+0+3+1+2+2=D

and divide by the number of pixels in the
neighborhood:

17/9 =:= 1.888
or, rounding to the nearest integer, we get 2.
We would now change the center pixel's lu
minance to 2. These steps are repeated for
every pixel in the picture. This process is
called pixel averaging, or, for short, PIXAV
ing. However, because PIXAVing a picture
on top of itself this way would create an er
ror which would slowly accumulate because
previous pixel changes would throw off new
ones, we should PIXAV onto another, more
expendable picture. This generally creates a
cleaner, more polished and consistent output.
However, PIXAVing a picture on top of it
self does have its uses, as we'll see later.

Variations on a Theme
Also, replacing the center pixel's value IS

not all we could do. We could also add the
luminance of the center pixel to the average
luminance, letting the sum "roll over" from
three back down to zero, like this:

0+1 -) 1
1 + 1 -)2
2 + 1 -) 3
3+1-)0
We could subtract the center from the aver-
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age, letting the difference roll under from
zero to three, much like in the previous ad
dition; we could AND the average with the
center (both in binary form, of course); we
could OR the two; and finally, we could EOR
(Exclusive OR) the two.

The effects of each of these approaches,
multiplied by the two modes ofPIXAVing (on
top of itself or to an alternate picture) give
a wide range of results.

Replace-PIXAVing to an alternate picture
tends to blend colors evenly from light to
dark. In other words, dark areas encroach on
light areas equally as much as light areas en
croach on dark areas. This usually works best
on pictures of medium overall brightness.
Replace-PIXAVing a picture onto itself has
much the same effect, except that the picture
generally seems to have a light shining on it
from an angle. This also usually works best
with medium-brightness pictures.

Add-PIXAVing to an alternate picture tends
to make light areas dark and dark areas light.
The difference between it and simply revers
ing the colors is that the order of the colors
is kept the same. Like replace-PIXAVing a
picture on top of itself, add-PIXAVing a pic
ture on top of itself tends to make the pic
ture look like a light is shining on it from an
angle.

Subtract-PIXAVing to an alternate picture
gives the effect of edge detection. The edges
of the objects in the picture become light,
while the rest of the picture becomes dark.
Subtract-PIXAVing a picture on top of itself
tends to make the texture of the picture
(usually digitized) stand out and give it more
relief. If the picture is drawn and not digi
tized, it heightens the existing texture and cre
ates some texture of its own.

AND-PIXAVing to an alternate picture
works much like replace-PIXAVing, except
that the light areas are prevented from en
croaching on the dark areas. This usually
works best on pictures which have a high
overall brightness or many thin, black lines
or dots which would normally be swamped
by surrounding white areas. Like other forms
of PIXAVing a picture on top of itself, AND
PIXAVing has much the same effect of its
alternate-picture counterpart, but makes it
seem like there is light hitting from the side.

OR-PIXAVing to an alternate picture works
like replace-PIXAVing as well, but the dark
APRIL A.N.A.L.O.G. Computing

areas don't encroach on the light ones. In
other words, the areas AND would deaden,
OR heightens. OR-PIXAVing a picture on top
of itself has much the same effect, but tends
to make the picture look washed-out. Both
of the OR-PIXAVs work best on pictures of
low overall brightness or which have thin,
white lines or dots which would also other
wise be swamped by surrounding areas of
black.

OR-PIXAVing to an alternate picture, at
first glance, has the same effect as subtract
PIXAVing to an alternate page. Not so!
Closer examination reveals that the subtracted
pictures seem to lack shading, whereas the
EORed ones do not. As a matter of fact, what
you see when you look at an EOR-PIXAVed
picture is a map of the absolute differences
between the original picture and a replace
PIXAVed version of it; that is, each pixel in
an EOR-PIXAVed picture reflects the abso
lute difference between that pixel's original
value and its new value (if the picture had
been replace-PIXAVed). Hard to believe, but
true. Strangely enough, EOR-PIXAVing a
picture on top of itself looks nothing like a
picture EOR-PIXAVed to an alternate picture.
EORing a picture on top of itself introduces
weird patterns to the picture.

BASICally Slow
Now that we know how to actually PIXAV

a picture, it should be easy to code, right?
Just slap something together in BASIC, right?
Wrong. I tried this and had to interrupt the
program 15 minutes after I had typed RUN,
because only one-quarter of the screen had
been fmished by then. This would have meant
one hour for every picture processed. I cer
tainly wasn't going to sit through this time
and time again, and I knew that, deep down
inside, underneath all that BASIC, my Atari
wasn't that lethargic. I set forth with all the
determination I could muster (and all the time
I could muster-it was the middle of the
school year) to write the main loop in
machine language.

Slowing Down to Speed Up
When I started writing, I realized that it

was going to be uphill all the way. The only
assembler I had was the good old Atari

ASMED (ASseMbler/EDitor), and I didn't
have the money to buy a better one. There
was no solution except to keep plugging away.
Suddenly, several months later....

The Perfectionist's Curse
I finally had the program written,

debugged, and working beautifully. However,
even in machine language, with ANTIC's
DMA turned off (read: with the screen turned
off so the program would run faster) it still
took four minutes to PIXAV a picture. Be
ing the perfectionist I am, I wanted it to work
even quicker. So I said to myself, "Self, how
can you make it any faster?" The only an
swer I could think of was ...

The PLOT Thickens
... to write my own PLOT/LOCATE rou

tine. I had been using CIO's PLOT/LOCATE
routine up until now, which, I realized, had
things to deal with which it didn't need to (in
my program, anyway) like split screens,
graphics mode checking, etc. So, I plod
ded along once more, still bearing the weight
of the problem of the ASMED. About a
month later, voila! It worked! Now the PIX
AV routine took only 11/2 minutes to do its
job on a picture. You may not think that this
is very fast, but consider that in this minute
and a half, the computer has to do 30,720
PLOTs, average groups of numbers of vari
ous sizes 30,720 times and do a whopping
276,480 LOCATEs (whew!).

After the main part had been perfected,
some final polishing made it complete:
brightness correction, SAVE routine, etc.
Then I realized that I had written my program
on a 1200 XL and that GRAPHICS 63 (15
for Mode 7 + 16 for no text window + 32
for no screen clear = 63) wouldn't cut it on
an 800 or 400. So, with a quick modifica
tion, I had the program working with all
Ataris. This routine is interesting because it
makes use of Location 65527 to identify the
ROM version it is operating on (it just so hap
pens that the 1. D. numbers for all XLs and
XEs are less than 34, while all 800s and 400s
are equal to or greater than 34).

You may also wonder why I went to the
trouble to write a memory-clear routine to
clear the screen and have the GRAPHICS
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commands in the program not clear the
screen. The reason is that to make the pro
gram and both screens fit in memory, they
both have to be put so close together that, due
to a small bug in the screen-clear routine, the
first ten bytes of the Screen-2 display list,
which immediately follows Screen I, would
be wiped out by a screen clear on Screen I
(see Mapping the Atari, page 19).

Using the Program
If you accidentally select one of these fol

lowing options, don't worry. You will be
given a chance to abort the operation before
it is actually performed.

Load. This option allows you to load only
files which are 62 sectors in length. This is
the size of an "uncompacted" picture (Micro
Painter saves its files this way automatically,
but to do this with KoalaPad or Atari Artist,
you must press the greater-than key (» to
save the picture as an uncompacted file with
the filename D:PICTURE. To load the un
compacted file back into either of these two
programs, press the less-than key «). Af
ter you have selected a picture, PIXAV will
load it. There is a ten- to 20-second blank
screen after this, during which time the pro
gram adjusts the pixels so that their color
numbers match up with their brightnesses
(determined by the color values saved by the
graphics program you used).

View. Just what it says. Press Option to
return to the menu after the picture is on the
screen.

PlXAV This is the heart of the program,
the part that does the actual PIXAVing. Sim
ply follow on-screen instructions.

Save. Fairly self-explanatory.
Quit. If you wish to leave the program, it

is imperative that you either use this option
or tum the computer off. Otherwise, any sub
sequent programs run will be working with
16K of memory less than normal.

The End
Well, I hope you enjoy using PIXAV, and

get good results from it. Take care, and Hap
py PIXAVing!

Stephen Miller is a self-taught programmer
and a student, caught between high school
and college, who started tinkering with Ataris
in the fifth grade (1980). This is his first ar
ticle, and he enjoys programming in R4SIC,
assembly language and Pascal. His hobbies
are reading and burning the midnight oil. .r:I
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LISTING 1: BASIC
9 REH MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
1 REH * PIXAU 1.9 *
2 REH * bg stephen W. Hiller *
3 REH * *
4 REH * COPVRIGHT 1~8~ *
5 REH * BV ANALOG COHPUTING *
6 REH MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
49 DIH PIXAU$(1861,CLEAR$(421,CSWITCH$
(661,CIO$(61,DEL$(241,FILE$(141,NAHE$(
141,FUNC$(10),LUH(3),LUH2(3),NTRV$(17)
59 DEL$=CHR$(156):DEL$(24)=DEL$:DEL$(2
)=DEL$:OLDOPT1=1:0LDOPT2=1:HT=106
69 POKE 55',9:GOSUB '69:POKE 55',34:IF

FRE(9)(16599 THEN ? CHR$(125)iCH~$(25

3):? "Not enough MeMorg!":END
79 GOSUB 1~49:DL2=PEEK(560)+PEEK(561)*

256:SCR2L=PEEK(88):SCR2H=PEEK(8'):SCR2
=SCR2L+SCR2H*256:POKE HT,PEEK(HT)-32
89 GOSUB l'49:DL1=PEEK(569)+PEEK(561)*
256:SCR1L=PEEK(88):SCR1H=PEEK(8'):SCRl
=SCR1L+SCR1H*256:POKE HT,PEEK(HT)-32
'0 A=U5R(ADR(CLEAR$),SCR1,SCR1+7689):A
=USR(ADR(CLEAR$),SCR2,SCR2+7680)
100 OPEN 1S2, 12,0, "E:": POKE 752',1: POSIT
ION 14,1:? " IiU:liJIWBI] ": POSITION 10,2
:? "bg Stephen W. Hiller":POKE 82,10
110 ? :? "Load":? "Uiew":? "PIXAU":? "
save":? "Ouit":TOP=3:HAXOPT=5:0LDOPT=0
LDOPT1:POKE 77,0:GOSUB 789
120 OLDOPT1=OPT:ON OPT GOSUB 140,350,4
10,620,740
130 CLOSE ISl:CLOSE 1S2:GOTO 100

. 140 GRAPHICS O:POKE 752,1:0PEN ISl,6,0,
"D:*.*":? :? :HAXOPT=O:TOP=l
150 INPUT ISl,NTRV$:IF NTRV$(2,2)0" "
THEN 180
160 TRAP 180: IF NTRV$ U5, 171 ="062" THE
N ? " ";NTRV$(3,13):HAXOPT=HAX
OPT+l
170 GOTO 150
180 TRAP 40000:CLOSE ISl:? " Re
turn to Menu":HAXOPT=HAXOPT+l:0LDOPT=1
:GOSUB 780:IF OPT=HAXOPT THEN RETURN
1'0 CLOSE ISl:0PEN ISl,6,0,"D:*.*":FOR C
=1 TO OPT
200 INPUT ISl, NTRV$: IF NTRV$ U5, 171 0"9
62" THEN 200
210 NEXT C:CLOSE ISl:TRAP 40000:0=10:FO
R C=3 TO 10
220 IF NTRV$(C,C)=" " THEN 0=C-l:C=10
230 NEXT C: NAHES U, 2) ="D:": NAHE$ (3) =NT
RV$(3,0):NAHE$(LEN(NAHE$)+1)=".":NAHE$
(LEN(NAHE$)+1)=NTRV$(11,13)

I 240 FUNC$="load":GOSUB 8'0
250 IF 0=1 THEN SCRL=SCR1L:SCRH=SCR1H
260 IF 0=2 THEN SCRL=SCR2L:SCRH=SCR2H

I 270 IF 0=3 THEN RETURN
280 OPEN ISl,4,0,NAHE$
2'0 POKE 84',1:POKE 850,7:POKE 852,SCR
L:POKE 853,SCRH:POKE 856,9:POKE 857,30
300 A=USR(ADR(CIO$)):FOR X=O TO 3:GET
ISl,LUH:LUH(X)=LUH-INT(LUH/16)*16:NEXT
X:CLOSE ISl .
319 FOR V=O TO 3:LUH=16:FOR X=O TO 3:1
F LUH(X) (LUH THEN LUH=LUH(X):LO=X
320 NEXT X:LUH(LO)=16:LUH2(LO)=V:NEHT
V
330 IF LUH2(0)=0 AND LUH2(1)=1 AND LUH
2(2)=2 AND LUH2(3)=3 THEN RETURN
340 POKE 88,SCRL:POKE 8',SCRH:POKE 55'
,0:A=USR(ADR(CSWITCH$),LUH2(0),LUH2(1)
,LUH2(21,LUH2(3)):POKE 55',34:RETURN
350 FUNC$="view":GOSUB 8'0
360 IF 0=1 THEN POKE 561,INT(DLl/256):
POKE 560,DL1-PEEK(561)*256:GOTO 3'0
370 IF 0=2 THEN POKE 561,INT(DL2/2561:
POKE 560,DL2-PEEK(561)*256:GOTO 3'0
380 IF 0=3 THEN RETURN
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859 POSITION ',TOP+OPT:PUT U2,31
860 C=29
879 IF PEEKC5327')=0 AND C THEN C=C-l:
GOTO 879
880 GOTO 819
8'9 POKE 82,':? "Press: "1t1jll to "i FU
NCS i" sc reen 1":? " "114.;(10 to "i FUNCS i
" screen 2":? " (1):.1'(11:1 for Main Menu"
'99 0=PEEKC5327')
'19 IF 0=3 THEN '59
'29 IF 0=5 THEN 0=2:GOTO '59
'39 IF 0=6 THEN O=l:GOTO '59
'49 GOTO '99
'59 POKE 82,2:? CHRS(28)iCHRSC28)iCHRS
(28)iDELSi:RETURN
'69 FOR F=9 TO 4:IF F=9 THEN Z=181
'79 IF F=l THEN Z=41
'89 IF F=2 THEN Z=65
"9 IF F=3 THEN Z=164
1099'IF F=4 THEN Z=6
1919 FOR K=l TO Z STEP 6:S=9:FOR Y=K T
0. K+5:READ A
1929 IF F=9 THEN PIKAUSCY,Y)=CHRSCA)
1939 IF F=l THEN CLEARSCY,Y)=CHRSCA)

. 1049 IF F=2 THEN CSWITCHSCY,Y)=CHRSCA)
1959 IF F=3 THEN POKE Y+1535,A
1969 IF F=4 THEN CIOSCY,Y)=CHRS(A)
1979 S=S+A*Y:NEKT Y:READ C:S=S-19099*I
NT(SI'19999):IF C(>S THEN L=PEEK(183)+P
EEK(184)*256:GOTO 1109
1089 NEKT K:NEKT F
10'9 RETURN
1199 GRAPHICS 9:? :? "Error in Ii ne ";
L;"!":END
1119 REM PIKAU
1129 DATA 194,194,194,133,212,194,2849
1139 DATA 133,297,133,8',194,133,7414
1149 DATA 296,133,88,194,133,29',3547
1159 DATA 194,133,298,16',9,133,5'14
1169 DATA 84,16',9,133,85,16',7753
1179 DATA 1,133,218,16',9,133,2915

. 1189 DATA 203,133,295,32,9,6,20'2
,. 11'9 DATA 133,294,239,85,32,9,45'
i' 1298 DATA 6,1~8,84,32,9,6,6466

, 1219 DATA 1'8,85,32,9,6,1'8,'798
1229 DATA 85,32,9,6,239,84,8947
1239 DATA 32,9,6,239,84,32,6'26
1249 DATA 9,6,239,85,32,9,6618
1259 DATA 6,239,85,32,9,6,8887
1269 DATA 1'8,85,1'8,84,162,9,3176

, 1279 DATA 165,293,56,22',295,144,3724
1289 DATA 3,232,298,24',24,191,1245
12'9 DATA 295,79,295,144,2,239,238

, 1399 DATA 295,1'7,205,144,1,232,'45'
1319 DATA 134,293,165,1.93,234,234,8143
1329 DATA 234,41,3,133,293,16',6846
1339 DATA 9,298,156,298,159,165,5218
1349 DATA 212,249,8,165,298,133,726
1359 DATA 88,165,29',133,8',16',759
1369 DATA 9,133,218,165,203,32,'31
1379 DATA 15,6,165,212,240,8,'518
1389 DATA 165,206,133,88,165,207,377'

., 13'9 DATA 133,8',239,85,165,85,170
, 1400 DATA 291,169,208,211,239,84,7435

, 1419 DATA 165,84,291,1'2,298,295,7544
1429 DATA '6,9,9,9,9,9,7376
1439 REM CLEAR
1449 DATA 194,194,133,284,184,133,2845
1458 DATA 283,184,133,296,184,133,8258
1469 DATA 295,162,8,16',0,12',"5'
1479 DATA 293,165,293,1'7,205,298,5461
1489 DATA 7,165,204,1'7,206,208,7793

I 14'9 DATA 1,'6,230,283,208,235,3335
1599 DATA 239,294,184,89,239,9,6968
1519 REM CSWITCH
1529 DATA 194,194,194,133,203,194,27'5

" 1539 DATA 194,133,204,194,104,133,7488
1548 DATA 285,184,104,133,286,16',4353
1550 DATA 9,133,85,133,84,16',335'
1560 DATA 1,133,218,32,15,6,889
1579 DATA 179,213,283,240,',16',3344

. 3'9 POKE 798,4:POKE 79',8:POKE 719,12:
IF PEEKC5327')(>3 THEN 3'9

. 499 RETURN
419 POKE 82,19:? :? "Replace":? "Add":
? "Subtract":? "AND":? "OR":? "EOR":TO
P=19:MAKOPT=6:0LDOPT=OLDOPT2
429 GOSUB 789:MODE=OPT-l:0LDOPT2=OLDOP
T:FUNCS="PIKAU":GOSUB 8'9
439 IF 0=1 THEN SlL=SCRIL:SIH=SCRIH:Sl
=SCRl
449 IF 0=2 THEN SlL=SCR2L:SIH=SCR2H:Sl
=SCR2

I 459 IF 0=3 THEN RETURN
469 FUNCS="PIKAU onto":GOSUB 8'9
479 IF 0=1 THEN S2=SCRl
489 IF 0=2 THEN S2=SCR2
4'9 IF 0=3 THEN RETURN
599 ? "I'll turn Off the screen to Mak
e it quicker, but it'll still take a
bout one and a half Minutes."
519 ? "Press "11;1jO to beg in."
529 IF PEEKC5327') (>6 THEN 529
539 PIKAUSCll',ll')=CHRSC234):IF MODE=
1 THEN PIKAUSCll',11')=CHRSC24)
549 IF MODE=2 THEN PIKAUSCll',ll')=CHR
S (56)
559 PIKAUSC129,129)=CHRSC234):IF MODE=
1 THEN PIKAUSC129,129)=CHRSC191)
569 IF MODE=2 THEN PIKAUSC129,129)=CHR
S C22')
579 IF MODE=3 THEN PIKAUSC129,129)=CHR
S(37)
589 IF MODE=4 THEN PIKAUSC129,129)=CHR
S (5)

5'9 IF MODE=5 THEN PIKAUSC129,129)=CHR
S C6')
699 PIKAUSC121,121)=CHRSC234):IF MODE
THEN PIKAUSC121,121)=CHRSC294)

I 619 POKE 88,SlL:POKE 8',SlH:POKE 55',9
:A=USRCADRCPIKAUS),Sl(>S2,Sl,S2) :POKE
55',34:RETURN
629 TRAP 629:CLOSE Ul:POKE 752,9:? "T!.'
pe the filenaMe: "i:INPUT U2,FILES:PO
KE 752,l:TRAP 49999
639 IF LENCFILES)(2 THEN FILESCLENCFIL
ES)+l)=" "
649 IF FILES U, 2) O"D:" THEN NAMES U,2
)="D:"
659 NAMESCLENCNAMES)+l)=FILES
669 FUNCS="save":GOSUB 8'9
679 IF 0=1 THEN SCRL=SCRIL:SCRH=SCRIH
689 IF 0=2 THEN SCRL=SCR2L:SCRH=SCR2H
6'9 IF 0=3 THEN RETURN
799 OPEN Ul,8,9,NAMES
719 POKE 84',l:POKE 859,ll:POKE 852,SC
RL:POKE 853,SCRH:POKE 856,9:POKE 857,3
9
729 A=USRCADRCCIOS)):PUT Ul,9:PUT Ul,4
:PUT Ul,8:PUT Ul,12:CLOSE Ul
739 RETURN
749 ? "Reall!.' quit? CYI'N)":OPEN Ul,4,9
,11K:"
759 GET Ul, A: IF AOASC C"Y") AND AOASC
C"N") THEN 759

I 769 CLOSE Ul:IF A=ASCC"N") THEN RETURN
779 POKE 196,255:A=USR(58484)
789 OPT=OLDOPT:POKE 82,2:? :POKE 82,':
? "Press: (IHIUIl:l to Move up":? " D:m
iJ to Move down":? " "114.;(IU to choose"
7'9 Y=PEEK(84):POKE 766,1:POKE 82,2
809 POSITION ',TOP+OPT:PUT U2,31
819 0=PEEKC5327')
820 If 0=6 THEN POSITION ',TOP+OPT:PUT

U2,32:0PT=OPT+l*COPT(MAKOPT)-CMAKOPT
1) * COPT=MAKOPTl
839 IF 0=5 THEN POSITION 2,Y:POKE 766,
9:? CHRS(28)iCHRSC28)iCHRSC28)iDELSC1,
3)i:RETURN

, 849 IF 0=3 THEN POSITION ',TOP+OPT:PUT
U2,32:0PT=OPT-l*COPT>1)+CMAKOPT-l)*CO

PT=l)
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LISTING 2: ASSEMIILY

1 addrLo
1 addrHi
2 addrLo
2 addrHi
scr HOD~

val for 9s
val for Is
val for 2s
val for is

;New
;New
;New
;Nes

;BEGin addrLo
;BEGin addrHi
;fINish addrLo
;fINish addrHi

;LOCate
;PLOT

;Init loop
;Top edge
;Init loop
;Left edge
;Set up for
;' LOCates
;Get read~

;to average
;and 'SUM

;scr data ADdRLo
;scr data ADdRHi
; pixel COLoR
; shi fts to COUNT
;scrn data MASK
; CoMManD

;SCReeN
;5CReeN
;5CReeN
;SCReeN
;10r2

;Satisf~ BASIC

= 1= 0

= SCB= SCC= SCD=SCE

= SCB=SCC= SCD= SCE

= SD5
= SD6
= SD7
= SD8
=SD'= SDA

= SCE
= SCf
= SDO
= SDl
= SD4

~

PIHAU

*****

0400 SCRNIL
0410 SCRNIH
0420 SCRN2L
0430 SCRN2H
0440 MODE
0450 ;
8460 ; PLTLOC variables
0470 ;
0480 ADRL
04~0 ADRH
0508 COLR
0510 COUNT
&529 HASK
6530 CHD
0540 ;
0559 ; PLTLOC constants
9569 ;
0579 LOC
0589 PLOT
05~0 ;
0600 ; CLEAR variables
9610 ;
0620 BEGL
0630 BEGH
0640 fINL
0650 fINH
0660 ;
0670 ; CSWITCH variables
0680 ;
06~9 NEWO
9700 NEWl
0710 NEW2
0720 NEW3
0730
0740
0750
0760
0770
0780 This routine, called frOM
07~0 BASIC, takes the average of
0800 ; the values of each available

0784 ; pixel in a 3 x 3 square
0810 and Modifies the center
0820 pixel's value With that
0830 average. This .pr~cess is
0840 repeated on ever~ pixel in the
0850 168 x 1~2 ANTIC Mode E
0860 displa~.

0870 ;
0880 *=S5800
08~0 ;
O~OO ; Get paraMeters
0910 ;
ono PLA
0'30 PLA
0~40 PI-A
0~50 STA HODE
0~60 PLA
0'70 STA SCRNIH
O~80 STA SAUHSC+l
0"0 PLA
1000 STA SCRNIL
1010 STA SAUHSC
1020 PLA
1830 STA SCRN2H
1040 PLA
1050 STA SCRN2L
1060 ;
1070 ; Main Loop
1080 ;
10~0 LDA 110
1100 STA ROWCRS
1110 YLOOP LDA 110
1120 STA COLCRS
1130 HLOOP LDA IILOC
1140 'STA CHD
1150 LDA 110
1160 STA AUG
1170 STA NUMPIH
1180 ;
IHO ; LOCates

i
I
I
I
I
I

Hagazinel
i

;AUG. of pixels
;value of CENTER
;NUH. of PIKels

PIHAU Utilities
b~

Stephen W. Miller
JUI~, 1~87

for
COMputing

i
I
I
I
I
I
IANALOG
i

xxxxxxxIO( XXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Screen

S~steM equates
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

PIHAU variables

PrograM variables
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

.OPT NO LIST

;
AUG = Sca
CENTER = SCC
NUHPIK = SCD

;
ROWCRS = S54
COLCRS = S55
SAUMSC = S58

0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0178
0189
OH9
0200
0210
8220
8230
0240
8250
9269
8270
9289
02'0
8300
9318
0329
0330
8340
8350
0360
8370
0389
83~9

1588 DATA 8,133,218,181,283,32,463
15~8 DATA 15,6,238,85,165,85,7884
1608 DATA 201,160,144,227,16',0,5'54

, 1610 DATA 133,85,230,84,165,84,4832
1620 DATA 201,1~2,144,215,'6,O,3237

1630 REM PAGE 6
1640 DATA 32,15,6,1'2,0,208,20'6
1650 DATA 7,24,101,203,133,203,707'
1660 DATA 230,205,~6;41,3,133,401

1670 DATA 215,165,85,201,160,176,14'6
1680 DATA 112,165,84,201,1~2,176,5834

~. 16~O D~T~ 106,160,O,162,8,16~/278

1700 DATA 40,133,214,16~,O,133,7226

1710 DATA 213,6,213,38,214,144,7726
1720 DATA 13,24,165,213,101,84,1217
1730 DATA 133,213,165,214,105,0,7255
1740 DATA 133,214,202,208,234,165,351'
1750 DATA 85,74,74,24,101,213,20
1760 DATA 133,213,16~,O,101,214,2615

1770 DATA 133,214,24,165,88,101,888~

1780 DATA 213,133,213,165,8~,101,~605

17~0 DATA 214,133,214,165,85,41,'133
1800 DATA 3,133,216,56,16~,3,7684

1810 DATA 133,217,22~,216,133,216,767

1820 DATA 6,216,166,216,240,5,4722
, 1830 DATA 6,217,202,208,251,165,370'

1840 DATA 218,240,18,165,217,4',1631
1850 DATA 213,166,216,240,32,74,1323
1860 DATA 202,208,252,240,26,160,7040
1870 DATA 1,208,22,165,215,166,440
1880 DATA 216,240,4,10,202,208,~726

, 18~0 DATA 252,133,215,165,217,73,15'6
1~00 DATA 255,4~,213,5,215,145,54~

1~10 DATA 213,~6,8,O,O,O,463

Ino REM CIO
1~30 DATA 104,162,16,76,86,228,2578
1~40 If PEEK(65527){34 THEN GRAPHICS 6
3:RETURN
1~50 GRAPHICS 56:POKE 55',O:H=PEEKC560
) +PEEK (561)*256
1~60 If PEEKCH)=7~ THEN POKE H,78:H=H+
3:GOTO 1~60

1'70 If PEEKCH)=15 THEN POKE H,14
1'80 If PEEKCH) {>65 THEN H=H+l:GOTO 1~
60
1~~0 RETURN
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;
; AUG=INTCAUG/NUHPIH+9.5)

;
; Loop ManageMent

;
; 00 operation on AUG

i
NOFLP2 INC COLCRS iHove right

LOA COLCRS ;See if we are
CHP 11160 iat right edge
BNE BBH ;If no, continue
INC ROWCRS ilf !.Ies, go down
LOA ROWCRS iSee if we are
CHP 111'2 iat bottOM edge

ilf no, continue
ilf !.Ies, done!

iNew val for 2s

iSatisf!.l BASIC

iNew val for Os

iNew val for 3s
;Start at
;upper
;right

ilndir nonindex

;New val for 1s

;Satisf!.l BASIC

;Erase
ilocation
iSee if we're
iat the end
i If not, cont
iSee if we're
ireall!.l done
i If not, cont
;Done!
iMove on
iRepeat if not
ion page bound
ilf so, INC page
iUnconditional
ibranch

*****CLEAR

*****

BNE BBY
RTS

.,
; Hain loop

;
i Get paraMeters

;
*=$5789

;
PLA
PLA
PLA
STA NEWO
PLA
PLA
STA NEW!
PLA
PLA
STA NEW2
PLA
PLA
STA NEW3
LDA 119
STA COLCRS
STA ROWCRS

i
CSLOOP LOA IILOC ;LoCate

This routine, called frOM
BASIC, replaces each pixel
value in the 169 x 1'2 ANTIC
Mode E displa!.l With a
specified pixel value,
depending on the original
value of the pixel.

CSWITCH
)()()()()()()(

)()()()( )U()(

i
i Main loop

i
i Get paraMeters

i
INC BEGH
CLU
BUC CLOOP

i
PLA
PLA
STA BEGH
PLA
STA BEGL
PLA
STA FINH
PLA
STA FINL
LDH 119

This routine, called frOM
BASIC, sets all MeMOr!.l
locations in the specified
boundaries, inClusive, to 9.

i
*=$5700

;
CLOOP LOA 119

STA CBEGL,H]
LOA BEGL
CHP FINL
BNE CCONT
LDA BEGH
CHP FINH
BNE CCONT
RTS

CCONT INC BEGL
BNE CLOOP

2010
2020
2030
2049
2050
2060
2970
2089
29'0
2190
2119
2129
2139
2140
2150
2160
2170
2189
21'9
2290
2210
2220
2239
2240
2259
2260
2279
2280
22'0
2300
2319
2329
2330
2349
2359
2360
2379
2389
23'0
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
24'0
2509
2519
2520
2530
2540
2559
2569
2570
2580
25'0
2600
2619
2620
2639
2649
2650
2660
2670
2680
26'0
2700
2719
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
27'J0
2800
2810

iCenter center

iCenter right

iUpper center

;Color to PLOT
;00 it
iSee if we need
ito fl ip back
;If !.Ies,
ithen
ido
iit

;Upper right

;Lower right

iget AUG
iDo
;the
;operation
; Cut off all but
;2 LSBs
;Fail BBH & BBY
;Needed to be
;relocateable

;Lower center

;Lower left

iUpper left

;Center left

;Back to
;the center

i9 to quotient
iGet SUM
iSubtract prep

NUHPIH ;Subt. divisor
;Round if done
;else count
iand keep going
iAdd prep
;Fix rollunder
iDivide b!.l 2
iRound down
;or up
;reMainder-suM/2
;Down if < 9
; or up if> 0
;Store result

i
JSR LOCAOO
STA CENTER
INC COLCRS
JSR LOCAOO
OEC ROWCRS
JSR LOCAOD
DEC COLCRS
JSR LOCADD
DEC COLCRS
JSR LOCAOD
INC ROWCRS
JSR LOCAOO
INC ROWCRS
JSR LOCAOD
INC COLCRS
JSR LOCADD
INC COLCRS
JSR LOCADD
DEC COLCRS
OEC ROWCRS

i
LOA HOOE ;See if we need
BEQ NOFLPl ito flip screens
LOA SCRN2L ;If !.Ies,
STA SAUHSC ithen
LDA SCRN2H ;do
STA SAUHSC+1 ;it

NOFLP1 LDA IIPLOT ;Setup to PLOT
STA CHD
LDA AUG
JSR PLTLOC
LOA HaDE
BEQ NOFLP2
LDA SCRN1L
STA SAUHSC
LDA SCRN1H
STA SAUHSC+l

;
LDA AUG
NOP
NOP
NOP
AND 113
STA AUG
LDA 119

BBH BNE HLOOP
BBY BNE YLOOP

;
LDH 110
LOA AUG
SEC

NHTSUB SBC
BCC ROUND
INH
BNE NHTSUB

ROUND CLC
ADC NUHPIH
LSR NUHPIH
BCC COHP
INC NUHPIH

COHP CHP NUHPIH
BCC FINDQU
INH

FINOQU STH AUG

;
; PLOT results

1208
1218
1228
1239
1248
1258
1269
1279
1289
12~9

1399
1318
1328
1339
1348
1358
1369
1379
1389
13'9
1409
1419
1429
1439
1449
1459
1469
1479
1489
14'9
1509
1519
1529
1539
1549
1559
1569
1579
1580
15'9
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
16'0
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
17'J0
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
18'0
UOO
lUO
U20
U30
U48
U58
U68
U70
U88
1"0
2000
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JUUUU()(

PreliM fiXing and Checking

.,
i ADR=40*row+coI/4+SAUMSC

i
*=$600

iGet coluMn
iClear top bits
i Keep it
iSubtract prep
iMax shift/2
iAlso bot 2 bits
iSubtract
iit
i TiMes 2

iU of Shifts
iSkip it if none
i Move left
iCount shifts
iCont if More
iPLOT or LOCate?
iI:f 0, then PLOT

;Flag error
iDone!

iKeep onl~

ineeded bits
;Now
;Move
;it
;back
;over
;Done!

iCont if bit clr
iNeaten up
iAdd
iother
i factor
ito
ithe
iproduct
iCount bits
iCont if More
iDivide
icoluMn
ib~ four
iAdd
iit
ito
ithe
iscreen
iaddress
iAdd
iSAUMSC
ito
ithe
iscreen
iaddress
ialso

;Get pixel color
;Move
;it
;into
;correct
;position
iKeep it
;Get Mask
i A=NOT (MASK)
;Clear 2 bits
iFill 2 bits
;Put it back
;Done! ~

i
i Adjust MASK
i

LDX COUNT
BEQ MASKLQ

MASKL ASL MASK
DEX
BNE MASKL

MASKLQ LDA CMD
BEQ PLT

i
LDA MASK
AND (ADRU, V
LDX COUNT
BEQ PLTLOQ

LOCR LSR A
DEX
BNE LOCR
BEQ PLTLOQ

i
LDA COLCRS
AND U3
SHl COUNT
SEC
LDA U3
STA MASK
SBC COUNT
SHl COUNT
ASL COUNT

i
i Do PLOT

i
i Abort

i
i Do LOCate

i
ABORT lOV Ul

BNE PLTLOQ

BCC NOADD
CLC
LDA ADRL
ADC ROWCRS
SHl ADRL
LDA ADRH
ADC U8
STA ADRH

NOADD DEX
BNE MULT
LDA COLCRS
LSR A
LSR A
CLC
ADC ADRL
STA ADRL
LDA UO
ADC ADRH
SHl ADRH
CLC
LDA SAUMSC
ADC ADRL
STA ADRL
LDA SAUMSC+l
ADC ADRH
SHl ADRH

i
i Get U of bits to shift things
i (COUNT=(col MOD 4)*2)

i
PLT LDA COLR

LDX COUNT
BEQ COLRLQ

COLRL ASL A
DEX
BNE COLRL

COLRLQ STA COLR
LDA MASK
EOR U$FF
AND (ADRU, V
ORA COLR
STA (ADRU, V

PLTLOQ RTS

3638
3648
3658
3668
3678
3688
36'8
3788
3718
3728
3738
3748
3758
3760
3778
3780
3nO
3800
3818
3820
3830
3840
3850
3868
3878
3880
3nO
noo
3UO
3'20
3nO
3'48
3'50
3'60
3'78
3'80
3"0
4000
4818
4020
4030
4040
4058
4060
4070
4888
40'0
4108
4118
4120
4138
4148
4158
4168
4178
4188
41'8
4288
4218
4220
4230
4240
4250
4269
4270
4288
42'8
4388
4318
4328
4338
4340
4350
4368
4370
4388
43'8
4408
4418
4420
4438

iLOCate
iSee if legal
iI:f no, then RTS
iI:f ~es, then
iupdate AUG

i8 bit factor
iB~tes

iper line
iClear
iproduct
iMove ADR pair
ias one big b~te

iand NUMPI:X
iGo back

iZero top 6 bits
iKeep it
iGet ColUMn
iOut of bounds?
iI:f ~es, abort
ielse get row
iOut of bOunds?
iI:f ~es, abort
iI:ndir, nonindex

iDo
iit
iUse result as
iindex to table
iI:f saMe, skip
ielse PLOT

SHl CMD
JSR PLTLOC
TAX
CMP NEW8,X
BEQ NOPLOT
LDA UPLOT
STA CMD
LDA NEWO,X icolor to use
JSR PLTLOC iDo it

NOPLOT I:NC COLCRS iMove right
LDA COLCRS iSee if we are
CMP U160 ioff right edge
BeC CSLOOP iI:f no, repeat
LDA UO ielse return to
STA COLCRS ileft edge
I:NC ROWCRS iand Move down
LDA ROWCRS iSee if we are
CMP U1'2 ioff bottOM edge
BCC CSLOOP iI:f no, repeat
RTS ielse done!

PLTLOC
KKKKKK

i
i Do jOb

.,
LDX U8
LDA U40
SHl ADRH
LDA U8
STA ADRL

MULT ASL ADRL
ROL ADRH

KKKKKK

This routine, called froM
PI:XAU and eSWI:TCH, either
returns the value of a
specified pixel through the A
register or changes the value
of a specified pixel to the
value in the A register,
depending on the value in CMD.

LOCADD
)(K)(KKK

This routine, called frOM
PI:XAU, adds the value of a
specified pixel to AUG and
increMents NUMPI:X, but onl~ if
the pixel is within the
boundaries.

i
LOCADD

JSR PLTLOC
CPV UO
BNE LOCADQ
CLC
ADC AUG
STA AUG
INC NUMPI:X

LOCADQ RTS

i
PLTLOC

AND U3
STA COLR
LDA COLCRS
CMP U160
DCS ABORT
LDA ROWCRS
CMP Ul'2
BCS ABORT
LDV U8

2828
2838
2848
2858
2868
2878
2888
28'8
2'88
2U8
2'28
U38
2'48
2'58
U68
U78
U88
2"8
3888
3818
3828
3838
3848
3858
3868
3878
3888
3n8
3188
3118
3128
3138
3148
3158
3168
3178
3188
31'8
3288
3218
3228
3238
3248
3258
3268
3278
3288
32'8
3388
3318
3328
3338
3348
3358
3368
3378
3388
33'8
3488
3418
3428
3438
3448
3458
3468
3478
3488
34n
3588
3518
3528
3538
3548
3558
3568
3578
3588
35'8
3688
3618
3628
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